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Summary
The non-equilibrium operation of narrow energy-gap semiconductor devices 
has been studied in the context of infrared detection. The fundamental 
mechanisms which determine medium and long wavelength infrared detector 
sensitivities have been reviewed, and it is proposed that the dominant factors 
vtfiich have necessitated the cooling of such devices in order to minimise 
thermal noise can be suppressed. This is contrary to previous assumptions, 
and is a consequence of the operation of detectors in a non-equilibrium mode 
where the free carrier densities are held substantially below their normal 
values. The prospect is offered, therefore, of the removal of the cooling 
requirement with less than a factor of two loss in performance.
The properties of non-equilibrium minority carrier current phenomena in 
wide-gap semiconductors have been reviewed. The first application of these 
phenomena to narrow-gap devices is presented here and, specifically, the 
effects of minority carrier accumulation, exclusion and extraction in cadmium 
mercury telluride infrared detectors are demonstrated.
Accumulation has been studied in swept-out extrinsic devices, where it 
has been shown that the responsivity can be increased by a factor of five, 
without loss of frequency response. Consequently, the SPRITE photoccnductors 
have been re-designed to optimise the effects of accumulation, giving a 50% 
improvement in spatial resolution.
Minority carrier exclusion has been examined in intrinsic devices, where 
non-equilibrium carrier reductions by a factor of forty have been 
demonstrated at room temperature, with electric fields sufficiently low to 
prevent carrier heating. Increases in responsivity of up to a factor of 
twenty and improvements in detectivity by a factor of three have been 
observed, confirming that the dominant Auger generation mechanism can be 
suppressed. Observation of the maximum performance improvement was prevented, 
however, by excess surface generation and 1/f noise.
Photovoltaic devices for the suppression of Auger generation through the 
use of extraction have been described, and the phenomena has been demonstrated 
at room temperature. Bipolar transistor operation has also been demonstrated 
for the first time in CMT. This was observed both under low temperature, 
extrinsic conditions and near ambient temperature where performance is 
maintained by extraction.
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1. iNiRODcxrnrcN
This report describes the use and analysis of semiconductor-semiconductor
contacts in infrared detectors made from the narrow energy-gap, II-VI
material cadmium mercury telluride (Cd^ Hg-j_xTe, 0.2 4 x 4 0.3). The concepts
are also applicable to narrow-gap III-V semiconductors such as indium arsenide
antimonide (InAsxSb-|_x, 0 4 x <1) and to other types of devices, for instance
transistors. These materials have direct energy gaps in the range 0.1 eV to
0.3eV, corresponding to photon wavelengths of 12pm and 4pm respectively, and
are sensitive to infrared radiation by direct band to band absorption. As a
consequence of their small energy-gaps they have intrinsic carrier
1 fi —3concentrations of the order 10 cm J at 300K, which are a million times 
greater than those in silicon. The properties of contacts to narrow-gap semi­
conductors are, therefore, different in many respects from their counterparts 
on wide-gap materials. These properties, their effects on device 
characteristics and their use to enhance the performance of infrared photon 
detectors are described below.
Infrared detectors fall into two categories, determined by the mechanism 
of the detection process. Thermal detectors respond to the total incident 
power, and the resultant small temperature change is measured by observation 
of some temperature dependant property of the detector. For example, in a 
mercury thermometer the volume change is noted or, more appropriately to large 
arrays of detectors for thermal imaging, in a ceramic, dielectric bolometer 
the change in capacitance is measured. It is important to note that the 
change in detector temperature is very much less than that in the observed 
scene; for example, to resolve a one degree change in scene temperature a 
change in detector temp>erature of less than one millidegree must be measured. 
In practice, therefore, the sensitivity of a thermal detector is limited by 
the thermal isolation from its substrate and adjacent devices.
The second category is that of detectors which respond to infrared 
radiation by the absorption of individual photons to excite electrons over an 
energy barrier. Most commonly, a semiconductor is used where, in an intrinsic 
detector, the photon's energy is absorbed by the excitation of an electron 
from the valence to conduction bands, across the forbidden energy-gap, to 
create an electron-hole pair. Alternatively, in an extrinsic detector, 
excitation occurs either from the valence band to an acceptor impurity state
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within the forbidden gap, or from a donor state to the conduction band. 
Thirdly, in a Schottky barrier detector electrons are excited over the barrier 
created by different electron affinities of the metal and semiconductor. Only 
intrinsic detectors are considered, explicitly in this report. The electron- 
hole pairs are counted by measurement of a change in resistance in a 
photoccnductor, by a current in a photovoltaic device or by a magnetic field 
induced voltage in a photoelectromagnetic detector. The sensitivity of all 
such detectors is limited by additional, thermally excited generation of e-h 
pairs.
Medium and long wavelength intrinsic detectors, such as those made from 
InSb and CMT, are normally cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures (^  80K) in 
order to reduce thermal noise in the device and to achieve background limited 
performance: i.e. the noise on the detected signal is then a result solely of 
fluctuations in the incoming photon rate. The need for cooling is a 
considerable problem which inhibits greater use of IR systems. It 
necessitates expensive, bulky vacuum encapsulations and, out of the laboratory 
environment where liquid nitrogen is available, also leads to the requirement 
for a self-contained cooling system. These are generally based on either the 
Joule-Thomson principal or the Stirling cycle.
Joule-Thomson coolers operate by adiabatic expansion of a non-ideal gas 
through a small orifice to produce a temperature decrease. Bottled compressed 
gas is generally used, which adds significantly to the weight and bulk of the 
system, and can cause logistical problems in operation. The alternative of a 
cooling engine based on the Stirling cycle, where cooling is produced in a gas 
by making it do external work, can be compact but suffers from noise, 
vibration and the need for frequent servicing: furthermore it significantly 
increases the electrical power consumption of the system. Both techniques 
rely on precision mechanical engineering and are therefore expensive, adding 
significantly to the overall system cost.
Purely electronic coolers based on the Peltier effect and utilising p-n 
junctions in semiconducting materials can be compact and relatively efficient. 
They are only capable, however, of producing cooling by tens of degrees. 
Further cooling can be achieved by having multiple stages, however the overall 
efficiency then decreases radically, leading to a high system power 
consumption even with only a very limited power dissipation on the focal
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plane. Peltier coolers, therefore, have a practical minimum temperature limit 
of approximately 100K below ambient.
Thermal noise in semiconducting photon detectors is principally due to 
fluctuations in the rates of generation and recombination of electron-hole 
pairs (g-r noise), though, under some circumstances, non-generation thermal 
processes such as Johnson noise and 1 /f noise may also be important. For a 
12pm detector looking at a 300K scene in an f/2 field of view which is typical 
of current systems, g-r noise sources are barely significant compared to 
generation by the background radiation for detector temperatures below ~ 8OK. 
Above 80K, however, they lead to a significant drop in performance; for 
example, at 300K a degradation in signal to noise ratio by as much as two 
orders of magnitude is observed. It should also be noted that in situations 
where a much narrower field of view is used or where the background scene is 
at a temperature very much less than 300K (for instance, space applications), 
thermal noise can significantly degrade performance even below 8OK.
There are several thermal g-r mechanisms which contribute to the noise: 
these are discussed in detail in Chapter 2, in con junction with the factors 
vhich fundamentally determine device detectivity. The two principal non- 
radiative generation-recombination mechanisms in narrow-gap semiconductors 
such as InSb and CMT are Shockley-Read processes, which involve states within 
the forbidden gap, and Auger processes, which are impact ionisation by high 
thermal energy carriers. The former is a function of material quality: it is 
not fundamental and is being reduced by improved growth techniques and 
annealing schedules. The Auger processes, conversely, are linked to the band 
structures of the material and would appear to be fundamental. A novel mode 
of operation is introduced in this work, however, whereby the Auger generation 
is suppressed by holding the carrier densities several orders of magnitude 
below their equilibrium values using special device structures. This non­
equilibrium state is achieved, without employing very large electric fields, 
by the use of minority carrier exclusion and/or extraction. Its application 
to devices and implications for detector performance and operating temperature 
constitute the major aspects of this work. The D*, normalised signal to noise 
ratio, is shown to be increased at elevated temperatures so that, ultimately, 
near background limited performance at ambient temperature may be attained.
The four minority carrier phenomena which characterise "non-ohmic"
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behaviour at a contact are known as exclusion, extraction, accumulation and 
injection. Exclusion and extraction produce a reduction in the density of 
minority carriers and, at temperatures where the material is intrinsic or 
near-intrinsic, the majority carrier density is also reduced and an increase 
in bulk resistivity is observed. Accumulation and injection produce an 
increase in minority carrier density and, when intrinsic also the majority 
carrier density. All four conditions are discussed in Chapter 3, where their 
relationship is specified and the types of contact which result in each are 
described. Hie range of conditions over which these effects may be observed 
in cadmium merury telluride (CMT) or indium antimonide (InSb), and their 
consequences for the performance of infrared detectors are examined. It is 
shown that in the case of intrinsic or near intrinsic narrow-gap semi­
conductors, where a change in minority carrier density produces a similar, 
significant change in the density of majority carriers, it is virtually 
impossible to make a contact which does not disturb the density of either 
carrier type and hence result in a non-ohmic I-V characteristic.
The four types of disturbance were first identified explicitly by L o w ^  
in 1954, though injection and, to a lesser extent, extraction had been studied 
in the context of transistors prior to this time. Subsequently, workers 
studied exclusion and accumulation, principally in germanium, during the late 
1950's and early 1960's. The topic was re-examined during the mid 1970's and 
then extended, by one group of workers, to wider-gap, compensated semi­
conductors. Further workers again re-examined these effects in germanium 
during the late 1970's and their applications to relaxation semiconductors and 
silicon solar cells have also been considered since then. The work reported 
here, however, represents the first study of such non-ohmic contacts in 
connection with narrow-gap semiconductors and, in particular, their first 
application to infrared detectors.
The experimental work on accumulation, exclusion and extraction described 
in subsequent chapters was done using cadmium mercury telluride. CMT is a 
solid solution to CdTe and HgTe with a zinc blende structure. HgTe is semi- 
metallic, so a positive energy-gap only occurs for compositions with a mole 
fraction, x, of CdTe greater than -^ 0.16. CMT has non-parabolic, symmetric 
conduction and light-hole valence bands, and a heavy-hole valence band with 
its maximum coincident with that of the light-hole band, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The energy-gap increases approximately linearly for compositions greater than
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x = 0.16, to a maximum of 1.6eV for x = 1, i.e. CdTe. The energy-gap for 
compositions which are suitable for infrared detection (0.2 N<x<:0.3) has a 
positive temperature coefficient, i.e. the cut-off wavelength decreases with 
increasing temperature, whereas in CdTe rich material it has a negative 
temperature coefficient. The electron effective mass in the infrared 
sensitive material is very low (^ 0.01 - 0.02 mQ), leading to a high electron 
mobility (>10^cm^/Vs at 80K), diffusion coefficient (10^ - 1O^cm^s-^) and
7 —1saturation drift velocity (~5 x 10 cms ). Associated with the small 
electron mass, there exists a low density of conduction band states, which
means that the effects of degeneracy become significant at low electron
17 —3concentrations, of less than 10 cm . Despite the low density of states, the 
very small energy-gap, necessary for direct transitions in the medium to long 
wavelength infrared, results in large intrinsic carrier densities such that 
intrinsic behaviour may be observed at temperatures well below ambient. For 
example, at 300K, 5pm cut-off CMT has an intrinsic carrier concentration a 
factor ^10 greater than silicon, and the value for material sensitive to
7
10pm radiation is a factor 10 higher. It is necessary to cool 5pm CMT to 
90K to reduce the intrinsic carrier concentration to be equal to that in 
silicon at 30OK, whilst the 10pm material must be cooled even further to 50K 
to achieve this level. Alternatively, the intrinsic carrier densities 
observed in CMT at room temperature are equal to those in silicon at 
approximately 400°C or gallium arsenide at 600°C.
Specific values for various CMT parameters, and the references from which 
these data are taken are given in Chapter 4. The technology which is used in 
the fabrication of infrared detectors and which is pertinent to the 
observation of non-equilibrium phenomena is also described in Chapter 4. This 
is done in general terms, and the particular details and relevance of each 
processing stage are given, as appropriate, in each of the subsequent 
experimental/discussion chapters. The controlled formation of n+ contacts to 
the CMT is vital to the observation of non-equilibrium phenomena and is, 
therefore, reviewed in some depth. Details of the experimental techniques 
used in the analysis of the material and devices are also given in Chapter 4.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 deal with the design concepts for, experimental 
results from, and discussion of, studies on accumulation, exclusion and 
extraction respectively.
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In Chapter 5 SPRITE^) type detectors are considered at 80K, and the 
effects of contact type and geometry on the response of a device to a signal 
and the spatial resolution are described. A theoretical model which gives 
good agreement with experimental results is discussed, and the application of 
the conclusions to the production of SPRITE detectors is demonstrated.
Exclusion in photoccnductive detectors operated in the temperature range 
200K to 300K is described in Chapter 6. Experimental results are given which 
show I-V characteristics in close agreement with a numerical model and 
demonstrate reductions in carrier concentrations, large increases in 
responsivity and significant improvements in D*. A major problem encountered 
when operating a photoocnductor in a non-equilibrium, excluded mode is excess 
1/f noise; a technique for reducing the effect of this is discussed.
Non-equilibrium phenomena in photovoltaic devices are described in 
Chapter 7. The "ideal" device structures, which employ both extracting and 
excluding junctions are discussed. Structures which obviate the need for an 
excluding contact to p-type material, which is not available at present, are 
described and the practical implementation of minority carrier extraction in 
devices near room temperature is demonstrated. Transistor action in these 
devices is also demonstrated, both at 8OK where the material is extrinsic and 
at higher temperatures where operation is maintained through the use of 
extraction.
The conclusions to be drawn from this work are discussed in Chapter 8, 
together with brief proposals for potential future areas of application for 
these phenomena.
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2. 1JLTECICR THEORY AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATING TO NOISE PROCESSES
The basic theory describing the performance of infrared detectors is 
given below, in section 2.1. The parameters which are used to quantify the 
response of a detector to a signal, the noise on that response and the signal- 
to-noise ratio are defined. This is done in fundamental terms in order to 
illustrate the basic limits to device performance imposed by the competing 
noise sources, in particular those involving electron-hole generation- 
reccmbination processes. The literature relating to each of the potential 
noise sources is reviewed in subsequent sections. Each process is described 
and, where possible, quantified for the materials of interest, i.e. CMT and 
InSJb so that a comparison can be made. It is shown that, at temperatures 
where the semiconductors are intrinsic or near-intrinsic, the dominant 
mechanism is an Auger process, the suppression of which will, therefore, lead 
to major improvements in performance.
2.1 Fundamental Limits
The performance of an infrared detector is usually quantified in terms of 
the D* parameter, which is signal-to-noise ratio normalised by area:
D* = _#?_ fl 4 (2-1)
A/
where H is the responsivity, i.e. response per unit power incident on the 
device, N is the noise per unit bandwidth, and A is the area. In order to 
reveal the fundamental limiting factors, this equation may be recast din terms 
of the photon energy and carrier generation rates only.
For the purpose of illustration an idealised intrinsic photodetector is 
considered, which is in the form of a layer whose thickness, d, is of the 
order of cc , where cc is the absorption coefficient. Only photons of energy 
greater than the semiconductor bandgap are absorbed to produce electron-hole 
pairs. The II-VI alloy cadmium mercury telluride (CMT) and the III-V compound 
indium antimonide (InSb) and it s derivatives are examples of semiconductors 
in this category. The responsivity, in terms of e-h pairs per Watt, is simply
, (2-2)
where ^ is the quantum efficiency and is the energy of a photon of 
wavelength A .
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The noise arises from fluctuations in the e-h pair generation rate, from
whatever cause, and the number of events involved is sufficiently large that
Poisson statistical processes may be assumed, so that the root mean square
'4.fluctuation in the generaton rate is given by (2GAdAB) , where AB is the 
bandwidth.
The means by which e-h pairs are counted is a function of device type; 
for instance in a photoconductor it is by measurement of device resistance, 
vfoilst in a photodiode the short circuit current is normally observed. 
However as e-h pairs generated by radiation from the source under observation 
are indistinguishable from those generated by thermal processes, the detailed 
mechanism is irrelevant, except in that it is assumed that only generation 
events are counted. The noise arising from fluctuations in the recombination 
rate can generally be avoided by suitable device design and operation, for 
instance by ensuring that recombination takes place at the contacts of a 
swept-out photoconductor or in the neutral regions of a photodiode. The 
specific detectivity is, therefore, given by
( 2 ' 3 )
where G is the total generation rate per unit volume and is composed of three 
components, assuming bulk processes only, which are illustrated in Fig. 1,
G = + Gg + GA (2—4)
G^ is the radiative generation rate, due to photons received from the ambient 
temperature scene and also those emitted from the detector enclosure. 
Fluctuations in this background, optical generation rate set the ultimate 
limit to performance of any detector. Gg represents Shockley-Read generation 
due to defects or impurities in the materials which give rise to energy levels 
within the forbidden gap. This term can, in principle, be minimised by 
optimisation of the material growth conditions and does not constitute a 
fundamental limit. GA is the generation rate associated with an Auger 
mechanism, which involves the production of e-h pairs by carriers, of either 
type, in the high energy tail of the distribution. It is a function of free 
carrier density and therefore fundamental to devices in equilibrium, but it
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can be modified by operating under conditions which force carrier densities to 
depart from their equilibrium values.
The three bulk generation mechanisms are discussed in the following 
sections, where the literature regarding each is reviewed. A comparison is 
then made in section 2.5. Other generation processes are described in section
2.6 and the literature relating to non-generation noise sources is discussed 
in section 2.7. The various methods for measuring carrier lifetimes, and 
hence generation rates, are reviewed briefly in Appendix 1.
2.2 Radiative Generation
Radiative generation is the mechanism whereby a photon, of energy greater 
than the energy gap of a semiconductor, is absorbed by a direct transition of 
an electron from the valence to conduction bands. In the narrow gap materials 
used for infrared detection, such on CMT and InSb, where the band extrema 
occur at the same position in k-space, the probability of an indirect 
transition, involving the absorption or emission of single or multiple phonons 
in addition to the absorption of a photon, is very small and need not be 
explicitly considered. Whilst a full quantum-mechanical treatment of the 
various transitions is necessary to fully describe the mechanism, this can be 
simplified by reference to the measurable macroscopic properties of the 
semiconductor, principally the optical absorption coefficient.
A theoretical estimate of the radiative recombination rate was first 
derived by van Roosbroeck and Shockley^ using the principle of detailed 
balance. In thermal equilibrium the rate of radiative recombination in a 
frequency interval <fv at a frequency v> is equal to the generation rate of e- 
h pairs by the thermal radiation within the sample. The radiative 
recombination rate per unit volume in steady state is given by
K  • *ro (2-5)
i
where the R ^  is the equilibrium recombination rate, when np = n^2. It is 
assumed here that the velocity distributions of the carriers are independent 
of their concentrations, i.e. the electron and hole gases are not degenerate, 
also that the effects of stimulated emission are small. For small 
perturbation from equilibrium, such that n = 1^ + 6n and p = pQ + <f p then
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Ero +<5Rr= k  * {«)( p. ■» Jp) (2-6)
hence (2-7)
If <£n = 6p, then
/°o ^po
£ ftr * Sa I i + i + Sa. (2-8)
K ro ' Ao &  V>o
The radiative lifetime is then given by
(2-9)
<^r r^o (no +Pt> + *n) Aro (**+&
and in the intrinsic case, when n = p = n^ , and n^ >> <fn
T (2-10)
These values represent the internal radiative lifetime - that is the 
average time between generation of an e-h pair and its recombination. The 
recombination occurs by emission of a photon, of an energy equal to that which 
caused the generation. This photon may, therefore, cause a further e-h pair 
generation rather than be emitted from the sample, and the intermediate 
reccmbinaticn-generation process will not be detectable from the outside. The 
reabsorption process occurs in a time ( ~p/<C c) very much less than that 
corresponding to the bandwidth of any electrical readout circuitry and so 
variations in the reabsorption rate do not contribute to the noise of the 
system. Hence the external radiative lifetime, that is the average time 
between absorption of a photon from the external background and its re­
emission from the sample, and the corresponding net effective recombination 
rate are the important parameters when considering infrared detection. This 
effect was pointed out by Dumke^ and quantified by Humphreys, first for the 
case of radiatively limited IR detectors^ and then for general IR detectors 
which are not necessarily background limited^. He finds that far a sample 
sufficiently thin that the area contributed by the edges is small, the 
external radiative lifetime, Tr-hnik, is greater than the internal, microscopic 
value by a factor 2ji^ «cd/Pao, where is the absorption probability, and for 
d ~ oc~ is . Hence for materials such as CMT, with refractive index ji = 
3.5, and InSb with p. * 4 the external lifetime is a factor 25-30 times the 
internal value. Humphreys also identified the equivalence of the effective
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external radiative generation rate with the background radiation falling on 
the sample, and hence the fundamental performance limits.
The equilibrium internal generation rate, which is equal to by 
detailed balance, is given by
= I  cc (v) co civ (2-11)
S'
where \? is the frequency corresponding to the semiconductor energy gap, 
Eg = is the speed of light in vacuo and the other parameters are
described below. The photon density within the sample, q, is given by the 
Planck equation:
q (V) = Sir *Zj*3 (2-12)
c 3 (eh*'kT-l)
where jj, the refractive index, is taken to be constant. The photon flux 
density falling on the surface of the sample is given, similarly, by
N (v>) = 2ir^z (2-13)
C U K*'*T->)
and, for a slab of material where both surfaces but no edges are counted, the 
volume normalised incident photon flux density is given by
iy (v) = 2N (v>)/d (2-14a)
= Cnq(v) (2-14b)
2p3d
The absorption coefficient, <c, takes the form
V*.
cc( V>) = A (1W - h v g) (2-15)
for direct transistions and for v>> ^g, where A is given numerically for 
materials with the band structure of CMT and InSb, but with the approximation 
of parabolic bands, a s ^
11
(2-16)
The internal generation rate is, therefore, given b y ^
This is related to the absorption rate of photons from the background for a 
detector with a reflecting back surface, G^g, by
GrB = 1e $8 /<L 8 & ro / V *  <2-18)
/ •oN(v)dv is the photon flux density received within a 2 Tr field 
of view by the front surface and is the average quantum efficiency. G^g 
is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of temperature for two detector cut-off 
wavelengths. It should be noted that equation 2-17 refers to a detector which 
is in equilibrium, and which, therefore, must be surrounded by a cavity at the 
same temperature. In practise, in any infrared detecting system, an aperture 
of solid angle Si must be made, through which the scene can be viewed and which 
therefore transmits radiation corresponding to the scene temperature. The 
total radiative generation rate is therefore
gR = [ u  te (l ■ SLll1r) T 1s ^ A /zrr] / ** (2_19)
2.3 Shockley-Read Generation
The mechanism of recombination and generation through states within the 
forbidden energy gap was first identified and analysed by Shockley and Read^ 
in 1952, and is hence referred to as Shockley-Read recombination. The states 
may arise through impurities (which may or may not be ionised), or defects in 
the crystal structure arising from single point defects or more gross lattice 
imperfections. Furthermore, states may have one or more energy levels 
associated with them, which will have different capture cross-sections.
The means by which electrons and holes lose energy during the 
recombination (or trapping) process is not well established for the narrow gap 
materials, but a number of mechanisms have been considered^'^ including:- 
Radiative recombination- this has a low probability owing to the small cross
(2-17)
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section associated with isolated impurities (this is equivalent to a low 
absorption coefficient in the van Roosbroeck and Shockley ^  type 
calculation). Cascade-like transitions down the excited states of hydrogen­
like impurities, involving the emission of a pbonon at each stage. This can 
give a large capture cross-section, however many recombination centres do not 
appear to have this form. Multiple phonon emission is extremely unlikely, 
however the probability is increased if the recombination centre is physically 
displaced during transition, giving a finite change in the shape of the atomic 
potential. Finally, Auger processes in which, for instance, an electron is 
trapped rather than falling to the valence band have been considered; 
calculations are approximate but would appear to indicate that this mechanism 
is plausible.
The nature of the Shockley-Read (S-R) centre, for example whether it is 
donor-like or acceptor-like; charged before or after capture; near the 
conduction band or valence band; above or below the Fermi-level etc, 
profoundly affects the capture cross-sections with respect to the electrons 
and holes. This can lead to greatly different capture rates and hence 
electron and hole lifetimes. Furthermore, any given centre may act as both 
trap and recombination centre - that is, having captured one carrier the above 
considerations will apply and determine the relative probabilities of either 
re-emission of that carrier to its appropriate band or capture of a carrier of 
opposite type leading to recombination. Consequently, it is not productive to 
attempt a generalised quantitative analysis, though Blakemore^ gives useful 
mathematical descriptions, and specific cases can be addressed.
The two materials systems mentioned so far as being of interest in IR 
detection, CMT and InSb, have markedly different S-R characteristics, and 
therefore must be treated separately. The experimental work described in 
later chapters has been based on CMT devices, therefore this will be treated 
in some depth, however the properties of InSb will be reviewed first to 
reflect the actual, historical chronology.
2.3.1 Indium Antimonide
The theoretical application of the Shockley-Read theory to InSb was 
attempted by several authors in the late 1950's, however the first 
extensive comparison with experimental data was by Laff and F a n ^ 1) in 
1961. They found that the measured electron and hole lifetimes in both n
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and p-type material could be explained, below a temperature of ~200K, by 
a S-R based model involving donor-like recombination centres, with a 
relatively large density of ~ 8  x 10 cm . These centres were shown to 
have two energy levels, of 55meV and 120meV above the valence band, 
corresponding to singly and doubly ionised charge states. The capture 
coefficients were assumed to be temperature independent and, for both 
levels, the electron capture coefficient was considerably larger than the 
corresponding hole value (Cp-j = 6 x 10"^, Cn1 = 3.2 x 10~5, Cp2 = 10“®, 
(^2 = 1.2 x 10“^cm^s“ )^.
In typical extrinsic p-type material at ~80K, the electron lifetime 
is ~ 0.3ns. The hole lifetime follows a relationship 2 x 10^/p; so for 
typical doping levels of p = 10 l3cm , it has a value of 2jus. The ratio 
of hole to electron lifetimes is ~10 ,^ indicating that considerable 
electron trapping is occurring. Under the above conditions the Fermi 
level is close to the valence band, and the probability of a centre 
holding two electrons is very small; so the lifetimes are determined 
mainly by the lower, singly ionised level. Conversely, in n-type samples 
and/or at higher temperatures where the material is nearly intrinsic, the 
Fermi level lies in the upper half of the energy gap; consequently, there 
is a very high probability of at least single occupation and the 
lifetimes are determined by the upper recombination level. Under these 
circumstances, little trapping is observed and the electron and hole 
lifetimes are nearly equal.
Hollis et al^^ also examined n and p InSb over a range of impurity 
levels and compensation ratios. They used a phase-shift method, whereby 
a constant light source is modulated at RF frequencies, to deduce the 
lifetime. This, like the DC photoconductivity method employed 
elsewhere^ ^ ^ \ is sensitive mainly to the longer time constant in the 
recombination, and therefore gives little information on TR in extrinsic 
p-type material. They obtained similar results to Laff and Fan, in that 
two donor-like levels were required with comparable energies (71meV and 
110meV c.f. 55meV and 120meV) and capture coefficients. However, unlike 
Laff and Fan, they found that the best fit to experimental results was 
obtained if the two levels did not have the same density (typically 2 x
1 1 *1 O _ O
10 Jcm J and 8 x 10 cm J) suggesting that two independent sets of 
centres rather than one divalent set are involved.
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Mare recently, Pines and Stafsudd^^ have investigated high 
quality InSb with a residual n-type impurity concentration of only 
5 x 10 cm . They found, however, approximately the same density of re­
combination centres as Laff and Fan, whilst the measured photoconductive 
lifetime was increased, as expected from the lower impurity 
concentration. In a further paper, Pines and Stafsudd^ ^  calculated the 
impact ionisation capture cross-sections for electron trapping by an 
ionised donor, which is a coulomb interaction, and subsequent hole 
trapping by a neutral donor, which is a dipole interaction. They used a 
quantum defect approach to deduce the effective Bohr radius of the donor, 
and obtained a good fit for the photoconductive lifetime in n-type 
material assuming an effective quantum number of 3.2.
The groups referred to above have contemplated the origin of the 
recombination centre in bulk InSb. The invariance of the trap densities 
and energy levels, despite being measured on material from several 
laboratories and over a period of many years, suggests that the centre is 
associated with a lattice defect arising from the thermodynamics of 
crystal growth. Laff and F a n ^  ^ extended work by Aukerman^^ to show 
that irradiation with 4.5MeV electrons produced additional recombination 
centres similar to those naturally occurring, hence supporting the 
lattice defect argument. Further work by Hollis et a l ^ ^  using 1lMeV 
electrons confirmed this result. Recently Qing et al^ ^  have postulated
(vIn^ivIn)+ s^In2+ are responsible for the two energy levels 
observed. If the centre is due to lattice defects of some sort a lower 
growth temperature may be expected to decrease the trap density. The 
growth of InSb by Liquid Phase Epitaxy^ ^  has recently demonstrated an 
increase in lifetime; and even lower growth temperature techniques such 
as Vapour Phase Epitaxy and Molecular Beam Epitaxy are now being applied.
2.3.2 Cadmium Mercury Telluride
Unlike InSb, the characteristics of S-R recombination in n-type and 
p-type CMT are often regarded as being different, and have been treated 
separately. This difference arises principally from the association of 
S-R centres in p-type material with mercury vacancies, which are the main 
acceptor, through the relationship ec pQ. In n-type material, the
mercury vacancy concentration is normally small and the S-R behaviour may 
be determined by residual impurities. Futhermore, the lifetime is Auger
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limited (see section 2.4) and the S-R component can be difficult to 
measure. In compensated n-type material, where a significant number of 
vacancies does exist, however, recombination centres normally associated 
with p-type material are observed. Owing to the large trap density in 
mercury vacancy doped p-type CMT, S-R recombination is generally more 
important in this type of material, however the initial applications of 
S-R theory to CMT were to n-type material in the era of the 
photoccnductor. Before discussing the details of n and p-type material, 
the theory for recombination through monovalent flaws, i.e. S-R centres 
with only one energy level, will be outlined.
For an arbitrary density and small modulation, Blakemore (ref. 9 
p278) gives for the electron and hole lifetimes (T n ^ Tp)
The variables n-| ,p-| are the carrier concentrations which would exist if 
the Fermi level was located at the trap level, and are given by:
" V  * + r «o N t  ( ' *  P ' l p . )  ' , %  = f )  *
which for a small trap density reduces to (ref. 9, p263)
©
(2-21)
(2-22)
and;
in extrinsic n-type material n*| <<nQ, p-| >>pQ
in extrinsic p-type material n-j >>nQ, p^  <<pQ .
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The parameters T  no and tpQ are the shortest possible time 
constants for recombination of electrons and holes, and are given by
r no rpo " (2-23)
where o~e, are the electron and hole capture cross sections, < v tb e>, 
< are the mean thermal velocities of electrons and holes, given by
and N{. is the trap density.
Capture coefficients are also used, which are the product of the 
capture cross section and thermal velocity. When there are several kinds 
of recombination centre, the effective lifetime is given by (ref. 9,
where v  m represents the mutual effect of the centres. For a small trap 
density, or large modulation, such that ne as pe, the mutual interaction 
factor, v>m will be negligible, however in other circumstances it may be 
significant.
2.3.2.1 n-type CMT
Kinch et al^1®^ performed steady-state and transient photo- 
conductive and steady-state photoelectromagnetic measurements on solid- 
state recrystallised n-type CMT sensitive to the 8-14pm band (x^0.2) to 
deduce the majority carrier lifetime, T n. They only observed a S-R 
mechanism in compensated material, with n < 4 x 10^cm“ ,^ and, then only 
at temperatures less than 120K. A level of 25-30mV above the valence 
band was deduced for the centre, which is —'1 /3 Eg.
Baker et a l ^ )  applied the transient p.c. technique to Bridgman 
material with n ~ 5  x 10^cm”^ and x ^ O ^  or 0.3. They deduced that the 
long wavelength material was Auger limited whilst the medium wavelength 
material was radiatively limited. In view of the more recent 
calculations of H u m p h r e y s w h i c h  show the true radiative lifetime to
(2-24)
p309)
(2-25)
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be a factor 25 greater than that previously thought, however, it seems 
likely that the x - 0.3 material was actually S-R limited.
Pines and Stafsudd^ ^  applied their calculation on capture cross 
sections, as previously discussed for InSb, to CMT with x = 0.2 and 
n 1 x 101 ^ cm- .^ They identified acceptor-like recombination centres of 
a density 7 x 10^ c m -^ at a level ^35meV above the valence band. They 
claim a linear dependence Ej. = 0.37Eg for the trap level, however this 
was deduced over a very limited range of x values near x = 0.2.
Andrukhiv et al^®^ examined Bridgman grown CMT in the range 
0.2 <x<0.3 by measuring the noise current as a function of frequency to 
obtain a lifetime. They obtained similar results to Kinch et al^®^ in 
that uncompensated long wavelength samples did not show any S-R 
behaviour, whilst deep levels were observed in compensated material, but 
at an energy of ~40meV below the conduction band, which is ~2/3E_. They
<1 j n
deduced a trap density of 1.5 -3 x 10 cm- .
Gel'noit et a l ^ ^  applied photoluminescence to compensated n-type 
CMT with x^0.3 to investigate radiative recombination. They found a 
total ionisation energy of donor and acceptor of ^OmeV, which is 
largely attributable to the acceptor as, in CMT, the donor levels are 
generally merged with the conduction band. This level is in moderate 
agreement with the earlier work of Kinch et al^^ and may be expected to 
display S-R behaviour at lew temperatures.
Transient photoconductivity has also been applied by Bazhenov et 
a l ^ )  to Bridgman grown CMT. They found, as previous workers, S-R 
behaviour in compensated or higher x material and deduced a level 70meV 
above the valence band (~ 1 /3Eg) with an electron capture coefficient of
_ o  ^  1 ' 15 ^~10 a n s ” and density ~6 x 1 0 c m ,  corresponding to T no^20ns.
Andrukhiv et a l ^ ^  again applied transient photoconductivity and
noise current vs frequency measurements to n-type CMT with x = 0.2, grown
by solid-state recrystallisaticn. Again, in compensated material a S-R
centre was observed, with density 5.3 x 10^cm~^ and level 67meV above
the valence band (~2/3E_). They deduced an electron capture coefficient 
—Q *3 1of 6 x 10 3cm"')s” , giving T no ~ 300ns. The relatively low value of
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capture coefficient suggests that the centre is neutral.
Finally, Pratt et al^2^  have measured Bridgman grown CMT with
x ~0.3 from the same source as that used far experiments described later
in this report. They measured a X Q of 0.3 - 3ps and assumed that
= Tp0 and also that T n = Tp to deduce a trap density of
1-5 x 10^cm"^ at a level of 10 - 30meV below the conduction band. In
making their calculation, they assumed a hole capture cross-section of 
—1 R 210 cm but used the thermal velocity of electrons. If the correct 
thermal velocity is applied, the deduced trap density is a factor ^ 5 
greater than they claim. The assumption of a cross-section rather higher 
than other workers^22,2^  calculate also leads to an under-estimate of 
the trap density. Furthermore, they acknowledged that if the assumption 
"tpQ = X no is relaxed, the calculated position of the centres may be 
closer to the valence band.
The results are summarised in Table 1, and the conclusion is that
Shockley-Read behaviour is generally observed in compensated n-type CMT
with x > 0.2. Most of the evidence points to a level at one third to two
thirds of Eg, but rarely more than 70meV, above the valence band. There
is a large variation in the densities, which may reflect the differing
growth techniques and amount of compensation, but a value of 4 ± 3 x
101^an“2 is typical. There is also a large variation in X nQf but it
generally lies in the range 0.1 - 1jjs. The average, deduced electron
— 1 fi 2capture cross section is ~10 Dcm , which suggests that the centre is 
neutral. The origins of the traps are still open to conjecture, however 
the above indicates a common factor of being associated with a 
compensating species, presumably mercury vacancies. In particular cases, 
though, chemical impurities may also be responsible.
2.3.2.2 p-type CMT
The recombination properties of p-type CMT did not attract much 
interest until the late 1970's when arrays of photovoltaic devices were 
being considered to replace scanned photoconductors. Even then, most of 
the work reported was by a group from Honeywell who have applied a 
variety of techniques such as deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), 
diode admittance spectroscopy (DAS), diode pulse recovery (DPR) and 
thermally stimulated current (TSC) to n+p diodes. Their results are
19
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summarised in Table 2.
The consensus from the references given in Table 2 is that in 
quenched/annealed bulk grown p-type CMT, doped by mercury vacancies, a 
single S-R recombination centre exists at a level 30-50% of Eg above the 
valence band. The density of centres is proportional to the acceptor 
concentration, with v 0.1 NA, suggesting that a complex such as a 
divacancy, vacancy interstitial, anti-site atom or mercury vacancy- 
impurity is responsible rather than a simple mercury vacancy. This 
argument is supported by the capture cross-sections ( <r e 10-15 
-10“  ^ o~h ^ 10“  ^^ -10”  ^®cm^) which indicate that the centre is donor­
like or neutral rather than acceptor-like. Jones et a l ^ ^  have grown 
arsenic doped material and observed an increase in lifetime for a given 
net acceptor concentration. The data cn epitaxial material are limited 
to liquid phase growth, with x > 0.3, but indicate the existence of a 
second level at *'3/4Eg. A similar level was also observed in one example 
of high x, bulk material. This trap density is very variable and does 
not appear to be related to mercury vacancy concentration. Both electron 
and hole capture cross-secticns lie towards the bottom end of the range 
observed for the 1/2Eg level.
The p-type Bridgman grown material used for experimental work 
described later in this report has been analysed using transient photo- 
conductive techniques by Lacklison and C a p p e r T h e y  concluded that 
S-R recombination is dominant in p-type material, with a trap level which 
is approximately mid-gap in agreement with the above. They also showed a 
Na“1 dependence in minority carrier lifetime, with a relationship = 
6 x 1 08/Na deduced from their data. However, there is a large amount of 
scatter (almost an order of magnitude) on the data which is only taken 
over two orders of magnitude in carrier concentration. T no does not 
appear to be a function of x, but the distribution of x and NA are not 
independent and higher x material tends to have a lower carrier 
concentration. Deliberate doping of the material with the acceptors 
silver, arsenic or antimony to achieve a given p-type level did not 
produce a significant change in the lifetime versus carrier concentration 
relationship, unlike Jones et al^^, however there is some doubt as to 
whether the mercury vacancy concentration was actually very low in these 
samples.
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The value of ^po remains in some doubt, with values in the range 
0 < TpQ ^ 1000Tno being used. The DLTS data of refs. 27-29 gives an 
election capture cross-section approximately 100 times the hole value, 
giving Z ^  > 100 X ^  . The transient photoccnductive response measure­
ments, e.g. ref. 32, do not show two decay time constants, such as 
observed in the case of p-type InSb, which would be apparent if 
Tp0>>bTn0, where b is the electron to hole mobility ratio and is <100. 
A value of T po = 100T no is, therefore, taken for subsequent 
calculations.
2.3.2.3 S-R Generation rate in CMT
Despite the distinction which has been made in the literature 
between n and p-type CMT, the preceding two sections indicate that the 
major S-R centre in both cases is associated with mercury vacancy 
concentration and has a single level at approximately mid-gap. A 
relationship X no = 6 x 10®/Ny - X ^ h O O  will be used for theoretical 
estimates, where Ny, the density of vacancies, takes a value Ny = (Na-Nq) 
+ 1 x 10 cm J for p and low n material. This assumes a net impurity 
level of 1 x 10 donors in bulk grown CMT. The Shockley-Read generation 
rate is plotted in Fig. 3, using equation 2-21, as a function of 
temperature for a cut-off wavelength of 5pm and three values of vacancy 
concentrations corresponding to compensated n, low p and high p. Fig. 4 
shows a similar plot for /\.c = 10pm.
2.4 Auger Generation
Auger generation is impact ionisation by free carriers in the high energy 
tail of a distribution which, even in equilibrium, have sufficient kinetic 
energy to cause the generation of an electron-hole pair. Detailed balance 
requires that, in equilibrium, Auger recombination occurs at the same rate and 
produces the same distribution of carriers. Beattie and L a n d s b e r g ^ 3 )  first 
described a quantum-mechanical model which has formed the basis of all 
subsequent treatments.
Far the three band semiconductors under consideration in this report, 
Beattieidentified ten possible transitions in which energy and momentum 
are conserved, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The first of these, termed Auger-1 
(A1), involves an interaction in which a high energy electron in the con­
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duction band collides with an electron in the heavy hole band to excite it to 
the conduction band leaving a hole behind. In the complementary, 
recombination process two electrons in the conduction band collide with the 
result that one drops to an empty state in the valence band (i.e. recombines 
with a hole) whilst the other acquires all the energy in moving to a higher, 
empty state in the conduction band.
The Auger-2 generation process, which is less important, involves a 
collision between electrons high in the conduction band and in the light hole 
valence band to create a light hole and two low energy conduction band 
electrons. Auger-3 occurs when a hole deep in the heavy hole band is filled 
by an electron higher in the band, to form two heavy holes in the valence band 
and an electron in the conduction band. Of the other Auger processes shown in 
Fig. 5, only the Auger-7 transition is judged to be important. This involves 
the interaction between two electrons in the heavy valence band to fill a deep 
light-hole and produce two heavy holes and a conduction band electron.
The Auger-1 and Auger-3 processes are the only ones involving only the 
conduction band and heavy hole band (Al:e e,e,hh; A3:hh-rhh,e,hh) and 
Beattie and L a n d s b e r g ^ 3 )  calculated the combined generation rates assuming 
that (i) the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum occur at the 
same point in the reduced Brillouin zone; (ii) for each band the density of 
states function is that of a scalar, energy independent effective mass; and 
(iii) the lifetime is large compared to the scattering time so that occupation 
probabilities are given by the Fermi function. They performed the calculation 
with and without the effect of screening and concluded that it can be 
neglected. The generation rates are then given by:
= 9  (Zfr ) ^  <£ me l f ^ z l AoAf]*exp
hse/(tt/A)'i (l*2r) [fjJ
h
JA1 -/ilidis.
V  / I kT
(2-26a)
.*/, 4- .2 / \ 'I
gA3 = S (Zfr) I me I ^  ** I PojkT\ **.p (2-26b)
vdiere £r is the dielectric constant, p is the effective mass ratio nUg/m^ 
and /F.^/ is the overlap integral for the periodic parts of the Bloch 
functions. Theoretical estimates give 0.1 c /F-JF2/ 0.3 and Baker et a l ^ ^
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have fitted experimental lifetime data to obtain a value of 0.3. Blakemore 
(ref.9, p221) has summarised their results in terms of the lifetime in 
intrinsic material
= 3.8 x 10 6 (1 + ji)k(l+2p)exp seconds (2-27)
In intrinsic material the Auger-3 process is insignificant, so ^Ai represents 
the Auger-1 lifetime. In extrinsic n-type material Auger-3 is still 
negligible, and the lifetime is given by
In p-type material the Auger-3 process does assume some significance which is 
accounted for by a modification to equation 2-28, to give;
At temperatures where the material is extrinsic, the lifetime displays a
material provided that ne << nQ,p0. In the limit of large modulation
As the Auger processes are three-body mechanisms, the generation rates might
strongly temperature dependent than this because momentum conservation, as 
well as energy conservation, requirements mean that the particles can not be 
at their respective band extrema, so that transition occurs over energies 
greater than the normal energy-gap. This minimum energy is often referred to 
as a threshold energy, E^ , and for Auger-1 in InSb is ^1.07Eg.
(2-28)
X A “ (2-29)
(no + Po + "e* (no + ne + /^Po + Pe> >
(2-30)
relationship X  £ nQ“ for n-type material and X £ P0 for strongly p-type
X  = 2 T i  (ni/ng)2 (2-31)
2 2be expected to go as Ga-j oc nQn ^  and GA3 oc pQn^ . In fact they are more
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The equilibrium generation rate GA = n0p0/(n0 + P0)TA is plotted as a 
function of temperature in Fig. 6 for A c = 5pm and various values of doping 
density. Fig. 7 shows a similar plot for A c = 10pm.
Under non-equilibrium conditions in which the carrier densities are held 
below their equilibrium values, the generation rate for electrons is
g = Ga  n/ifc (2-32)
and it can be seen that the phenomena of exclusion and extraction described 
below, which reduce the densities of both carrier types by at least two orders 
of magnitude to extrinsic levels, will suppress the Auger generation 
mechanism.
Calculations of the Auger-1 generation rate have been extended to CMT to
include band non-parabolocity, according to the Ka n e ^ ^  model, and the k
dependence of the overlap integral by P e t e r s e n ^ H e  finds that the
lifetime is slightly higher than that derived from the parabolic calculation
but estimates an uncertainty of a factor of 3. Gel'mont^7  ^has further
extended the calculation to include the effects of degeneracy in the
conduction band. The Auger generation rate becomes limited as the quasi-Fermi
level moves high into the conduction band. This effect is modelled
empirically from data given by Shanley et al^®^ by a factor 1 +«n, where 
1 17 —"3oc” 1 = 1.9 x 10 cm , multiplying the lifetime.
The Auger-7 transition, involving the light hole band, has been 
considered by Beattie and Smith^^. They used a similar technique to that 
applied by Beattie and Landsberg^^ to the Auger 1 and 3 processes, but 
included band non-parabolocity. They concluded that the Auger-7 generation 
rate is comparable (within an order of magnitude) to the Auger-1 rate in 
intrinsic semiconductors, becoming less important in extrinsic n-type material 
and mare important in heavily p-type material. Their calculation was compared 
with experimental lifetime values in intrinsic InSb and a similar temperature 
dependence was observed with absolute values a factor of 1.4 - 4 lower. They 
pointed out, however, that Auger-1 also has a similar temperature dependence 
and that the errors involved in calculating the overlap integrals for each 
process made a comparison difficult.
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Auger-7 calculations have been made for CMT using an estimate for the 
ratio of Auger-7 to Auger-1 intrinsic lifetimes by Casselman and Petersen^). 
Casselman^) then improved the theory to give better calculations of 
T ^ 7 and ^ ± f^\ by use of a consistent evaluation of the overlap integrals. 
The Auger-1 lifetime is related to its intrinsic value by
T, » Z T. ,
/ + «o/po (2-33)
(2-34)
w ktre X « T • ^  (2-35)I
T *V
If is a function of x and T, however within the range 0.16 ^x ^  0.3 it has been 
calculated as being between 4 and 0.2 at 80K and between 1.7 and 0.5 at 300K. 
Within the overall errors of the calculation, they conclude that 7T 7 ±~t'\  ^
and consequently Auger-7 is as important in extrinsic p-type material as 
Auger-1 is in extrinsic n-type.
Finally, Beattiereturned to the problem, and calculated the Auger-1 
and Auger-7 transition rates including degeneracy and non-parabolocity, with 
the only approximations being in the use of quasi-Fermi levels and in the 
overlap function term of the four band k.p matrix elements. His results imply 
a value for If of ~ 3 for CMT with x 0.2 in the intrinsic temperature range, 
compared with Casselman's^ ^ estimate of ~ 2. He also achieves a good fit to 
experimental values of lifetime in n-type material, without the use of any 
fitting parameters.
2.5 Comparison of Bulk Generation Processes
To some extent, this has been done in the previous three sections, by 
comparison of Figures 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7, but for clarity the results will be 
summarised here. Many of the workers referred to above have attempted to 
determine the dominant generation mechanisms in both CMT and InSb under a
similarly T 7 = Z 7 . n0
I * ne f f>0 
giving s * no
P-o
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variety of conditions and there is a varying degree of unanimity in their 
conclusions. The following gives the broad outline of the consensus for 
samples measured in a low background flux.
InSb CMT
extrinsic n Shockley-Read Auger-1
extrinsic p Shockley-Read Vacancy doped: Shockley-Read or Auger-7 
Impurity doped: Auger-7 or Shockley-Read
intrinsic Auger-1 Auger-1
Over the temperature range appropriate to intrinsic infrared detectors, 77-
295K, none of the materials is radiatively limited when subjected only to
radiation from an enclosure at its own temperature. However, at a suitably
low temperature, both InSb and CMT will become background limited if exposed
to sufficient photon flux from an ambient temperature scene. Fig. 8 shows the
electron concentration necessary for the Auger-1 generation rate to be equal
to the radiative generation rate for CMT exposed to a 29 5K scene through a
2 jr field of view as a function of cut-off wavelength and temperature. For
instance, the electron concentration in a 5pm device at 295K must be reduced 
1 3 —  3to ~3 x 10 Jcm J for Ga -j = G^, whilst the intrinsic carrier concentration
15 —"3under these conditions is ~7 x 10 Jcm . Similarly, for a 10pm cut-off
device at 180K, n^2 x 10^cm“  ^is necesssary, compared with an intrinsic
1 5 —3carrier concentration of 5 x 1 0  cm . Clearly at a given temperature, the 
electron concentration can be reduced by using p-type material; however the 
increased Shockley-Read generation then becomes a problem. Fig. 9 is a 
similar plot to Fig. 8, but this time shows the acceptor concentration which
is required for the Shockley-Read generation rate to be no more than the
14 — *3 ^radiative rate. This indicates that NA ^3 x 10 cm J is necessary for GSR =
Gj^  in a 5pm device at 295K, whilst NA ~8 x 10^cm”^ is acceptable in a 10pm
device at 180K. Both of these acceptor densities will be reduced by about an
order of magnitude if the assumption TpQ = 100 is replaced by TpQ = ^ no*
So, in attempting to reduce the Auger generation rate, the acceptor
concentration cannot be raised above *'10*^ or mid 10^ c m - ,^ for the two
examples above without incurring significant additional S-R generation.
However, at these acceptor values the electron concentrations in the 5pm case
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have hardly been reduced at all, whilst even in the 10pm case the electron 
concentration is still a factor a/20 greater than that necessary for GA = G^. 
The conclusion is that background limited operation is impossible unless the 
electron and hole concentration are reduced in a non-equilibrium manner to 
suppress the Auger-1 (and if it is significant, Auger-7) generation rate.
Figure 10 shows the D* which will result in low n-type (3 x 10^cm“ )^ 
material with no S-R generation if the Auger generation is reduced according 
to eqn. 2-32; the equilibrium values are included for comparison, and show 
that mare than an order of magnitude improvement in D* is predicted. Some of 
the work described in this report is based on the realisation of this 
potential for improved performance and represents the first reported attempt 
to achieve it.
2.6 Other Generation Processes
There are several other mechanisms by which transitions can occur from 
the valence to conduction bands. Some of these are composites of those 
already mentioned and are included, at least implicitly, in the empirical 
relationships - for instance trap assisted Auger transitions. Landsberg^ ^  
has reviewed the range of possibilities for bulk processes, such as excitonic 
and multiphonon transitions, however the three described in detail above 
(Radiative, Shockley-Read and Auger) are the main ones of interest in direct, 
narrow-gap semiconductors.
One potentially important source of excess carrier generation is that of 
surface generation which may arise from poor surface passivation. A low 
surface recombination velocity, S, is required in order that the effective 
surface lifetime T g = d/2S is large and does not reduce the bulk values. The 
effect of surface recombination can be modelled, see, for example Laff and 
Fan^^ who apply a correction to photoconductive and photoelectromagnetic 
signals. A poor value will, at best, degrade accuracy in the measurement, or 
at worst, make the measurement impossible. Device performance is, of course, 
affected in proportion.
2.7 Non-generation Noise Processes
The main non-generation sources of noise are Johnson noise and 1/f, or 
flicker noise.
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2.7.1 Johnson Noise
Johnson noise, also known as thermal noise, arises from fluctuations 
in the motion of carriers, and is given by
^ Vn2>= 4kTRAB (2-36)
where R is the resistance and AB the bandwidth. The relaxation time is 
—12^10 s, so for all attainable frequencies a white noise spectrum is 
observed. This determines the zero bias noise of a photoconductor, 
however, in practice, it is usually quickly dominated by g-r noise once a 
small amount of bias is applied. It can be significant, in certain 
device geometries, if the series resistance in any voltage monitoring 
connection is large compared to the main sample resistance.
2.7.2 1/f Noise
1/f noise is so-called because the noise power per unit bandwidth is 
approximately inversely proportional to frequency. It can, therefore, 
normally be avoided by taking measurements at a sufficiently high 
frequency for it to be small. In real systems, however, where the 
bandwidth can be very limited, 1/f noise can be important. The source of 
1/f noise has been the subject of much debate for the last 30 years, with 
no general consensus having been reached. It is clear, however, that not 
all cases of 1 /f noise arise from the same source. Theories for the 
sources of 1/f noise have been reviewed, for example, by Van der Ziel^) 
and Hooge^^.
Many examples of 1/f noise, particularly in the case of semi­
conductors, obey a phenomenological relationship for conductivity 
fluctuations of
(f) = *  (2-37)
Cr* N t
where G is the conductivity, f the frequency, N the number of free 
carriers and * is a constant which in many cases is « 2 x  10”2. This 
highlights the first conclusion - that 1/f noise is a fluctuation in 
conductivity; the current through a sample serves only to measure this 
fluctuation, it does not cause it. Voss and Clarke^^'^^ demonstrated 
this experimentally by measuring the noise in the Johnson noise of a
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resistor in equilibrium. The various models which, at least 
approximately, obey equation 2-37 are listed below.
2.7.2.1 Thermally activated: A band of levels centred around 1eV is
thermally activated, giving a spectrum approximating to 1/f but 
temperature dependent. This is observed in metals and is possibly due to 
defects, but no clear physical model exists.
2.7.2.2 Temperature fluctuations: This was proposed by Voss and
C l a r k e a f t e r  observation of a very low value of cC in thin manganin 
films which had a virtually zero temperature coefficient of resistance. 
Spontaneous temperature fluctuations have the form <( T)^>/^kT^/Cv and 
result in a spectrum between 1/f**^ and 1/f^^, with the interval over 
vtfiich it is actually 1/f being a function of the dimensions of the 
sample. This source of 1/f is expected to be negligible in semi­
conductors because the number of free carriers is very much less than in 
metals.
2.7.2.3 Number fluctuations: The normal form of this is due to 
McWhorter who proposed a model of electron trapping in oxide surface 
states. If electrons reach the traps by tunnelling, then the trapping 
probability depends exponentially on distance from the interface and a 
1/f spectrum results. Van der Ziel^4^  has shown that Hooge's equation 
(2-37) can be derived from this model even though it was originally 
thought only to applicable to bulk processes. Hanafi and Van der 
Ziel^) found a value for oc of 2-8 x 10“^ for n-type CMT (0.2 4 x 4
0.4) coated with zinc sulphide. However when an alternative, unspecified 
but probably anodisation, surface treatment was applied, a very much 
lcwer value of oc was obtained - thus supporting the surface dependent 
model. Hanafi and Van der Ziel^51) examined the noise in successive 
regions of a CMT sample and found that the 1/f noise was uncorrelated, 
suggesting a local trapping centre. Montgomery^), however, found the 
opposite to be the case in germanium - the 1/f noise in successive 
regions was correlated, suggesting that a carrier generation mechanism, 
not just trapping, was involved. This effect has also been found in n+n 
excluded structures, reported in Chapter 6.
Reverse-biased CMT, n+p diodes have been examined by Tobin et al ^ )
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who found that the 1/f noise was independent of photocurrent and 
diffusion current but linearly related to surface generation current and 
proposed that it was a result of modulation of the surface generation 
current by fluctuations in the surface potential. Crimes has
recently supported this idea by the observation of a correlation between 
1/f noise and the maximum, surface limited resistance in reverse bias for 
lateral CMT diodes. Further support for the surface model has also been 
given by Radford and J o n e s w h o  found that 1/f noise was proportional 
to surface generated depletion region g-r current and also that the 1/f 
noise was much reduced by the use of a photochemically deposited Si02 
passivation rather than ZnS. Chung et a l ^ ^  also support the surface 
g-r model, however Bajaj et a l ^ ^  argue for a bulk depletion region 
source in LPE grown CMT diodes.
2.7.2.4 Mobility fluctuations: The proposal that 1/f noise was
associated with mobility fluctuations was introduced by Hooge^^, who 
suggested a spectrum S^/p = oC /f n. A review of the experimental data 
has been given by Hooge et al^®^ who show that in many cases involving 
bulk semiconductors, mobility rather than number fluctuations led to the 
generally observed conductance fluctuation. Furthermore, it is claimed 
by Hooge and Vandamme^) that only that part of the mobility which is 
due to lattice scattering gives rise to 1/f noise. Kleinpenning^) has 
applied this theory to p n diodes and concludes that all the observations 
purporting to demonstrate the validity of McWhorter's model are actually 
more consistent with the mobility fluctuation model, including the 
observation that there is little 1/f noise on the photocurrent. Some of 
his assumptions regarding diode structure and relative mobilities are not 
valid, however, in the case of CMT photodiodes. Mobility fluctuations 
lead to diffusivity fluctuations and hence fluctuations in the current, 
whatever its origin, - this would not appear to be consistent with the 
observation of Tobin et a l ^ ^  on the independence of 1/f noise on 
diffusion current.
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3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATING TO NCN-EQUILIBRItJM CARRIER STATES
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the dominant generation mechanism in the 
narrow-gap semiconductors CMT and InSb, at temperatures where they are near 
intrinsic, is an Auger process. It was also shown that a reduction in the 
carrier densities, from their equilibrium values, would lead to inhibition of 
the Auger generation mechanism, with consequent detector performance 
improvement. This assumes that the means by which the carrier densities are 
reduced does not result in a significant increase in the average energy of the 
carrier distribution, and therefore precludes devices such as pin diodes which 
involve high fields in depletion regions. The electric fields which can be 
tolerated are estimated in Chapter 6.
The minority carrier phenomena of exclusion and extraction result in a 
reduction in carrier densities in space-charge neutral regions, without 
incurring high fields, through drift and diffusion mechanisms respectively. 
Accumulation and injection lead to increased carrier densities, through 
similar mechanisms, and are primarily of interest at lower temperatures, in 
extrinsic material, see Chapter 5. The literature relating to these phenomena 
in wide-gap materials is reviewed, in order to put the present work into 
context. There was no literature concerning these effects in narrow-gap 
materials used for infrared detection which predated the work described in 
this report.
Four types of disturbance to the carrier densities in a sample of 
semiconductor, as a result of the application of bias through a contact which 
is extrinsic, have been identified by L o w ^ .  These may be summarised, for 
samples where the second current carrying contact is remote, as:-
a) accumulation - current towards contact > recombination current;
b) exclusion - current away from contact > generation current;
c) extraction - current towards contact < recombination current;
d) injection - current away from contact < generation current.
In each case the current towards or away from the contact refers to the 
undisturbed value in the body of the sample, whilst the generation or 
recombination current relates to processes in the contact itself. When 
equilibrium is reached, current continuity is maintained by modification to 
the generation/recombination rates in the disturbed region of the
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semiconductor in the vicinity of the contact.
If a filament of n-type material is considered, then the fraction of the
where pp and ^  are the mobilities, and pQ and the equilibrium densities 
of holes and electrons respectively.
The quantity ^ defines a similar fraction for the current in the 
contacts, and the above relationships can be described, as a function of 
polarity of bias on the contact with respect to the bulk, as
The bulk minority carrier concentration changes as indicated - an increase in 
the cases of accumulation and injection, and decreases for exclusion and 
extraction. In order to maintain space-charge neutrality, the majority 
carrier concentration will adjust in a similar fashion, though the degree to 
which this happens is determined by the relative magnitudes of the equilibrium 
majority and minority carrier concentrations - that is, whether the material 
is intrinsic or extrinsic. Figure 11 illustrates, schematically, the four 
processes showing the minority carrier concentration distribution and also the 
majority carrier profile in the case of nearly-intrinsic and extrinsic 
material. For p-type material, the labelling 'n1 or 'p' should be reversed, 
as should the bias polarity. In the cases of injection and accumulation, the 
majority carrier density will rise to be equal to that of the minority 
carriers. In intrinsic material, where pQ sr s? n^ , the device resistance 
will decrease significantly. However, in extrinsic material the change in the 
majority carrier density will be relatively small in proportion - giving only
total current carried by holes is, in equilibrium^
P p Po (3-1)
W o  ♦ P p Po
negative bias positive bias
accumulation ^exclusion
extraction ^
increase
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a small decrease in resistance. During exclusion and extraction, the majority 
carrier density falls, to follow the minority density, but is prevented from 
decreasing to a level lower than the ionised impurity level by the fixed 
charge cn these impurities. Hence if nQ> >N^ , i.e. the material is intrinsic, 
the change in majority concentration is large and a large increase in 
resistance results; whereas if a/ N^, i.e. extrinsic material, the majority 
carrier concentration can only drop by a small amount, giving only a small 
increase in resistance. Only the case X = X Q does not result in a change in 
the carrier profiles. Therefore it is very difficult to make a contact which 
is ohmic to intrinsic material; in extrinsic material the resistance changes 
are very much smaller, so an apparently ohmic contact is much more readily 
obtained.
The condition X < if Q is generally achieved by increased doping in the 
contact area; thus accumulation and exclusion would be observed in n+n or p+p 
structures, that is, with the type of contact which is frequently referred to 
as "ohmic". This technique is not necessarily appropriate to narrow-gap 
semiconductors, as discussed below. To obtain X > X Qf the doping level would 
generally be reduced in the contact region. This, clearly, is not possible in 
the case of intrinsic material without changing type - so that a p-n junction 
is formed. Hence injection and extraction are frequently discussed in the 
context of diodes.
The means by which the appropriate injection ratios are achieved is not 
considered by Low^ K He attempts a generalised analysis to cover all four 
phenomena based on standard current continuity equations:
ip = qjjppE - c£)p Vp (3-2)
to give the time dependent hole concentration as:
z(p-po) - -(p-pj - = -If-Po) -/yE3(p-p.) +3>p v*(p.Po) (3-3)
bt X  I X  dx
This has a solution which is exponential in time and distance, but which 
for steady-state conditions has the form
p - pQ = A exp (-ax.) (3-4)
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where A
and a
with the positive root being the one of interest. For the cases of exclusion 
and injection, the electric field is positive and the quantity a-* is termed 
the downstream diffusion length, which may be considerably larger than the 
diffusion length. If the drift velocity is much greater than the diffusion 
velocity, i.e. PpE > >]3>p u , then a“  ^* jipE T. The characteristic length for 
the disturbance is the distance a minority carrier travels before 
recombination. The solution appropriate to exclusion, X< X Q results in the 
constant A being negative, whilst a positive value for A indicates injection, 
X > Q. Extraction and accumulation are observed if the electric field is 
negative. The effective diffusion length is now reduced by the electric field
*i
and a is called the upstream diffusion length. Again carrier concentration 
reduction or increase is determined by the sign of A. The existence of these 
effects is observed by a change in conductance, which is obtained by 
integrating (p-pQ) along the length of the sample.
Whilst being of use to illustrate the qualitative effects of the four 
phenomena, Low's assumptions and analysis are seriously flawed in many 
aspects, which results in major quantitative errors. The major defects are:
i) assumption of constant electric field in eqn. 3-3. In intrinsic 
material, and some cases of extrinsic material (for instance p-type CMT), 
very large changes in field are observed;
ii) assumption of constant lifetime. The departures from equilibrium are 
gross, and under these conditions few generaticn-recombination mechanisms 
are unaffected. This assumption is particularly bad in the case of the 
narrow-gap, Auger dominated semiconductors of interest in this work;
iii) it is implicit in the constant values of p and D that parabolic 
bands have been assumed. Again, for narrow-gap semiconductors this
( k - r.) i
E t  //*p f t . p l1 *  k 3>p / t
(3-5)
(3-6)
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represents a serious error. Non-parabolicity can have large effects in 
the bulk material and even more profound consequences in the contact 
region;
iv) assumption of constant injection ratio. The minority carrier current 
which can be supplied by the contact is not a constant fraction of the 
total, but is determined by the relatively fixed generation rates in the 
contact regions and driven by diffusion rather than drift owing to the 
low field in this high conductivity region. Degeneracy also plays a 
major role in determining the contact properties;
v) no space charge effects are included. For exclusion and 
accumulation, where most of the voltage is dropped across the bulk 
material, this effect is not too serious. In the cases of extraction and 
injection, where a pn junction is involved, very little voltage is 
dropped across the bulk material and most of the voltage appears across 
the diode depletion region, resulting in large errors. Major errors 
result in all four cases when completely intrinsic material is involved. 
This point highlights an important distinction between exclusion/ 
accumulation and extraction/injection in that the former pair are largely 
drift driven whereas the latter two are primarily diffusion driven.
vi) No account is taken of possible compensation effects in the bulk 
material.
vii) The analysis is primarily one-dimensional - it is extremely difficult 
to make one-dimensional devices.
Several groups of workers have addressed some of these incorrect 
assumptions and attempted to produce quantitative results for particular 
cases. They have met with a reasonable degree of success for relatively wide 
gap materials such as germanium and silicon, however their results are not 
appropriate to the narrow-gap materials. The only accurate analyses for the 
narrow-gap materials, and in particular CMT, have been performed by Dr A M 
Vttiite, at RSRE, as part of a collaborative programme on higher operating 
temperature detectors. The results from these analyses are compared with 
experimental results in each subsequent chapter, as appropriate.
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Despite the approximations, some important results and conclusions have 
been obtained by earlier workers, which will now be discussed. The four 
phenomena will be treated separately to aid the continuity of argument, 
however some authors have addressed more than one of the four, so some cross- 
referencing will occur. Manifacier et a l ^ ^  have attempted, recently, to 
give a unified overview, so their paper will serve as a vehicle to draw the 
four processes together again.
3.1 Accumulation
Gunn^) gave a rigorous theoretical analysis of accumulation at so- 
called, light-heavy (1-h) junctions. He assumed that the "light" side was 
relatively pure, but not intrinsic, that the heavy side had a high doping 
level of the same type and that the junction was abrupt. The first of these 
criteria equates to a relatively low temperature, of the order T < 0.1qEg/k. 
He considered both carrier types, unlike Low who only considered minority 
carriers, and introduced Poisson's equation to allow space-charge and the 
coupling between electrons and holes; and therefore had a system of five 
simultaneous equations which now form the basis of most analyses of this type. 
He stressed the importance of including the electrostatic potential as an 
unknown variable. He found that in order to solve this set of equations 
analytically, even in steady-state, certain approximations were necessary 
which meant that the solution was obtained in three parts :-
1. a neutral heavily doped region in which the net space-charge is 
negligible. No variations in carrier density are allowed, implying uniform 
conduction. Recombination can be included in the solution.
2. a thin space-charge interface region in which the field associated with 
the gross space-charge from the impurities greatly exceeds that from the 
current flow, hence the hole and electron currents must be assumed to be zero. 
No recombination can be included, therefore the solution only applies in 
equilibrium The region is very thin (< £,), however, and the non-equilibrium 
situation can be estimated.
3. a lightly doped region, which under conditions of small accumulation may 
be considered neutral, as for the heavily doped region, with recombination 
included. Under large accumulation conditions, the region becomes quasi­
neutral, that is some carrier density variations and hence conductivity
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modulations are allowed, but recombination can not be included.
He introduced the concept of a transport velocity, defined by
^*0 ” 3rm'n(x)/(m “ (3-7)
vtere jmin(x) is the minority carrier current density and (m - mQ) is the
excess of the minority carrier density over it's equilibrium value. The
relationship
= K-/*,), (3-8)
vok
is obtained, provided that the excess carrier density is small, indicating 
that the 1-h junction is virtually impermeable to minority carriers if the 
ratio of doping levels is fairly large. The junction presents no barrier to 
majority carriers in contrast to a pn junction which is permeable to minority 
but nearly impermeable to majority carriers.
Gunn's analysis is useful for materials such as germanium, but does not 
yield accurate results for the narrow-gap materials, owing to the assumption 
of carrier density independent generation rates, and parabolic bands. It will 
be particularly inappropriate near room-temperature, where the i side would 
be intrinsic.
Accumulation was studied experimentally in germanium by Arthur et eoS ^ \  
who also examined possible current gain at 1-h junctions(64). Results are 
quoted for samples with a resistivity ratio of ^ 5 x  10 ,^ corresponding to 
eloping levels of ^ 2 x 10^ c m “^ and 1 x 10^®cm"^ for the light and heavy 
regions respectively. The intrinsic carrier concentration in Ge at room 
temperature is 2.25 x 10 cm , so the minority hole density in the light side 
was ~ 2 x 10^cnT^, i.e. r^/IOO. Accumulation was observed which saturated at 
high fields owing to the large excess carrier density which was produced. 
Similar effects were seen when a large excess hole density was produced by 
illumination.
The filamentary transistor examined in ref. 64 gives current gain by the 
injection of holes into a collector region to increase its conductivity. The
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gain is given approximately by (1+b), where b is the electron to hole 
mobility ratio, which in Ge is only 2.1, and the 1-h junction is considered as 
a device for reducing the hole mobility locally to increase this ratio. 
Current gains of up to 30, and typically ~10 were obtained. If, rather than 
the emitter, a beam of light was used to inject excess carriers, a similar 
result was obtained. If the response was examined as a function of position, 
a step was observed at the junction in the accumulated region. A refined 
version of this experiment by the author is described and analysed in Chapter 
5.
Prokhorov et al^) examined accumulation (and limited exclusion) in n+n 
germanium. They give current voltage characteristics which they model by the 
same techniques as QjdtS ^ .  In particular, they quantified and demonstrated 
experimentally the saturation in accumulation which occurs at high levels of 
excess carrier density when Ap >>n^ .
Kassur^) re-examined their data and produced an alternative model based 
cn ambipolar effects and a full consideration of the potential. He assumed 
long n and n+ regions, no degeneracy, neutrality, low injection and no 
recombination or generation anywhere other than in the bulk, neutral regions. 
His fit to the data was, however, not as good as Prokhorov et al.
The first reported observation of accumulation effects in infrared 
detectors i.e. the accumulation of photo-generated carriers was by Shacham- 
Diamand and Kidrcn^^. They noted responsivities up to a factor of 5 higher, 
and response speeds a similar factor lower, than expected from a normal, COT 
photoconductor under sweep-out conditions. The cause of the accumulation was 
suggested as indiffusion of indium which was used for the contacts, into the 
COT bulk resulting in fairly heavily doped (~1 x 10^cm- )^ n-type regions at 
each end of the more lightly doped (n ^  1 x 10^cm“ )^ photoconductor. They 
analysed the device using all the usual simplifications and calculated 
responsivities which they compared with the experimental data in a rather 
crude fashion to deduce the ratio of heavy:light doping levels. For 
respcnsivity ratios of 5 and 2 they deduced doping ratios of 16 and 5 
respectively. This level of analysis is seriously flawed in the case of COT, 
particularly as it was x^0.2 CMT, where Auger processes are known to be 
significant, if not dominant, and lead to increased recombination rates as the 
junction is penetrated. In fact, accumulation in Auger dominated COT relies
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on the heavily doped side being degenerate, which is not even included in this 
analysis. They also claim that accumulation increases the detectivity of the 
photoconductor by increasing the ratio of photogenerated to equilibrium 
carriers. This is incorrect - the detectivity is determined, fundamentally, 
by the ratio of photo to thermal generation rates which, at best, is un­
affected by accumulation, but which in practice is degraded by increased Auger 
effects in the higher excess carrier levels.
Further work on accumulation in CMT photoconductors has been 
published(68,69) subsequent to the external publication of work reported 
herein. In this case, the accumulation and increased responsivity were 
achieved by the use of a heterojunction involving an increase in the mole 
fraction of CdTe, in the CMT before the metal contact, to obtain a barrier.
3.2 Exclusion
As with studies on accumulation, the first and majority of subsequent 
work on exclusion was based on germanium. Gibson^”7^  and Arthur et a l ^ ^  
reported the first experimental study of n+n junctions, formed during crystal 
growth using antimony as a dopant. In common with some other authors of this 
period, before Low's convention was established, they referred to the process 
as extraction rather than exclusion. The lightly doped side had a resistivity 
of 40 ohm cm, corresponding to a doping level of Nq - NA * 1.7 x 101 ^ cm”^ and 
equilibrium carrier densities of nQ ® 3.2 x 10^, pQ » 1.6 x 10^cm“ ,^ and 
was therefore nearly intrinsic. They observed exclusion by measuring the 
increase in resistivity, under DC bias conditions, which is limited by the 
doping level. Assuming no injection of minority carriers from the n+ region, 
a resistivity of y = Tq (Np - NA)pn ] = 94 ohm cm is expected, representing
an increase by a factor 2.4 at room temperature. The observed increase was 
slightly less than a factor 2, broadly in agreement with this crude estimate. 
They then increased the intrinsic carrier density by either raising the 
temperature or introducing varying degrees of illumination and observed larger 
fractional changes in the resistivity, as expected. They also observed the 
exclusion under pulsed conditions, where the time to establish a steady-state 
is determined by the drift velocity of the minority carriers, under ambipolar 
conditions, and the length of the sample. A value of ambipolar mobility was 
deduced, in good agreement with that expected
»yM. (*-p) 
*/*« * P/*P
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(3-9)
Arthur et al also noted the distinction between exclusion and extraction, 
which they referred to as depletion. Extraction is localised within a 
diffusion length of the depletion region of a reverse biased pn junction, 
whereas exclusion propagates much longer distances by a drift mechanism.
TWo further papers on exclusion in germanium appeared shortly afterwards 
by Bray^^ and Many et al^^. Bray examined p-type material with soldered 
indium contacts to give p+ doping. In his case, therefore, a negative voltage 
on the p+ contact leads to the electron concentration being reduced, with the 
hole concentration following it down to NA - ND. He characterised the 
exclusion by a change in conductance according to:
Afr = |"y - e*^( "L )] (3“1°)
where Y Q is defined in eqn. 3-1 and Y relates to the non-equilibrium 
condition. Whilst being rather over-simplified, this served to compare with 
experimental data to deduce a value for Y . He found that a single value for 
Y did not give good agreement over the whole voltage range - low voltages 
required a higher value than the high voltages - as would be expected if the 
injected current is due to generation only within a diffusion length of the 
junction, as very little field is supported in the heavily doped side. He 
found that the exclusion was almost complete over the temperature range 300K 
to 340K, and that, therefore, the intrinsic rise in minority carrier density 
had been suppressed for a temperature increase of 4OK. He pointed out that 
this could have important consequences for diodes and transistors in extending 
their range of operating temperatures. Above 340K, the exclusion failed owing 
to increased injection current and ambipolar effects.
Many et al^4) found similar increases in resistivity when excluded, but 
claimed that a single value for Y was adequate.
R e a d ("7^  includes exclusion in his analysis of the "swept intrinsic 
structure", that is a PIN device where the I region is fully intrinsic with no 
fixed charge. However, in order to solve the problem he split the solution 
into drift and diffusion regions and assumed either no recombination or full 
recombination, and therefore his results are not particularly instructive in
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the case of narrow-gap semiconductors.
The subject of high-low junctions was examined, again in germanium, by
setting the carrier concentrations to their equilibrium values, neglected 
recombination in the junction space-charge region so that the hole and 
electron currents were continuous and assumed constant quasi-Fermi levels 
across the junction. An expression for the total voltage as a function of 
current was given as:
where J is the normalised current density and N is proportional to the ratio 
of doping levels in each side. Hence Lade and Jordan produced an expression 
for the voltage across a high-low junction in terms of bias independent 
diffusion currents rather than an, assumed constant, injection efficiency.
in the forward accumulating bias direction, however under reverse bias the 
assumption of constant quasi-Fermi levels is not valid and an analytic 
expression could not be found. They had to resort to the assumption of no 
minority carrier current flow from the high to low regions, i.e. X = 0, to 
estimate the effect. As with previous authors, they also assumed a constant, 
carrier concentration independent generation rate which is not applicable to 
Auger dominated, narrow-gap semiconductors.
An interesting paper by Gorbachev et al^®^ examined the cooling which 
may arise as a result of exclusion, due to the excess of generation over 
recombination removing energy from the lattice in the vicinity of the excluded 
region. This is distinct from the normal Peltier effect, associated with pn 
junctions, where heat is absorbed to re-establish the Boltzman distribution of 
carriers unbalanced by the application of a bias. They use a rather 
simplified analysis to deduce the extent of the exclusion, and arrive at a 
temperature decrease given by:
Lade and J o r d a n ^ ® ' w h o  employed a technique similar to that used by 
Gunn^) for accumulation. They forced ohmic behaviour at the contacts by
j+[i-t*p(~rjJ ( n /j  - i)
I n  J +  J -  € K p ( ~ J " ) (3-11)
This expression gave good agreement with experimented results from germanium
A T  = V ,  ( £ „ * lrkT)l po 
1 ( l  +  b ) } X .
(3-12)
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where is the thermal conductivity. Like other analyses, this one over­
estimates the size of the excluded region when applied to narrow-gap 
semiconductors, however it provides an estimate of the maximum size of any 
cooling effect. In the case of n-type CMT, with Eg ^  0.1 eV and excluded at a 
temperature of 300K, which is extremely optimistic, the cooling is only a 
matter of millidegrees. However, in the case of p-type material the minority 
carrier mobility ratio results in a much larger effect, possibly as much as 
tens of degrees. At the present time, however, exclusion cannot be seen in p- 
type CMT, owing to the lack of a suitable non-injecting contact.
Vikulin et al ^ ^  have described the phenomenon of exclusion in germanium 
for large departures from equilibrium, but assumed that drift dominated over 
diffusion. This is only correct near to the excluding contact once the 
carrier reduction has been established; it is not a valid assumption either at 
fields too low to develop full exclusion or towards the end of the excluded 
region where the increasing carrier density leads to a decreasing electric 
field. Manifacier and Henisch^®®) linearised the transport equations in order 
to obtain analytic solutions. Under these circumstances, however, the 
solutions apply only to low current densities where departures from 
equilibrium carrier densities are small and not to the pure, narrow-gap 
devices where changes of majority carrier density by two orders of magnitude 
occur. Weak exclusion has been observed in p-type tellurium, which has an 
energy gap approximately half that of germanium, by Vorob'ev et al^®^ by 
noting the change in free carrier absorption. The experiments were done at 
20OK, where the intrinsic carrier density was comparable to the doping level, 
so only relatively small changes could be expected.
Aronov et el^®^ undertook an extensive analysis appropriate to 
germanium, including the effect on Shockley-Read generation rate of the large 
change in carrier concentration when excluded. Following previous workers 
they assumed that the n+-n interface was abrupt and that the space-charge 
region was very thin so recombination was insignificant and the currents were 
continuous. They found that the I-V characteristic was linear up to a 
threshold voltage, and thereafter became sublinear with lotJ\T. when the 
excluded region encompasses the whole device, with n ^  Np everywhere, a second 
linear region, determined simply by the extrinsic conductivity, is obtained. 
This analysis does, however, ignore the effects of the end contact in either
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forcing equilibrium, which would result in very large diffusion gradients, or 
being extracting, where the potential dropped across the contact is important. 
They estimated the length of the excluded region as:
L = X L  I fe/Vp________■ . (3-13)
J  (b-t l )ni ( I +jTd / p 0) k f
where L  is the diffusion length and g is the generation rate due to any 
external illumination. The square root dependence on voltage is a result of 
the approximately linear dependence of excluded length on electric field.
L = u E x  . 44 . ft, . I (3-14)
b * l  a. (/
once the exclusion has been established.
In a subsequent paper, Aronov et al^®^ examined the effects of high 
field carrier heating on exclusion. However, they considered only the change 
in mobilities, and assumed that both electron and hole mobilities were equally 
affected. Whilst this approach is reasonably valid for germanium, it is not 
appropriate to CMT or InSb which have a very large mobility ratio arising from 
the asymmetric structure of the conduction and valence bands, and where, 
therefore, the electrons are affected to a considerably greater extent. 
Furthermore, in CMT and InSb, where Auger processes are the dominant 
generation-recombination mechanisms at the temperatures appropriate to the 
observation of exclusion, an increase in the impact ionisation generation rate 
as a consequence of carrier heating is of greater concern.
In two short papers, Aronov and Rubinov^'®^ considered the effect 
that exclusion would have on free carrier absorption of light either parallel 
to the direction of the current, where integration along the excluded region 
determines the reduction in absorption, or perpendicular to the current flow, 
where the variation in carrier concentration with position leads to a 
spatially dependent absorption coefficient. They argued that for high power 
levels of illumination the reduction in absorbed power when samples were 
excluded could make the difference between insignificant and catastrophic 
sample heating. They showed that a minimum absorption coefficient existed 
owing to the increase in Joule heating which occurred in very pure samples.
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In principle, perpendicular illumination provides a means of mapping the 
extent of exclusion in germanium samples, however this does not appear to have 
been applied. This proposition is not so attractive for the narrow-gap 
materials because of the the need to go to very long wavelength radiation, 
with consequent poorer spatial resolution, in order to avoid band-band 
absorption.
Aronov et al produced a r e v i e w o f  exclusion, based principally on 
their own work, which summarised results for both "pure" materials, such as 
germanium, and also compensated semiconductors. They emphasised the scale of 
the effect - for instance in germanium at room temperature with n^/Np ^ 100, 
exclusion of virtually all of the intrinsic carriers can be observed in 
samples of lengths in the range 1mm to 1cm at voltages of 0.2 - 10V, with the 
threshold voltage being ^  0.1V.
In a further contribution, Aronov et al^7  ^have examined the possibility 
of using exclusion to enhance the performance of ionizing radiation detectors. 
This is based on the fact that the noise of such detectors is determined by 
their capacitance, and therefore inversely by their length. Normally the 
devices are made using lithium compensated silicon to obtain a very high 
resistance detecting region. They argued that exclusion in very high purity 
germanium would produce comparable resistivity but over greater distances than 
possible in the pin Si based devices, and therefore lower noise, but presented 
no experimental results.
Vitusevich et al^®®^ have developed a two dimensional theory for 
exclusion, based on that of Aronov et al, in order to examine the effect of 
surfaces. They show that the additional generation associated with high 
surface recombination velocities increases both the threshold voltage and 
extent of the I ^ j v 1 region in p-type germanium. This effect is also 
important in the case of narrow-gap semiconductors, however it can be modelled 
successfully by a modification to the effective bulk generation rate.
The consequences of finite sample length, and therefore the farm of the 
other contact in an excluding structure, have been considered by Akopyan et 
ai(89)^ ipj^  secon(3 contact acts as either an ohmic or limited source of 
minority carriers and can set up a large gradient in carrier concentration and 
therefore back diffusion flux which limits the extent of the excluded region
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in short devices. The recovery to equilibrium at the end of the excluded 
region can then occur over a distance very much less than the ambipolar 
diffusion length. They investigated p+pp+ germanium samples and found that 
if the sample length is less than nine diffusion lengths, the second contact 
had a pronounced effect.
A numerical model has been developed by Dr A M White at RSRE, within an 
RSRE programme on higher operating temperature detectors, to deal with the 
narrow-gap materials by inclusion of Auger effects, non-parabolicity etc. 
Details of this have been p u b l i s h e d ^ ' 2^), and are discussed and compared 
with analytic results in the following section .
3.2.1 Comparison of Analytic and Numerical Models
In order to obtain analytic solutions the standard continuity 
equation is solved with the assumption of no diffusion but including 
recombination in a similar fashion to Aronov et al^®2/86)4 i^e boundary 
condition for x x 0 is that p(x) should be continuous with the value 
derived from the solution to the continuity equation which includes 
diffusion but neglects recombination. This solution is valid only close 
(<5pm) to the contact but includes the leakage current due to diffusion 
from the n+ side, given by
Jc = <S>hPo+ / £ + (3-15)
where pQ+, and £.+ refer to the minority hole concentration, diffusion 
coefficient and diffusion length respectively in the n+ region. The 
conductivity in the n+ region is assumed to be sufficiently high that 
drift can be neglected. The solution for x > 5pm, is then given by
p(x) = pe (b^nt x / ( r s ) . bnc Tc / ( ^ T ) ) -)J
Po b% T J ( h r)) <3_16)
where nQ ,p0 are the equilibrium electron and hole densities, 
l^-Na is the net donor density, b is the mobility ratio and J is the 
total current in the low doped side. The value for the lifetime, X  , is 
rather indeterminate, because in equilibrium i.e. after the end of the 
excluded region, it is determined by Auger processes, whereas in the
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region where carrier densities are reduced it increases to become limited 
by the residual, generaticn-recombinaticn mechanisms. Equation 3-16 is 
plotted in Fig. 12 for values of lifetime corresponding to both the 
equilibrium and Auger-suppressed state, with other parameters appropriate 
to a device with x = 0.27 at 295K and residual doping of 1.4 x 1014cm“ .^ 
A leakage hole current density, JC' of 0.3Acm“2 is used, consistent with 
the estimated doping in ion milled or ion implanted n+ material. The 
results, derived using the same parameters, from the numerical model of 
White^) are also shown. It can be seen that the main difference lies 
in the abruptness with which the numerically derived hole concentration 
rises once a certain level has been reached, compared with the analytic 
solution. This level is determined by the point at which the increasing 
Auger generation rate, resulting from the slowly increasing electron 
concentration, becomes comparable with the constant level of residual 
generation due either to Auger associated with the doping level or the 
carrier density independent terms of Shockley-Read or radiative. Here 
the total generation rate rises significantly leading to a reduction in 
the electric field which compounds the rise in carrier concentration 
through the increased significance of diffusion. The effect of the back 
diffusion of electrons and holes from the equilibrium region, or a second 
contact, is very important in determining the extent of the excluded 
region, however it is not included in the analytic model.
White’s numerical model, and an empirical, analytic deriative of it, 
has been compared successfully with the results from experimental 
devices, as described later, suggesting that it does, indeed, encompass 
all the features necessary for the enunciation of the exclusion in CMT. 
A resume of it will therefore be given.
The continuity equation for electrons in one-dimension is
- £ ( k v ; )  * (k-H = O  (3-17)
c/*. ft*. ctx.
vdiere G is the total generation rate due to optical and thermal 
processes, R is the total recombination rate and vn = "Pjp is the 
electron drift velocity. A similar equation for holes has vp = +JipE.
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Explicit references to the field and field gradient are eliminated via 
Poisson's equation,
dE = q (p-n + t^ j+ - Na-) (3-18)
and total current continuity,
£_= (FHp + - Dp dp + Dn dn
% dx dx
(3-19)
where N^+ is the ionised donor concentration and Na“ is the number of 
deep acceptors which are ionised. There is a well defined grade between 
the heavily and lightly doped regions which gives N^+ as a function of 
position, whilst Na“ is additionally determined by the current density 
through the local values of n and p. Non-parabolicity and degeneracy are 
allowed for to give the electron diffusion coefficient
to include radiative, Auger and Shockley-Read contributions for arbitrary 
departures from equilibrium.
Previous analytic treatments have assumed, and Fig. 12 demonstrates, 
that within the excluded region diffusion may be neglected. By 
comparison with his numerical results, White finds the point to which 
this assumption is valid, to deduce empirical, analytic solutions for the 
exclusion length and threshold current. The end of the excluded region 
is defined, arbitrarily, as the point at which the electric field lies 
half way between the value predicted from the simple analytic expressions 
and the bulk, intrinsic value. At this point, the rising electron
= P i p  . d 5 (3-20)
<1 dln(n)
where } = Ef/kT measured up from the bottom of the conduction band. The 
net generation is expressed in the form
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diffusion current is some fraction, r, of the total current and the 
electric field is given by
Ec = M .
. 3W Ip<Nd - Na>.
(3-22)
Despite the fact that at this point the diffusion contribution is a 
significant fraction of the total current, and therefore the above 
assumptions are not strictly valid, White finds that a value for r of 
r ss 0.012 ± 0.002 gives a good estimate for the end of the excluded 
region over a wide variety of conditions. The length of the excluded 
region is then given by
L « Pp(Nd - Na) (J - Je) 
j^qQn(O)
(3-23)
where J is the total current density, and JQ is the threshold current, 
given by
r 1 ^JQ s * l*(°) (3-24)
T p
The initial value of electron concentration, n(o), exceeds - Na by the 
initial value of p. In most cases p(o) << - Na, therefore
n(o)^Nd - Na and
DnPnG (Nd-Na) (3-25)
Thias, JQ is the current density which is required to establish the 
exclusion against the back diffusion gradient, and further increases in 
current then give an approximately linear progression of the fully 
excluded region along the device.
As stated previously in the context of accumulating contacts and the 
effects of n+ doping, Auger generation in the n+ excluding contact is 
limited by the effects of degeneracy. Generation in the grade between n+
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and n regions, which is assumed to have the form n = n+ exp (-x/a), can be 
significant, however, and is minimised by making the grade parameter, a, 
as small as possible. The total number of holes generated in the grade 
is
P = n. ' » na o. (3-26)
2-Xf.
which gives an additional contribution to the threshold current of
<fJc = (3-27)
fa W») 2. ^
which is equivalent to subtracting a length
d’x = arL^TftiG (3-28)
off the total excluded length. The parameter na is set to 1 x 10' ^ cm
to represent the maximum density in the grade which gives a contribution 
to the generation.
White also calculated the properties of exclusion in p-type 
material, with the assumption of a suitable contact. This was approached 
in a similar way, but with the additional complication that the majority 
carrier in the excluded region does not form the main part of the current 
owing to the very high electron to hole mobility ratio in CMT.
3.2.2 Exclusion in Compensated, Wide-Gap Semiconductors
The observation of exclusion is normally limited to relatively pure, 
narrow-gap semiconductors owing to the requirement that n^ >>/ND-NA/. 
This is because the reduction in majority carrier density is limited by 
the fixed charge on the ionised impurities. In certain wide-gap cases, 
however, some degree of exclusion can be observed if there is a high 
density of deep traps and if the electron and hole lifetimes differ by a 
large amount. For instance, in n-type material, if T n >> TTp a slight 
reduction in hole density gives rise to a larger reduction in the 
electron density through the quasi-neutrality condition A n  ^ p ^ / T p .  
This effect has been investigated by several authors and is summarised in
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the review by Aronov et a l ^ \  It is not relevant to the current work, 
however, which is specifically addressed at materials and temperature 
regimes where Auger mechanisms dominate the generation-recombination 
process and where, therefore, recombination through traps is of lesser 
importance. In CMT and InSb, the densities of Shockley-Read centres (see 
Chapter 2) are very much less than the net doping levels, and can there­
fore have only a small effect on the conductivity even at temperatures 
where the Shockley-Read recombination may be important.
3.3 Extraction
Apart from the Low's original work, remarkably little has been reported 
on extraction (or injection) in nearly intrinsic materials. Some confusion 
arose initially, before Low's nomenclature was universally adopted, where 
references were made to extraction, but actually related to exclusion.
In principle, an extracting contact to n type material will be made if it 
is less heavily doped than the bulk. In the case of extrinsic material, this 
is possible, and a negative bias on the contact will extract such holes as 
there are from the bulk material in the vicinity of the contact. A much 
larger effect will occur, however, which is the exclusion of minority carriers 
in the less heavily doped contact region.
In the case of near intrinsic material, it is only possible to make an 
extracting contact by doping with the opposite impurity type - that is to form 
a pn junction. A reverse biassed pn junction will cause extraction of 
minority carriers within a diffusion length of the junction, causing a 
reduction in their numbers provided that any "ohmic" contacts cure many 
diffusion lengths remote from the junction. The current which flows is, of 
course, the JQ term in the normal diode equation.
J = JQ (exp£qV-1) (3-29)
AT
In the case of a p+n junction where leakage from the p+ side is small, it is 
given by
JQ = (3-30)
vhere p is the minority carrier concentration in the n-type side and and
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are the diffusion coefficient and diffusion length respectively for holes 
in the n-type material. Conversely a positively biased n+ contact to p-type 
material will extract electrons from it, with a current density
JQ = qnDe/ £ e (3-31)
This analysis is very simple owing to the assumption that all the 
potential which is applied to the junction is dropped across a space-charge 
region, which is relatively thin and has no recombination occurring in it, and 
therefore the carriers move solely by diffusion. If the low side of the 
junction approaches the intrinsic condition, so that the extraction of 
minority carriers results in a significant change in the majority carrier 
density, a field develops across the quasi-neutral region is such a direction 
as to enhance the diffusion flow. Both drift and diffusion are dominated by 
ambipolar effects due to the coupling between electrons and holes.
Reider et al^^^ observed extraction in near intrinsic n-type germanium 
where a decrease from the equilibrium conductivity + ppp) to the
"extrinsic" value q ^  (ND - NA) was noted in the vicinity of the contact. In 
a subsequent paper Reider et a l ^ ^  noted a similar effect in neutron 
bombarded germanium. The bombardment, and annealing result in a higher 
intrinsic resistivity and an increase in the density of traps. A larger 
fractional decrease in conductivity is then observed, in a similar fashion to 
exclusion in compensated materials. Rahimi et al^^^ analysed extraction, and 
accumulation, for small departures from equilibrium by linearisation of the 
transport equations, as reported in ref. 80 for exclusion. As in the case of 
exclusion, this technique is only applicable to small currents in extrinsic 
material; it can only give a qualitative indication of the effects in near 
intrinsic material and/or with large currents where carrier concentrations 
depart significantly from their equilibrium values. In particular, they 
characterise the contact by a constant injection ratio, but note that in the 
large signal case this is not appropriate.
Subsequent to the formulation of the concepts for the use of exclusion 
and extraction to obtain Auger suppression, White has analysed Auger dominated 
pin diode structures, analytically^^ and p } n , where J is a generalised 
doping condition, structures numerically^^ in the context of the work 
described in this report. In the former case, assumptions of abrupt
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junctions, Auger g-r mechanism only, total absence of doping in the intrinsic 
region and no non-parabolocity or degeneracy were made in order to obtain 
analytic solutions. The solution was formed in terms of ambipolar properties, 
which implies that p-n is constant, i.e. space-charge neutrality is retained. 
The assumption of zero minority current in the heavily doped region i.e. 
Jp s= 0 at the n+-i and Jn = 0 at the p+-i interface, was necessary. For 
completely intrinsic material the net Auger generation-recombination rate is
G - R = nfi^2 - n2)/2ni2 Z± (3-32)
In a device with a long i region the two junctions can be treated separately, 
and, for instance far the p+i junction,
J = - g.>V;a>p fl - jVjj (3-33)
which gives Jg = -jkT/ql^A (3-34)
where Rq is the zero bias resistance and A is the diode area
compared with Jg = kT/qR^ (3-35)
for a normal, non Auger dominated diode. This means that the reduction of 
carrier densities by extraction in an Auger dominated diode reduces the Auger 
generation and gives a saturation leakage current half that obtained from a 
normal junction with the same RgA. Another point of interest is that the p+i 
junction has a higher resistance than the n+i one in the ratio of Dn/Dp which 
in CMT or InSb, is ^50. When the i region is short, so that the two 
junctions interact, a current-voltage characteristic with negative 
differential resistance is obtained owing to the suppression of Auger 
generation at high bias levels where a large degree of extraction occurs. 
W h i t e s h o w e d  that for diodes with an i region of length less than 7T LJ/2, 
where L is the intrinsic ambipolar diffusion length JDa T^ ', the saturation 
current is reduced to zero at sufficiently high bias.
White addressed the generalised n+ diode, where J represents a 
general doping condition in the range n - \> - i - Tr -p, and v and fr refer to 
intrinsic n and p respectively, in ref. 97. This analysis included graded 
junctions, non-parabolocity and degeneracy and was solved numerically.
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Discussion of particular results will be deferred to Chapter 7 where the 
designs for experimental devices are considered/ however White summarised his 
conclusions as:
Type Low Bias High Bias Negative Auger
Resistance Suppression
1 intrinsic-near / Hole extraction 
identical carrier
fr distributions in
J i-i-region
Electron exlusicn
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
n hole extraction Hole extraction Negligible Weak, from 
high level
electron extraction and exclusion over 
wide range
Moderate Strong, from 
low level
3.3.1 Solar Cells
Two examples of the use of n+pp+ structures are silicon solar 
cells^®) and radiation detectors^). The purpose of the p+ layer in 
the former case is to produce a low recombination velocity contact, and 
therefore to contain the photo-generated excess carriers in the p layer 
by accumulation. In the latter case the device is reverse biased and the 
function of the p+ layer is to decrease the dark current associated with 
the ohmic contact - this is similar to the excluding/extracting 
structures described later, though no Auger suppression is involved.
3.4 Injection
Injection was the first of the four current controlled carrier 
disturbance phenomena to be identified - with the term being first used in the 
description of transistors^ in 1948. It has received much attention since 
then in the analysis of forward biased diodes and transistors. Little work 
has centred on the analysis of the effect in near intrinsic materials, though 
high injection considerations, where the injected carrier concentration is 
comparable to the extrinsic doping level, are relevant.
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Injection phenomena are not perceived as being benefical to the operation 
of infrared detectors, and, except in the case of phototransistors, are 
avoided where possible. It is not proposed, therefore, to discuss injection 
in this work.
3.5 Summary
Manifacier et al^^ recently produced a brief review of the four current 
controlled non-equilibrium processes, along similar lines to that of Low^^ 
thirty years earlier. Their treatment, like Low's used constant injection 
ratio values to describe the effects and is based on linearisation of the 
transport equations, which is only valid in small signal situations. They 
characterise the disturbances in terms of changes in the local electric field 
compared to the value remote from the contact, E^;
*r0 (£(%)-£#) - An(%)^MT (3-36)
where <r0 is the equilibrium conductivity and £ a is the ambipolar diffusion 
length. On the right hand side of eqn. 3-22, the first term represents 
diffusion and the second drift with the relative importance of the terms 
determined by the electric field. An n-type device is considered, with pn>pip 
and jE(x)/ - | E >0 representing an increase in resistivity. This leads to 
the matrix:
A n  -ve 
at low field 
at high field
E -ve accumulation: P I at all fields extraction: o t at all fields
For negative fields the effects of diffusion (Dember effect) and applied 
fields are additive, so the change in resistivity is monotonic, whereas for 
positive fields the diffusion and drift terms oppose and the resistivity goes 
through a maximum or minimum. The field at which this occurs is given by,
E = ** ( P n - P p ) (3"37>
+ f*e)
An +ve
E +ve injection: j t at low field exclusion: y I
| at high field t
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In the case of n-type CMT, where pn >>pp and X.a ~30pm, this gives a value 
-1 ^
E <10Vcm , which is very small compared with the fields at which exclusion is
normally observed.
In the experimental work using CMT, described later, the departures from 
equilibrium are large, and the simple analyses of Low car Manifacier et al can 
give, at best, only qualitative agreement. The numerical analyses of White 
however, do give good quantitative agreement.
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4. REVIEW OF DEVICE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY AND ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
In this chapter various materials parameters, technological aspects of 
the experimental devices and their assessment are described in general terms 
and in isolation. The particular processes used to produce each type of 
device are given in each of the subsequent chapters, as appropriate. All the 
experimental work presented hereafter has been performed using devices made 
from cadmium mercury telluride, therefore only this system will be discussed. 
Seme of the conclusions are well described in the literature, some are part of 
the CMT mythology in that the only references available are those attributable 
to experience in the field, and some are new, having originated in work 
carried out by the author - the distinction will be made, wherever possible.
Most of the experimental structures were made in the RSRE infrared 
detector fabrication facility, by technicians under the direction of the 
author. A small number of devices, identified in each case in the text, was 
made by Philips Components Ltd, Southampton, under contract and to the 
author's specification.
The assessment techniques, described in the final section of this 
chapter, are generally well known and only the salient features will be noted.
4.1 Material
The fundamental, electronic properties of cadmium mercury telluride (CMT) 
were described in Chapter 1. Since the materials first preparation by Lawson 
et al^®^, in 1959, there have been many publications giving details of it's 
parameters. The reviews which have been found most useful, by the author, for 
their experimentally confirmed values were by Domhaus and Nimtz^®^,
K r u s e a n d  Brice and Capper^®4). Reference 104, is the most recent and, 
in particular, gives good surveys of the properties, including "best 
estimates" where several sources were available. Calculation of specific CMT 
parameters, for the design and analysis of devices, was performed using a 
computer library of routines which was originally assembled by Charlton^ ^  
but modified in the light of more recent information. The formulae used for 
calculating energy gap, intrinsic carrier concentration, effective masses, 
mobilities and dielectric constant are shown in Fig. 13 together with some 
representative values.
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4.1.1 Material Growth
Most of the material used in the experimental work was grown by either 
normal Bridgman or ACRT (Accelerated Crucible Rotation Technique) 
Bridgman. The normal Bridgman is n-type as-grown, with a net carrier 
concentration of mid 10^ - 10^cnf^. This comprises a residual impurity 
concentration of 1-2 x 10 3 net donors plus a comparable number of 
mercury vacancy acceptors. The ACRT Bridgman is annealed in a mercury 
rich ambient to produce n-type behaviour. A limited amount of epitaxial 
material, grown by either liquid phase (LPE) or metal organic vapour 
phase (MOVPE), has been used. Both are p-type, through mercury 
vacancies, as grown, with LPE having NA-ND ^2 x 10^cm“^ and MOVPE with
ic in n
Na-Nd -low 10 - 10 cm“J depending cn the growth temperature. Residual
impurities, again of an n-type nature, are in the range mid 10^- 
10 °cm . Again, annealing is used to produce the desired carrier 
concentrations, though the higher impurity levels mean that the 
deviations from the target values will be larger and the material will be 
more heavily compensated.
4.1.2 Material Preparation
All of the bulk grown material, and some of the epitaxial material, 
is polished to a thickness appropriate to each experiment, but generally 
in the range 5-20pm. This is done from both sides of a slice, and in 
each case the final 50pm is removed very slowly to avoid damage. A pad 
etch, with bromine/methanol solution, is used to remove the final 5pm,
9
from each side, before etching into device sized monoliths ~'1mm . The 
monoliths are, generally, glued to sapphire substrates, for device 
fabrication, using an epoxy which gives a glue thickness <1pm.
4.2 Surface Passivation
Both the top and bottom surfaces of a monolith are normally passivated. 
The passivation serves two functions:- firstly to chemically stabilise the 
surface to prevent out-diffusion of mercury, oxidation etc; and secondly, to 
control the effective surface recombination velocity in order to minimise 
recombination at the surfaces. The latter is achieved by bending the 
conduction and valence bands near the surface in such a way as to repel 
minority carriers: i.e. towards a lower energy for holes in n-type material 
and towards a higher energy for electrons in the p-type case. The band 
bending may arise from either electrostatic effects associated with interface
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states or as a result of doping, and clearly, any one technique is highly 
unlikely to be suitable for both p and n type material. The "ideal" 
passivation is that of a heterostructure where, with judicious control of 
doping and grading, a wider energy-gap will result in the conduction band 
increasing in energy and the valence band decreasing in energy - thus 
repelling both electrons and holes - this is not yet available at RSRE. The 
two passivation techniques which are widely used are anodisation and zinc 
sulphide deposition.
4.2.1 Anodisation
Anodisation is a technique which has been used for many years to 
passivate n-type photoconductors. At RSRE, a platinum cathode and a 
platinum wire to probe the CMT which forms the anode sure used in a 
potassium hydroxide solution. A constant current is used and the voltage 
is allowed to rise to a preset value, normally 13V, where it is 
maintained for a further three minutes. This results in an oxide 
approximately 100nm thick. The surface recombination velocity has been 
found to be less than 100cms” ,^ corresponding to an effective surface 
lifetime, for a sample thickness of 10pm, of X s = d/2S = 5ps. The 
surface becomes accumulated as a result of anodisation, which leads to a 
higher power dissipation and a reduction in the effectiveness Of the non­
equilibrium phenomena described in this report. The surface accumulation 
is tolerable in devices such as the "SPRITE? photoconductor, however 
it is not in the higher operating temperature, excluding devices 
described here, which, therefore are not anodically passivated. The 
surface of p-type material becomes inverted when anodically oxidised, 
resulting in the deleterious effects of a high surface shunt conductance 
and a very high surface recombination velocity - therefore this technique 
is not used for any devices containing exposed p-type material. The 
composition of the oxide and its chemical effect on the CMT has been the 
subject of many, though inconclusive, studies. The main constituent is 
interpreted as being^S) cdTeC^ with significant fractions of QJl^Os/ 
HgTe03 and HgTeO^ also present. Mercury depletion of ~ 30% occurs in the 
CMT, but this is restricted to a depth <20nm. Anodic sulphidation, using 
a non-aqueous solution of Na2S, has recently been reported^ whereby 
a OdS layer is formed. Prelimimary results show this to be nearly flat- 
band on p-type CMT.
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4.2.2 Zinc Sulphide
The commonly used alternative to anodisation is zinc sulphide, which 
is generally deposited by r.f. sputtering. The properties of the 
interface are variable, being a function of the precise deposition 
conditions such as the partial pressure of water vapour, and, at best, 
the ZnS passivation preserves the parameters of a freshly etched surface. 
Little is known about it's chemical nature, but it is suggested^ that 
a graded Zn-j_y(Hg-j_xCdx )yTe interface is formed. The surface 
recombination velocity, on either n or p-type material, is varaible and 
tenperature dependent, but generally lies in the range 10^-10^cms~^. 
Despite these relatively poor properties, this sort of passivation is 
normally used on any devices where the anodic oxide is unsuitable - that 
is on p-type photoocnductors, n-type photoconductors used for exclusion 
experiments and diodes.
4.3 n* Contacts
The formation of a low injection contact is critical to the observation 
of accumulation and exclusion. For other n-type materials which are not Auger 
dominated, an n+ region is normally used. In CMT, however, where the Auger 
process results in a minority carrier generation rate which increases with 
increased doping this is not obviously suitable. The n+ contact does have a 
low injection ratio, however, owing to degeneracy which suppresses the 
generation rate and the equilibrium minority carrier concentration^ 
Shanley et al^®^ measured the Auger lifetime as a function of carrier con­
centration, and the result can be modelled as
X. oe ( i + oca) /n f «c 1 r 1.3 % i017c m   ^ ( 4 -1)
as described in section 2.5. So, for carrier concentrations greater than 
2 x 1017cm~®, the lifetime tends to a X  <■ 1 /n dependence and the generation 
rate saturates, thus taking on the radiative or Shockley-Read like behaviour 
observed in wider-gap materials. White^®®'®^ emphasised that the junction 
between n+ and n regions must be fairly abrupt (<1pm) in order that generation 
in the grade where n is high but less than 2 x 10^7cnf® is minimised.
The usual way to obtain abrupt junctions is to employ ion implantation, 
however ion bombardment with group VIII elements has also been found to cause 
junctions. Diffusion is not widely used as it results in rather broad
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profiles.
4.3.1 Ion Beam Milling
Ion beam milling is used in device manufacture both for delineation 
of device shapes and for cleaning prior to contact metallisation; the 
technique is also referred to as ion cleaning and sputter cleaning. The 
conversion of p-type CMT to n-type by icn bombardment was first reported 
by Wotherspoon^ and applied to the formation of np photodiodes 
without the need to introduce any specifically donor-like atom by Baker 
et al^^). The type conversion mechanism was, however, the subject of 
some debate and confusion in the literature, particularly in its 
application through ion implantation where it is convolved with the 
expected activity of the implant species. Two effects are now believed 
to occur.
Solzbach and R i c h t e r ^ s h o w e d  that a heavily damaged n+ region 
was produced very close to the surface. They assumed that the depth of 
this region corresponded to the penetration depth of Ar ions, ^10nm. 
They also showed that, in this region, a mercury deficit occurred which 
was compensated by an increase in cadmium. Thus with the mole fraction 
of CdTe increased in the bombarded surface, it would be expected to have 
a larger energy gap and therefore even lower minority carrier 
concentration and generation rate.
Transmission electron microscope studies of ion milled have
revealed dislocation loops a distance 50nm from the milled surface, 
approximately an order of magnitude greater than the calculated range. 
Experiments by the author have shown that a 200eV argon ion beam is 
generally not sufficient to produce an n+n junction, as revealed by it's 
exclusion properties, whereas 2kV milling does produce a junction. 
Provided that the energy is in the higher range, the effects on exclusion 
are only a very weak function of energy or current density. Hall effect 
measurements cn a thin, n-type sample milled at 800V using argon gave an 
increase in sheet carrier concentration of 6 x 101^cm“ .^ If, as ref. 113 
suggests, this was contained within 50nm of the surface, it corresponds
1 p p
to a bulk carrier concentration of ~1 x 10 °cm . At this carrier 
concentration, the minority carrier diffusion length is estimated to be 
50nm, therefore the n+ region would just be thick enough to act as a low
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injection contact.
Ihe second effect which occurs when CMT is ion milled is most 
obvious in p-type material. A junction is formed many microns from the 
milled surface, a distance very much greater them the extent of the n+ 
region. This effect has been explained and quantified by Blackman et 
ai(114) ^  terms of a model involving the very fast diffusion of inter­
stitial mercury, created during the ion bombardment, to annihilate the 
group II vacancies, principally mercury, which normally act as acceptors. 
The body of material where the vacancies are neutralised then becomes 
dominated by the residual, n-type impurities and a junction is formed. 
The volume rate of conversion is given by
dv/dt = kG/NA (4-2)
where k is a constant which depends weakly on the ion species and its 
energy, G is the number of ions striking the material per second and NA 
is the acceptor concentration, assumed equal to the number of vacancies. 
For a planar geometry with area A, this gives the junction depth
d = kGt (4-3)
with the value of k, found experimentally, x 10” .^ The conversion 
depth goes inversely with vacancy concentration, therefore in normal n- 
type material, which contains a finite but relatively small (<10 cm ) 
number of vacancies, it can be very large. So milled n-type material 
will have two regions - one extending from the surface a distance of tens 
of microns which is doped by the residual n-type impurities, to a level 
1-2 x 1015cm"3, and a second, the remaining unaffected material, which is 
partly compensated by acceptors due to mercury vacancies. The first 
region will have an increased Auger generation rate, therefore its size 
should be minimised by restricting the ion beam milling time severely. 
In practice, for the work on exclusion, a milling time of 2 minutes was 
used, and it is estimated that the additional converted region extended 
only a few microns.
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4.3.2 Ion Implantation
Ion implantation has been used, with varying degrees of success, for 
many years to make n on p CMT photodiodes. It is, however, highly 
probable that diodes which resulted were due to the damage and/or vacancy 
annihilation mechanisms described above, rather than activated n-type 
dopants. Furthermore, attempts to anneal out the damage and activate the 
implant species using temperatures ^300°C may have been confused by out 
diffusion of mercury, resulting in mercury vacancies acceptor doping the 
near surface region. This effect is believed to have led to misleading 
conclusions, in particular, in the early attempts to make p on n diodes 
through implantation of acceptors.
The first report of the use of high-energy particle bombardment for 
type conversion in CMT was by Foyt et a l ^ 15  ^ who used protons with 
energies of 10OkeV or 200keV. Subsequently mercury implantation has been 
attempted by several groups, including Bahir et a l ^  ^  who used a dose 
of 1 x 10^cnf2 at 300keV. They observed damage, probably extended 
defects, to a depth of 150nm, which is approximately three times the 
calculated range, but found that the crystal structure could be virtually 
restored by a 250°C/30 minute anneal. This is similar to the effect 
noted in the lower energy, ion milling process. Margalit et a l ^ ^  
studied the implantation of boron, argon, indium, phosphorous and gold 
into n-type CMT. They found that the sheet carrier concentration was not
sensitive to either the implant species or dose. For instance an implant
12 —2 12 2 dose of 1 x 10 cm * resulted in a sheet concentration of 1 x 10 °cm~ ,
whereas a dose of 1 x 10^®cm“2 only resulted in 5 x 101®cnT2 electrons.
They found that annealing at 20-120°C for 24 hours in vacuum had little
effect, and concluded that the n+ layers were due to damage rather than
substitutional doping.
Boren implantation has received much attention because, being a 
group III element, it is expected to be a donor on a metal site and also 
because its low mass should lead to low defect densities. For example, 
Baars et al^11®^  implanted boron at 120keV using doses of 1 x 101® -
ic 2
7 x 10 °cm . They used infrared reflection measurements to deduce a
1 Q *3
carrier concentration of ~3 x 1 0 c m ,  virtually independent of dose, 
and Hall effect measurements to give a sheet carrier concentration of 
1 x 10^cnT2, corresponding to a depth of /^300nm. Subsequent annealing
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at 150°C did not affect the measured carrier concentrations, but after 30 
minutes at 300°C the samples reverted to being p-type. Bubulac et 
al019) observed the junction position after implantation, using EBIC and 
differential Hall, to be ~3pm from the surface, well beyond the range of 
the implanted ion or of the damage, which was confined to ~ 0.8pm. The 
carrier concentration on the n-type side of the junction, measured by a 
C-V method, corresponded to the residual impurity level in their material 
and they proposed a mechanism somewhat akin to that of Blackman et 
ai016). More recently, Destefanis^^^  ^ has reviewed the field. He 
observed a sheet carrier concentration which increased linearly with dose 
for very low fluences (1 x 101  ^- 1 x 10^cm“2), but which then saturated 
as previously found. It is suggested that this saturation is due to a 
resonant level, 150meV above the conduction band minimum, which pins the 
Fermi level.
In order to confirm the above conclusions in the case of the CMT 
used for accumulation and exclusion studies, experiments were performed, 
by the author, where boron was implanted at energies of 50, 100 and 
200keV using the University of Surrey facility. Doses in the range 1 x
1 ”3 -j c 2
10 to 5 x 10 cm were examined. Several samples were made for each 
position in the matrix and the sheet carrier concentration was measured 
as a function of temperature and current. Only the samples which gave 
reproducible, current independent Hall data were used for further 
analysis. With the exception of the lowest dose at 50keV, no dependence 
of sheet carrier concentration on dose was observed. The mean value was 
found to rise slightly with ion energy and reach a maximum of
1 *3 29 x 10 cm at 200keV. Assuming a depth of 0.3pm, this corresponds to
lO “3
a bulk value of 3 x 10 cm . The results are summarised in Fig. 14a and 
are in broad agreement with those described above.
In conclusion, the n+ regions which result from ion implantation are 
associated with damage in the same way as the lower energy ion beam 
milling. Both techniques result in a bulk carrier concentration of over 
101®cnf2, which is sufficiently high for degeneracy to limit the Auger 
generation. The depth of the heavily doped region is approximately 
proportional to the square root of ion energy and, in both cases is 
substantially greater than the range of the impinging ion and also 
greater than the extent of measureable damage.
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4.4 p+ Contacts
In order to form a non-injecting contact to p-type semiconductors a p+
region would normally be used, however in the case of CMT this is probably not
suitable. Normally CMT is doped p-type through mercury vacancies, and the
generation mechanism is probably dominated by Shockley-Read processes linked
to the vacancy concentration, see section 2.4.2. Therefore, in the
temperature range of interest, increased doping results in a higher generation
rate such that Gcc p. The lifetime then goes as 1 /p^ so that total diffusion
current, J GjDX', is constant, not reduced. Above N ^ N ^  a10^®cm” ,^ the
generation rate saturates as pQ becomes greater than p«j, so the lifetime 
—1reverts to a p dependance and the diffusion current decreases slowly as 
1 jJ"p! There is no technique capable of producing localised mercury vacancy 
concentrations of this magnitude currently available however. Recently 
Bubulac et a l ^ ^  claim to have activated an arsenic implant to produce p+n 
diodes. There is little information on the generation behaviour of the p+ 
material, but it would not be expected to be Shockley-Read dominated in the 
same way as vacancy doped material. Calculations of the Auger-7 generation 
rate (see section 2.5), however, indicate that it may not be very much less 
than that of Shockley-Read in normal p-type material, particularly for x-' 
0.2. In this case the generation rate is proportional to hole concentration, 
independent of the acceptor type, as for Auger-1 in n-type material. Unlike 
n-type CMT, however, p-type material does not readily become degenerate 
because of the large mass of the holes in the heavy hole valence band, there­
fore the generation rate cannot be limited by the use of very high doping 
levels. A p+ contact, therefore, is unlikely to have a particularly low 
injection ratio, and so will not be suitable for exclusion in p-type material 
except in the cases of a fairly wide energy-gap, x > 0.3.
4.5 Heterojuncticns
If the contact material has a larger energy-gap than the infrared 
sensitive part of the device the production of the appropriate injection ratio 
becomes, in principle, very much more readily achievable. This is because the 
product of minority and majority carrier concentration (n^) is reduced, so 
that the two parameters can be optimised independently. For example, a non­
injecting n+ contact could be replaced by wider gap CMT, which has a low 
minority carrier generation rate without the need for degenerate doping. The 
energy-gap and doping requirements for each type of contact are described in
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the appropriate, subsequent chapters. The interface between contact and bulk 
would probably have to be graded in order to avoid "spikes" resulting from 
discontinuities in either the conduction or valence bands.
Theoretical analysis of such structures is hampered by the lack of 
accurate information on the band offsets. Measurements of electron affinities 
do not have the accuracy to give the necessary resolution of a few percent of 
band gap (e.g. 5meV in ~100meV gap for x = 0.2) when the absolute values cure 
6eV. Some attempts at modelling have been made, far example by Migliorato and 
White ^23) wjx> usea the assumption of the "common anion rule".
Heterojunction structures have been grown in several laboratories, for 
example Smith et al^^ who grew wide gap n on n by LPE far photoccnductars, 
however this capability is not yet available at RSRE.
4.6 Assessment Techniques
Most of the techniques used to assess the non-equilibrium devices 
described in this report are well known, therefore only a brief resume of 
their salient features will be given.
Hall effect:- A variable temperature, 77-500K, cryostat was used, with 
all measurements under computer control. The temperature was stabilised at 
each point to ensure accuracy and a full run typically took over 12 hours. A 
small electromagnet was used which was normally set to a field strength of
0.0125T. CMT and InSb have very high electron mobilities, therefore magneto- 
resistance effects become significant at lower fields than other, wider-gap 
materials. A very low field was used to minimise these effects because the 
commonly used field strength of 0.1 - 0.2T is in the intermediate region and 
fields of >0.5T, where the Hall scattering factor becomes unity, were not 
available. Samples in a variety of geometries have been examined, and a low 
thermal emf matrix switch was used to enable any combination of connections to 
be made.
Current-voltage:- In order to minimise heating a pulsed-ramp waveform, 
illustrated in Fig. 14(b), was used for photoconductors. The rise and fall 
times were sufficiently slow (1 OOps) that the measurement was quasi-static, as 
confirmed by the absence of any hysteresis, whilst a 1:50 duty cycle 
eliminated bulk heating effects. A HP4145B semiconductor parameter analyser
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was used for photodiode measurements, where power dissipation was not a 
problem.
Responsivity:- A 500K black body, mechanically chopped at 500 - 1000Hz 
and phase-locked to a phase-sensitive detector and amplifier was used. The 
aperture size, and hence flux, was kept to a minimum, commensurate with a 
reasonable signal/noise ratio.
Noise:- Very low noise preamplifiers (Brookdeal 5004nV preamp for photo- 
ccnductors, PAR181 transccnductance amplifier for photodiodes) were used, with 
the noise measured on an HP3585A spectrum analyser. For cases where high 
frequency measurements (> 100kHz) were required, the system i.e. detector and 
amplifier, bandwidth was calibrated by measurement of the response to a 
helium-neon (633nm) laser modulated by an electro-optic cell.
Spot-scan:- The spatial response of detectors was measured using a 
focussed helium-neon (633nm) laser. The beam was '’cleaned" by use of pin 
holes and collimators to remove secondary reflections and give a Gaussian 
profile, then focussed using a reflecting microscope objective with an 
effective aperture of f/3, giving a diffraction limited spot diameter of 
~ 5pm. The resolution was verified by the response to well defined features 
on devices. A two-dimensional scan was obtained by movement of the dewar, 
housing the detector, using stepper motors with 2pm increments. This was 
done, rather than steering the laser beam, in order to retain the smallest 
spot size and lateral calibration.
Transient response:- A pulsed gallium arsenide laser diode was used in a 
similar configuration to the spot-scan. The response was displayed directly 
on an oscilloscope, with a system resolution of better than 10ns.
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5. ACOMILATICN
Minority carrier accumulation was reviewed in Chapter 3, and described in 
detail in section 3.1. In this chapter, an examination of accumulation at 
contacts in extrinsic, n-type CMT photoccnductors is reported. The contacts 
are characterised in terms of a recombination velocity, and three types of 
photoconductive measurements have been performed to assess the effect of 
accumulation on device response. The conclusions have been applied to SPRITE 
detectors^ \  where a change in the geometry of the readout has enhanced the 
performance. The design change also resulted in a further improvement in 
spatial resolution, not attributable to accumulation, which will also be 
described.
5.1 The Concept and Device Structure
Under production conditions, the contacting procedure for conventional 
two-lead photoconductors and for the three-terminal SPRITE type detectors 
necessarily includes an ion milling step to improve the contact metal 
adhesion. The ion milling produces a degenerately doped n+ layer, of the 
order 10Onm deep, coupled with an increase in the proportion of CdTe and hence 
wider energy-gap, as discussed in section 4.3.1. Accumulation of minority 
carriers occurs, therefore, at the negatively-biassed, readout contacts, as 
illustrated in Fig. 15a. These devices are normally operated in a swept-out 
condition^ where the ambipolar transit time between electrodes is less 
than the bulk lifetime, so the delayed recombination of carriers at the 
negative contact significantly degrades the detector frequency response. The 
increased density of photogenerated carriers in the contact region produces a 
greater modulation of the electric field, i.e. a higher responsivity. The 
purpose of this phase of the work was to characterise the accumulation 
phenomenon in order that the degradation in frequency response could be 
minimised but a high responsivity retained.
The investigation which is described in this chapter centred on n-type
CMT photoconductors with x values of either 0.21 ± 0.01 or 0.29 ± 0.01,
corresponding to the 8-12pm and 3-5pm atmospheric bands, respectively. Long
wavelength detectors are normally operated at 80K, where they are extrinsic
(n0'v 5 x 101^cm- ,^ n^~ 2 x lO^cnT^), and the accumulation effects have also
been studied at this temperature. The medium wavelength, wider-gap devices
remain extrinsic up to higher temperatures, therefore they have been
13 —3examined at 145K, where n^ ^  1 x 10 cm is a similar fraction of the
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equilibrium electron concentration, nQ ^  5 x 1 0 ^ c m “ .^ Under these 
circumstances the minority hole density is very much less than the majority 
electron density, so any accumulation of the equilibrium holes will have a 
negligible effect on the conductivity. This is observed experimentally in the 
linear current-voltage characteristics. Small, demountable dewars, cooled by 
liquid cryogens (nitrogen for 8OK and Freon 14 for 145K), were used to house 
the detectors. The response to uniform, black-body irradiation; the spatial 
response profile of a long filament; and the transient response to pulsed 
illumination focussed near to the contact have all been measured and compared 
with theoretical models. The accumulating contact is characterised in terms 
of a recombination velocity, Sc such that
Jh(0) = qSc Ap(0) (5-1)
where Ap(0) is the excess hole concentration at the contact and J^(0) is the 
net hole current density.
5.1.1 Fabrication of Devices
Accumulation was studied, initially, on production SPRITE detectors 
fabricated by Philips Components Ltd, however the constricted read-out 
region of these devices presented difficulties in their quantitative 
analysis. The results given below, therefore, are from experiments 
using purpose-built devices made at RSRE which were basically similar to 
SPRITE detectors, but without the constriction, as shown in Fig. 15b. 
They were 1mm long filaments, 100pm wide and approximately 10pm thick, 
with current carrying contacts at each end and a side-arm potential probe 
30pm from one end contact. A list of all the experimental samples is 
given in Table 3. Each of the SPRITE samples contains eight separate 
devices whereas each straight sample is a single device. All of the 
samples were made from unintentionally doped Bridgman CMT slices, with n- 
type carrier concentrations of approximately 5 x 1014cm“ .^ All contacts 
were made as described above, that is, they were ion milled with Ar at 
2kV prior to NiCr/Au metalisaticn, and therefore had an n+ region under­
neath them. The surfaces of the devices were passivated with an anodic 
oxide, see section 4.2.1, in order to be consistent with the SPRITE 
detectors. The samples were used in this form for the response profile 
measurements, described in section 5.2.2. For the uniform, black-body 
illumination experiments, described in section 5.2.1, an opaque mask was
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formed as shown in Fig. 15b, by deposition of aluminium on a ZnS 
insulating layer, leaving a window between the potential probe and the 
adjacent accumulating end contact. In the case of the transient response 
measurements, described in section 5.2.3, the laser radiation was 
focussed within 10pm of the end contact and, therefore, either type of 
sanple could be used.
Device
Number
Sample Mole Fraction
Type of CdTe
M e a s u r e m e n t
T e m p e r a t u r e
(K)
Cut-off wavelength 
at measured temp, 
(pm)
105,106 S P R I T E 0.214 80 10.7
112 S P R I T E ,  
contacts 
etched only
0.214 80 10.7
303,304,
305,306,
307
S P R I T E 0.29 145 5.0
606,611,
613,615
straight
f i l a m e n t
0.206 80 12.0
602,616 s t r a i g h t
f i l a m e n t
0.29 145 5.0
TABLE 3 - Samples used for Accumulation Experiments
As can be seen from Fig. 15b, the structure of the samples in the 
vicinity of the accumulating contacts is essentially two-dimensional, 
whereas the modelling has only been done for one-dimension. In order to 
examine the validity of this approximation, and find an effective value 
for electric field in view of the current bunching at a top contact, the 
potential and field distributions have been analysed, and described in 
the following section.
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5.1.2 Current Bunching at Top Surface Contacts
The device is approximated by a two-dimensional structure of 
infinite length and thickness t in the z = x + iy plane. This is valid 
as, typically, the thickness is Opm, the length of material under the 
contact is > 100pm and the total length is > 1000pm. The conformal 
transformation
z = -t log,,/ w ]
r  < i « w > 2 /
(5-2)
* &
maps the half plane w = Re ,0 , onto the z plane symmetrically
between y = -t and y = +t with a cut extending along the x axis from 
(+tfar )loge4 to +oo. Therefore the device is represented by the lower 
half of the z plane with the contact lying along the x axis from -ooto 
(+.t/lT)loge4. The solution to the potential in the w plane, which has 
the symmetry similar to that of a long straight wire, is
V cc -log^w = log«R + i 8 (5-3)
Therefore semicircles, centred on w = 0, map to equipotential lines in
the z plane, and, in particular, the semicircle R = 1 represents the
contact, V = 0. The field lines in the z plane are given by radial
lines, 9 = constant, in the w plane. The equipotentials and field lines
are illustrated in Fig. 16. The electric field strength at the contact
1 1is given by the imaginary part of f (z), where f (z) is the first 
derivative with respect to z of the inverse transformation
w =
and is 
E = %
(5-4)
(5-5)
(exp(d) - 1) 1
where EQ is the bulk field and d = loge4 -ft'x/t. The mean effective 
field is defined as the field at the contact corresponding to the field 
line which is in the centre of the device when remote from the contact. 
This field line intersects the contact at the point x = (loge2)t/1Y, 
where the field is equal to the bulk value. This means that carriers
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originating in the upper half of the device remote from the contact will, 
if they drift toward the contact along a field line, experience a field 
greater than the bulk value, whereas carriers originating in the bottom 
half will experience a field less than the bulk value.
In experiments where visible, or near visible illumination is used,
i.e. the response profile and transient measurements detailed in sections
5.2.2 and 5.2.3, the radiation is absorbed close to the top surface of 
the samples. Under these circumstances, if carriers are generated in the 
vicinity of the contact under high bias conditions they will be 
transported along the high field lines to recombine quickly, in a time 
« t X / L  , and only experience fields higher than the bulk value. 
Whereas, under low bias conditions, the carriers have sufficient time to 
diffuse throughout the thickness of the sample, time >tXlL , and under­
neath the contact, and will, therefore, experience an average field lower 
than the bulk value. This will distort the apparent recombination time 
because, once in the low field region, the drift time to the contact will 
be increased and, when at the contact, the storage time through 
accumulation will also be raised.
A further effect which arises as a result of a top contact, even in 
the absence of any accumulation, is an increase in the responsivity 
compared with that expected with a vertical, butt contact at the same 
position. In a swept-out detector, the voltage response is proportional 
to the sample resistance, and the above analysis shows that the 
resistance in the top contact device is increased by an amount equal to a 
length (loge4)t/fr vrfiich, for a thickness of 10pm, is equal to 4.4pm.
5.2 Photooonductive Measurements
Each of the photooonductive measurements is described below, giving the 
experimental set-up, results and comparison with theoretical models. The 
measurements have been carried out on samples from each waveband, however for 
clarity and consistency, results are given for representative devices only 
(device 602 for 3-5pm, 606 for 8-12pm). The opaque mask was difficult to 
apply, therefore results are only available for x = 0.21 devices in this case.
5.2.1 Uniform Illumination Response
The sample, complete with opaque mask as shown in Fig. 15b, was
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exposed to chopped radiation from a 50OK black-body source, at an
intensity of 25pWcm , corresponding to a photon flux density of 9 x
10^cnT^s“  ^ for the x = 0.21 devices. The signal was measured between
the side-arm potential probe and adjacent current carrying contact. A
metal cold shield, with circular aperture, was fitted in front of the
device giving a field of view of 31° (f/2), resulting in a background
16 2 1photon flux density of 5 x 10 0cm_,6s" for x = 0.21. Measurements were 
made as a function of electric field for both polarities of bias. The 
results for the x = 0.21 device are given in Fig. 17, which shows that 
the saturated value for responsivity in forward bias, when holes travel 
towards the accumulating contact is five times the saturated value for 
the reverse polarity. For a uniformly illuminated swept-out detector the 
average time a carrier exists in the device is the time to traverse half 
its length, 15pm in this case, so the responsivity increase resulting 
from the apparent top contact resistance, which was equivalent to 4.4pm, 
is only 29%. The increase in responsivity due to accumulation in forward 
bias is, therefore, very much greater than that due to the geometry.
5.2.1.1 Analysis of Response to Uniform Illumination
A simple theoretical analysis is given, as follows. The one­
dimensional continuity equation is
D d p + d LpA.Ep) - £_ Gf sr O (5-6)
d 7L dx X
where p(x) is the excess hole concentration, p is the hole mobility 
(strictly the ambipolar mobility), D is the diffusion coefficient 
(=pkT/q), E is the electric field (defined as positive for holes drifting 
towards the contact), T  is the excess carrier lifetime and G is the 
generation rate per unit volume. It has been solved subject to the 
assumption that the sample is semi-infinite in length and that the excess 
hole concentration due to illumination is very much greater than the 
equilibrium hole concentration but very much less them the equilibrium 
electron concentration, hence the term in electric field gradient can be 
neglected. The following boundary conditions apply:
i) for an accumulating contact at x = 0, characterised by a 
recombination velocity Sc,
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D i-f +p(pE - Sc) = 0 (5-7)
<L*
ii) At x = 1, the boundary between the illuminated and un­
illuminated regions, referred to as 1 and 2 respectively, p and 
dp/ix are continuous.
iii) As x tend to oo, p tends to 0.
The solution far region 1, 0  ^x * 1 is
p-j (x) = GT(1 + Aexp(kx) + Bexp(jx)) (5-8)
and in region 2, 1 ^ x < oO, is
P2(x) = GTCexp(k(x-l)) (5-9)
where
A = -B (Dj - Sc + pE) + Sc - pE (5-10)
Dk - Sc + pE
B = exp (-jl) 
j/k - 1
(5-11)
C = 1 + Aexp(kl) + Bexp(jl) (5-12)
(5-13)
and j k“  ^and L  are the downstream, upstream and zero field diffusion 
lengths, respectively.
The photoresponse measured across region 1, by use of the potential 
probe at x = ! is,
(5-14)
and therefore the voltage responsivity is given by,
R= <kxx I I 1- l)-l)
* j
(5-15)
where is the excess carrier generation rate per Watt of monochromatic 
radiation falling on region 1.
Equation 5-15 is plotted, as a function of forward and reverse bias, 
in Fig. 17 with the value of Sc, assumed to be independent of field, 
adjusted to fit the experimental data. The lifetime in the sample was 
determined from the photooonductive decay transient measured across the
whole sample in reverse bias (holes drifting away from the contact), and
7 1 1  7 1found to be 2.1ps. p and D were taken as 450cm*V s and 1.76cm*s
respectively. A value of Sc of 470cm s was found to give the best fit
to the experimental data. The agreement between experimental and
theoretical values is generally good. The fall in the experimental
values at high reverse fields can be accounted for by a small change in
the ambipolar mobility as the background-generated carrier density falls
in sweep-out, the mobility was assumed constant in the calculation.
5.2.2 Spatial Response Profile
The spatial response was measured on samples without the opaque
mask. The experimental arrangements were as described in section 4.6,
with the power in the laser spot being 0.5pW giving a photon flux of 
17 11.6 x 10 s” 1. The photooonductive signsil was measured across the ends 
of the filament as the laser-spot was scanned along its length. The scan 
was performed slowly so that equilibrium was established at each 
position. A pyrex glass window at the same temperature on the sample was 
used to ensure that the excess carrier density due to background 
radiation was low whilst transmitting the visible radiation.
Figure 18 shows the profiles from a x = 0.29 device measured over a 
range of 100pm from the end contact for several values of forward bias 
field, (holes flowing towards the contact). The step in the response at 
the contact is characteristic of accumulation, and its amplitude in
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relation to the gradient of the scan gives a direct measure of the 
contact recombination velocity. Measurements on 8-14pm samples revealed 
similar characteristics. The additional resistance arising from the top 
contact geometry would also give rise to a step, however it s amplitude 
would only be that of the intercept of the response, in the absence of 
accumulation, on the vertical axis if the response was increased in 
amplitude so that it intercepted the horizontal axis at x = -4.4pm. This 
would be negligible compared with the step heights shown. Confirmation 
of this was obtained from samples where the ion milling process had been 
omitted, and which therefore should have no n+ region or accumulation. 
In these cases the discontinuity at the contact was not measurable. 
Profiles from the complete x = 0.29 sample are shown in Fig. 19, and 
demonstrate that at the highest fields, sweep-out is occurring for the 
whole length of the device.
5.2.2.1 Analysis of Spatial Response Profile
The response profile can be modelled in a similar way to that for 
the uniform illumination. However in this case the uniform generation 
term G is zero, however an addition term, G^ , which is the generation per 
unit length due to a line of illumination lying perpendicular to the 
filament axis at the variable position L is added. The continuity 
equation is solved, subject to,
where region 1 lies between the contact and the line of illumination and 
2 is the semi-infinite region on the other side of the line.
The solution in region 1, 0 v< x v< L is
D dp
dx.
2> dp 
c L x . z.
u (5-16)
p*j (x) = Gj^tjCAexpCkx) + Bexp(jx)) (5-17)
and in region 2, L 4. x < <0
exp(k(x-L)) (5-18)
where A = -B(Dj - Sc + pE) (5-19)
Dk - Sc + pE
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and B = exp(-jL) 
j/k - 1
(5-20)
The calculated distribution of holes resulting from a line of 
illumination 50pm from the contact is shown in Fig. 20 as a function of 
electric field for parameters appropriate to the x = 0.29 samples at
plot, though with a different ordinate scale, showing the effect of 
different recombination velocities for a constant field.
The photovoltage measured across the filament is given by
that is, Sc/D is given by the ratio of the gradient at the origin to the 
step height. Any systematic errors in response amplitudes, for instance 
due to unknown quantum efficiency, cancel out.
The calculated response profiles, as a function of electric field, 
for the x = 0.29 device are shown in Fig. 22, and the discontinuties at 
the origin are clearly very significant. These should be compared with 
the experimental profiles shown in Fig. 18. The values for Sc, deduced 
from eqn. 5-22 for each of the profiles, are plotted as a function of 
field in Fig. 23. The value increases slightly initially, thought this 
may be an experimental artifact arising from the geometry, as indicated 
in section 5.1.1. It is then constant at ~260cms over a wide range of
145K, with a recombination velocity of 450cms"1. Figure 21 is a similar
-E C^T 
"o
(5-21)
It is then straightforward to show that
Vs (0) = D dVs
SC ^  L = 0
(5-22)
fields.
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Similar results were obtained for a long wavelength sample, though a
■i
somewhat higher value for Sc of ~1000cms , was obtained.
5.2.3 Transient Response
The transient response was measured using an experimental set-up 
similar to that for the profile measurements. A pulsed gallium arsenide 
laser was used, which produced a rectangular pulse with a length of 300ns 
and power of 40juW focussed to a spot ~5pm in diameter immediately 
adjacent to the metal electrode. The voltage decay transient, after the 
end of the pulse, was measured on the side-arm potential probe as a 
function of forward bias voltage i.e. holes moving towards the contact. 
Examples of the transient response for a x = 0.29 device are shown in 
Fig. 24, for five values of bias field, where the reduction in response 
time with increasing field is clearly seen.
5.2.3.1 Analysis of Transient Response
Theoretical analysis of the data is again complicated by the surface 
contact geometry. A relatively crude comparison has been made by 
reference to a one-dimensional analysis by White and Migliorato^^ for 
a photoconductar in the form of a rectangular slab, in which the pulsed 
radiation is incident through a transparent end face contact. They show 
that the normalised voltage response is,
(5-23)
where,
(5-24)
(y-2. ) Cz -x)
and ^ = (Drt. + v). (t/D) 1 
* =  (Sc + vMt/D)'4 
Y =  - v(t/D) *■
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v = -pE/2
where cc is the absorption coefficient for the radiation. For the 
experimental set-up used, where the radiation is incident perpendicular 
to the sample, the value for oc was set to 1000 to correspond with the 
radiation being absorbed within 10/am of the contact. As with the 
previous measurement, errors associated with the top contact geometry may 
be significant as the effective field will be lower than the bulk value 
at low bias, long recombination times, but higher than the bulk at high 
bias, short recombination times.
The calculated transient responses as a function of electric field 
for Sc = 350cms and with parameters appropriate to the x = 0.29 sample 
are shown in Fig. 25; these can be seen to have a similar form to the. 
experimental curves shown in Fig. 24. The effect of different 
recombination velocities on recombination time is shown in Fig. 26, where 
the time for the response to decay to 1/e of its initial value is plotted 
as a function of field. The use of the 1/e point is arbitrary as the 
transients do not have a simple exponential decay. The experimental and 
theoretical curves were compared at each field, to deduce a value for the 
recombination velocity which is plotted as a function of field in Fig. 
27. The value is constant for fields greater than 10Vcm”1, with an
-i
average of 230cms , which is in good agreement with the value of
•i
260cms deduced from the profile measurements on the same device and 
shown in Fig. 23.
Similar measurements were performed on long wavelength samples. The 
experimental curves, measured on the same x = 0.21 sample for which the 
uniform illumination results are quoted, are shown in Fig. 28 for two 
values of bulk field. The theoretical responses, which are superimposed, 
were calculated using the value for Sc of 470cms“  ^derived from the 
uniform illumination experiment, but allowing the field to vary to obtain 
a best fit. In the low field case, a contact field of less than the bulk 
value was required, whereas in the high field case a contact field 
greater then the bulk value was necessary to obtain agreement. This is 
consistent with the arguments proposed in section 5.1.1 regarding the 
effects of the top contact, and demonstrates that the long wavelength and 
medium wavelength detectors give similar results.
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5.3 Discussion
Accumulation has been observed in extrinsic n-type photoconductors with 
contacts formed by ion beam milling by use of three types of measurement. 
Relatively simple models have been developed for each situation which have 
given consistent results when compared with the experimental data. 
Recombination velocities of ~250cms have been derived for medium wave­
length (x~ 0.29) detectors, whilst values of > 500cms-  ^ have been found 
appropriate to the long wavelength (x~0.21) devices, though there is a large 
degree of scatter on the results from different devices of similar cut-off 
wavelengths. Though being typical for CMT photoconductors, the geometry of 
the samples has given some problems in detailed comparison with the one­
dimensional models which mean that the uncertainty in the values of 
recombination velocity may be as much as a factor of 2.
The results from the steady-state measurements show that a large increase 
in responsivity can result from the use of accumulating contacts, however the 
transient measurements demonstrate that the response time need not be 
significantly increased, provided that a high cathode field can be used. 
Therefore fast, high responsivity detectors can be made by use of a suitable 
contact geometry. Several devices which use a restricted area cathode contact 
in order to raise the local field have been patented^ by the author in 
collaboration with Drs C T Elliott and A M White, and examples are shown in 
Fig. 29. The structure shown in Fig. 29b has been investigated in some detail 
and applied to SPRITE detectors to improve their spatial resolution, as 
described in the next section.
5.4 Application to SPRITE Detectors
The first generation SPRITE detectors had the bifurcated form, shown in 
Fig. 30a, where the readout region was designed so that the eight filaments in 
an array could be close packed whilst permitting connections to be made to the 
readout voltage probes. The contacts are necessarily ion milled as part of 
the production process and are, therefore, accumulating. This resulted in an 
increase in the time for which carriers were in the read-out region and 
contributing to the signal, thus the impulse response was broadened with a 
consequent degradation in the MTF, or spatial resolution, of the system. The 
MIF was further degraded by the asymmetric structure which gave a wide range 
of electric field strengths within the readout region and therefore a spread 
in carrier transit times through the region. The predicted pulse width, due
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only to diffusion broadening convoluted with the physical size of the readout, 
and expressed in terms of the duration multiplied by the scan speed to give a 
length, was ~80pm for 8-14pm detectors operated at 80K with a lifetime of 
2 - 2.5ps. The measured values, however, were a factor ~ 60% greater than 
this. The readout region was therefore re-designed in the light of these 
considerations and the conclusions from the previous section.
5.4.1 Contact Design and Accumulation Time
The readout was re-designed to produce a high field region in the 
vicinity of the metal contact by constricting the device so that the 
flanks had an exponential farm, resulting in the ’tern1’ appearance seen 
in Fig. 30b. Initial test structures included horn readouts with various 
contact widths. A width of one quarter of the total device width was 
chosen as it gave the largest increase in field without introducing any 
degradation in D* or significant increase in transit time spreading. The
field, was, therefore increased immediately adjacent to the accumulating
1 1 contact from 46Vcm in the bifurcated device to 110Vcm- in the horn,
for the normal nominal bulk electric field of 30Vcnf"^. This field is
determined by the need to match the ambipolar drift velocity to the
system scan speed of 1.1 x 10^cms”\  The effect this has on the
recombination time owing to accumulation, assuming a recombination
velocity of 500cms” , is shown in Fig. 31. The 1 /e time is reduced from
a typical value of 0.32ps, corresponding to 35pm, to 0.14ps giving a
length of 15pm.
5.4.2 Transit Time Modelling
Vfailst not associated with accumulation, the transit time effect is 
an integral part of the readout design criteria, and therefore is 
included here far completeness.
The field distribution in the readout regions of the SPRITE was 
modelled using a relaxation technique to determiune the solution to 
Laplace’s equation, with the assumption of no fixed charge, excess charge 
small compared with the equilibrium level and no diffusion. A 120 x 60 
node net was used, which gave the potential at up to 7200 points, from 
vtfiich the equipotential contour lines and field lines were calculated. 
The boundary conditions were V = 0 at the contact and V = constant at all 
points on a line through the device 120pm from the contact. The total
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device length is 700pm, however the field is assumed to be uniform in the 
remainder. The result is shown in Fig. 32 where 32a represents the 
birfucated device and 32b, the horn. The field lines cure seen to be 
badly distorted in the vicinity of the potential probe in the former 
case, resulting in a significant "dead" region into which some excess 
carriers will diffuse, causing a tail cn the signal for a duration up to 
their lifetime.
The carrier transit time is determined by considering a line of 
photocarriers, lying perpendicular to the device, generated at the right 
hand boundary, 120pm from the negative bias contact. The total transit 
time is obtained by integration along each field line, and the time for 
which a signal would be detected is that far which a carrier lies between 
the equipotential corresponding to the readout potential probe and the 
negative bias contact. This is plotted in Fig. 33, which shows the 
number of field lines which are contributing to the signal and hence, 
approximately the signal amplitude. The pulse width for the bifurcated 
detector is seen to be 0.49ps, corresponding to 54pm, which is reduced to 
0.28ps, 31pm, in the horn.
5.4.3 Results from Production SPRITES
Several devices were made under production conditions at Philips 
Components. They were t e s t e d ^ i n  an f2.2 field of view using 633nm 
radiation from a helium-neon laser focussed to a spot <10pm in diameter. 
The mean pulse width over 23 bifurcated detectors was 122pm, whereas the 
average over 11 horn readout devices was only 82pm and was very close of 
the theoretical limit. The horn geometry therefore gave a substantial 
improvement in spatial resolution over the previous bifurcated structure.
The source of the degradation in spatial resolution of SPRITE 
detectors has been identified as minority carrier accumulation resulting 
from the use of ion milling in the contact formation. The new design for 
the readout region of the detectors has resolved the problem and required 
only a photolithographic mask change. The processing schedule for device 
fabrication required no alteration and also, most importantly, no changes 
in the system parameters were necessitated, thus enabling immediate 
installation into imagers without modification. The horn shaped design 
was, therefore, adopted for the production of all SPRITE arrays and has
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been incorporated with a minimum of disruption.
5.5 Summary
The non-equilibrium phenomenon of accumulation has been studied in 
extrinsic n-type photoconductors, under conditions of low excess carrier 
densities. It has been shown that the accumulation, resulting from ion 
cleaning prior to contact metal deposition, produces an increased responsivity 
but that the frequency response of the detector need not be degraded. Various 
photooonductive experiments have shown that, using relatively simple models, a
recombination velocity can be assigned to the contact which is typically
1 —1 250cms for 3-5pm devices and ~  500cms for devices in the 8-12pm band. The
readout geometry of SPRITE detectors has been re-designed in view of these
considerations, and has yielded a significant improvement in spatial
resolution such that it is now close to the theoretical limit.
It is not envisaged that accumulation would be beneficial to device 
performance at higher temperatures, where the materials are near intrinsic, or 
at high background fluxes which produce large excess carrier densities, 
because of the increased Auger generation which would result. On the 
contrary, under these conditions the need is to reduce carrier concentrations, 
by non-equilibrium means, to improve the detector D* values. This forms the 
subject of the following chapters.
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6. EXCLUSION AMD AIXSR SUPPRESSION
The current controlled non-equilibrium phenomenon of exclusion was 
described in Chapter 3, and section 3.2 in particular. In this chapter its 
application to n-type infrared photoconductors is described, and improvements 
in the signal-to-noise ratio (D*) of the devices are demonstrated. The 
theoretical and practical aspects of the processes which determine the degree 
and extent of the exclusion are discussed and a technique for reducing the 1/f 
component of the device noise is described.
6.1 The Concept
The various bulk generation processes which contribute to the noise in an 
infrared detector were described in Chapter 2, and their relative magnitudes 
as a function of device temperature, doping and cut-off wavelength were 
calculated, see Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. It was shown that the ultimate 
sensitivity of a detector is limited by fluctuations in the arrival rate of 
photons from the scene - the so-called background limited, or BLIP, 
performance. When the detector is in equilibrium with its environment, this 
is the external radiative generation rate, as discussed in section 2.3. 
Normally detectors are cooled to reduce the competing generation mechanisms. 
For example, when state-of-the-art 8-12pm detectors are cooled to 80K, their 
performance is limited by the ambient temperature background for fields of 
view as small as ^30°, corresponding to a photon flux density of 
~5 x 10 cm s . If the field of view is restricted further, or if the scene 
temperature is decreased - both of which reduce the background photon flux 
density and hence generation rate - then the detector signal/noise ratio 
becomes limited by the residual thermal generation mechanisms, of either 
Shockley-Read or Auger, and so is no longer background limited.
At higher temperatures of operation, for instance ^200K for 8-12pm 
detectors or room temperature for 3-5pm devices, the background generation 
rate is only a small fraction of the total generation rate, which is dominated 
by the Auger-1 process, and therefore, as can be seen from Fig. 10, the D* is 
more than an order of magnitude less than the background limit. As described 
in Chapter 2, the Auger-1 generation rate is proportional to the electron 
concentration. Therefore by employing the carrier exclusion technique to 
reduce the electron concentration from intrinsic levels of typically 
/vlO^cnT^ to very low levels, the Auger generation processes should be 
suppressed and the detectors become, once more, background limited. In this
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work it is shown that exclusion can be achieved in n-type CMT photoconductors, 
and it does, indeed, reduce the Auger generation rate to give improvements in 
the performance.
The level to which the electron concentration must be decreased in order 
to reduce the Auger-1 generation rate so that it is equal to the background, 
radiative generation rate for a 2 fr radian field of view is shown in Fig. 8. 
This indicates that a value of ~3 x 10 Jcm"J is necessary in the case of a 
5pn detector at 295K, whilst 2 x 1014cm”^ is tolerable in a 10pm detector at 
180K. Currently, the residual impurity is n-type at a level 5 x 1 0 ^  -
1 c o
2 x 1 0  cm which is normally compensated by mercury vacancy acceptors to 
some degree to give a net n-type doping of 1 x 1 0 ^ - 1 x 1 0 ^  ^ cm“ .^ In the 
absence of a high density of deep traps, this level represents the minimum to 
which the electron concentration will drop under excluded conditions, and 
therefore indicates the potential degree of Auger suppression to be observed 
in n-type devices.
The electron concentration could, obviously, be reduced below these
impurity levels by the use of p-type material in one of two ways. Firstly, in
17 3fairly heavily doped material, i.e. p ^  10 cm , the equilibrium electron 
concentration is low, so Auger-1 generation is not a problem. The Shockley- 
Read generation increases, however, as discussed in Chapter 2 and shown in 
Figs. 3, 4 and 9, and the overall performance is not significantly improved. 
Secondly, a non-equilibrium structure could be envisaged, where the acceptor 
density is low (~10^cnT^) and the electron density is reduced below its 
equilibrium level by exclusion, given a suitable low injection contact. 
Unfortunately, such a contact is difficult to achieve for p-type material, as 
p+ doping through mercury vacancies results in increased generation through 
the Shockley-Read centres, and if p+ doping could be achieved through some 
other means, such as ion implantation, the Auger-7 generation rate would 
probably be increased excessively, as described in section 4.4. A hetero­
junction contact might have low injection properties if suitable doping and 
bandgaps could be achieved, however such technology is not yet available. At 
present, therefore, the only means to the suppression of the Auger-1 
generation processes in CMT photoocnductors is through exclusion in low doped 
n-type structures. An alternative technique, involving minority carrier 
extraction, has been examined in p-type material and will be described in 
Chapter 7.
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6.1.1 Carrier Heating
It has been assumed, so far, in the arguments presented for Auger- 
supressicn in excluded structures that whilst the total number of 
electrons is reduced, by as much as two orders of magnitude, their energy 
distribution remains essentially unchanged; in particular, that the 
proportion which have sufficient energy to give rise to Auger generation 
is not increased. The limit imposed by carrier heating on the electric 
field which may be used in the samples will, therefore, now be estimated.
Ihe generation rate per electron, ge, far the Auger-1 mechanism can 
be derived from the expression given by Beattie and Landsberg^). In 
equilibrium, and far cases where the heavy hole mass is very much greater 
than the electron mass,
ge » F(m*e, m*h, 6r, (kT/E^) exp (-By/kT) (6-1)
where F is a function of the carrier masses, € r the high frequency 
dielectric constant and F*jF2 the overlap integral. The effect of an 
applied field, E, in raising the electron temperature can be calculated 
from an expression given by Seeger^^®^, far situations where polar mode 
optical scattering is dominant, which gives
A T  = I mg E 1 K,(»llT) (6-2)
T 3M.9 K0 (9/ZT)
where pe is the electron mobility, 9 is the Debye temperature and Kq and
K'j are Bessel functions. If it is assumed that the temperature in eqn. 
6-1 can be taken as the electron temperature, then differentiating 6-1 
with respect to temperature and substituting 6-2 gives
A g e  = l™* fx\ll k,l9lzr)l 3 1- (6-3)
g e  3 K 9 K 0 ( 9 l n )  \ Z  * T  J
Assuming a value of 200K for D and parameters appropriate to CMT with a
5pm cut-off at 295K gives
Age = / E \ (6-4)
""ie I *1700 I
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Therefore fields up to ~ 10 Vcm should be acceptable in non­
equilibrium devices without a significantly increased ionisation 
probability. In the case of CMT with a 10pm cut-off at 180K, eqn. 6-3 
gives
6.2 Application to n-type Photoconductors
Exclusion has been studied experimentally in n-type CMT photooonductors 
at temperatures where n^ >> ND and therefore pQ ^ nQ . Under these 
circumstances the material is referred to as v -type to distinguish it from the 
extrinsic case. Similarly, intrinsic or near-intrinsic p-type material is 
referred to as rr-type. The generic structure is shown schematically in Fig. 
34, together with the energy band diagram and carrier distributions. The n+ 
region could be replaced by a wide energy gap n. region to give a nV hetero- 
juncticn. In equilibrium, both carrier densities in the V region are near the 
intrinsic level. When a positive bias is applied to the n+, excluding contact 
insufficient holes sire injected into the V-region to maintain the flow away 
from the contact, and the hole concentration is reduced to a very low level 
for some distance. In order to maintain space-charge neutrality the electron 
concentration in this region also falls, to the extrinsic level.
1C *3
For the typical, intrinsic carrier densities of *v 10 cm and extrinsic 
levels of mid lO^cm” ,^ this corresponds to a decrease in the electron 
concentration of a factor of ^30 and, in principle an improvement in D* of a 
factor 5 provided that the Shockley-Read generation is low. The extent of the 
excluded region depends on a number of factors, including the alloy 
composition, temperature and current density, but distances are observed, 
experimentally, of up to hundreds of microns.
6.2.1 Critical Field for Exclusion
In section 6.1.1, the maximum field which is permissible in any 
Auger-suppressed structure without causing significant carrier heating 
was calculated. The fields which actually occur in excluded n-type CMT
(6-5)
indicating that fields of up to a few hundred Van” are permissible.
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devices are estimated below.
White gives the minimum field for exclusion, which is equal to the 
value at the end of the excluded region, in eqn. 3-22. In the region, 
this simplifies to
and Ga, the Auger generation rate, is assumed to be the value in the 
excluded part, (N^ - Na^/^^Ai' w^ere *^Ai 9*ven *n ec3n* 2-31. The 
radiative generation rate, Gr, is calculated according to eqn. 2-25, for 
a 2 Tr field of view, detector thickness of 6pm and refractive index of 
3.8. The Shockley-Read generation rate is calculated using GgR = 
ry?0/(rk + PqJ'Z'sr# whereTgR is defined in eqn. 2-27, and two values of 
^SR corresponding to high and low degrees of compensation are used. The 
results are plotted as functions of - Na in Fig. 36, using parameters 
appropriate to CMT with x = 0.267 at 295K ( X c = 5pm). Three curves, 
TgR = 1ps, 10ps, oO , are shown corresponding to high and low 
compensation and zero S-R generation respectively.
It was estimated in section 6.1.1 that fields of ^ 1 O^Vcm-* would not 
cause significant carrier heating in 5pm cut-off CMT at 295K. Figure 36 
shows that for the minimum doping levels currently available, (>10^cm- )^
“3 1
the field to give exclusion is less than 10 Vcm for all reasonable 
values of S-R generation rate. Reference to Fig. 8, however, shows that 
- Na should be <3 x 10 cm to realise the maximum improvement from 
exclusion. If doping levels of this magnitude could be achieved, then 
very long S-R lifetimes would also be necessary in order to keep the 
field for exclusion within reasonable bounds. The conclusion is that for 
moderate values of doping and S-R centre densities, exclusion should be 
observable in 5pm detectors at room temperature and very significant 
performance improvements should be gained.
Figure 37 shows similar plots, in this case for parameters 
appropriate to CMT with x = 0.198 at 180K ( Xc = 10pm), which indicate 
that the fields necessary to establish exclusion are slightly higher than 
the 5pm, 295K case, and at least 200Vcm"^. Section 6.1.1, eqn. 6-5,
(6-6)
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indicates that fields over ~600Vcm will result in carrier heating. 
Figure 8 shows that a doping level of <2 x 10^cm“  ^is necessary to give 
near background limited performance, and therefore to observe exclusion 
at these carrier densities, only material with very good S-R properties 
will be acceptable. Figure 37 also shows that to reduce the impurity 
levels to below lO^cirT^, in 10pm material at 180K, would be counter 
productive because the field necessary to establish exclusion becomes 
greater than that which causes additional generation and therefore it is 
unlikely that exclusion would be observable at all.
As will be shown later, Auger-suppressed devices based on minority 
carrier extraction, in which the driving force is diffusion rather than 
drift, do not require fields of this magnitude to produce large carrier 
reductions, therefore the negligible carrier heating criterion is very 
much less demanding.
6.2.2 Experimental Determination of Exclusion
Exclusion, and its effect on D*, have been examined experimentally 
in devices of the form shown, schematically, in Fig. 38. Figure 39 is a 
photograph of a typical device. The samples are 1000pm long, 100pm wide 
and 4-8pm thick, with potential probes arranged in opposing pairs at 
various positions along their length. Devices were fabricated at RSRE, 
under the direction of the author, unless otherwise noted in Table 4. 
The excluding contacts were doped n+ by either ion bombardment with argon 
or ion implantation of boron, see Table 4 for details. No consistent 
difference was observed in the degree of exclusion resulting from each 
technique; and a large range in the results was seen from both. All 
surfaces are passivated with zinc sulphide, and therefore will have a 
relatively high recombination velocity, as described in section 4.2.2. 
Whilst this is not desirable, the only alternative is anodisation, which 
results in accumulated surfaces with a high shunt conductance. A total 
of over one hundred samples have been fabricated, with alloy compositions 
in the range 0.21 s< x  ^0.28 and n-type doping levels of < 1 x
10^ to 2 x 10^cm"^. A complete list of samples is given in Table 4. 
Material was mainly Bridgman grown and supplied in whole slice form. In 
this type of material, any one slice can include a range of alloy 
compositions and impurity levels on the physical scale of the devices
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used, which partly explains the scatter in results, as described in 
section 6.2.2.1. The general materials and device processing techniques 
were described in Chapter 4.
Several types of measurement have been performed to determine the 
degree and extent of the exclusion as a function of temperature and bias 
conditions. Each of these is described below, and results from 
typical samples are given and compared with the theoretical model. 
Current-voltage measurements were used for the primary assessment of the 
samples, and the results determined which of the other measurements would 
be appropriate. A wide range in results was obtained - from very good 
agreement with theory to very poor characteristics. There was, however, 
a general improvement as the specific effects of surface passivation, 
junction position and type, and actual doping and cut-off wavelength (as 
opposed to slice averages) became apparent. As in Chapter 5, the results 
are given in detail for a subset of well-behaved, but representative, 
samples in order to maintain clarity and consistency.
6.2.2.1 Current-voltage Characteristics
The current was passed between the end contacts, with the excluding 
contact connected to ground. The potential difference between adjacent 
side-arm probes was measured at various positions along the sample in 
order to measure the change in resistance in successive regions. An 
example of the characteristics measured at 275K from a device with x =
0.28, is shown in Fig. 40, where the connections to give each of the 
three curves are shown in the inset. The curve V1 shows the potential 
across the first 30pm of the sample, between the excluding contact and 
the first probe. The increase in differential resistance observed in the 
lower-left (reverse bias) quadrant is indicative of exclusion, with the 
point on the curve where this increase occurs (as given by the inter­
section of tangents to the curve at zero bias and high reverse bias) 
giving, approximately, the current necessary to induce the onset of 
exclusion in the part of the device being sampled. The curve V2 is the 
potential measured between the first and second probes, spanning the next 
40pm, and shows a similar increase in resistivity. This occurs at a 
higher current density, indicating the additional current required to 
force the excluded region further into the sample. Curve V3 shows the 
potential difference between probes 70pm and 120pm along the sample and
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similarly displays an increase in differential resistance. Curves V2 and 
V3, in particular, demonstrate that the exclusion of carriers does not 
only occur in the vicinity of the contact but extends some distance into 
the device.
Also shown in Fig. 40 is the decrease in resistance which occurs in 
forward bias for the probes near to the contact due to minority carrier 
accumulation. The effect is more pronounced at this temperature compared 
with the lower temperature measurements described in Chapter 5, where the 
I-V characteristics were linear, because of the high (intrinsic) density 
of holes.
The reverse bias characteristic measured using the first probe, 30pm 
from the excluding contact, at 275K and 30OK is plotted in Fig. 41 and 
compared with results from the numerical model. The only parameter which 
was allowed to vary to produce the very good fits was the value for 
Shockley-Read (i.e. non-Auger) generation rate at 275K. The 300K S-R 
generation rate was scaled from this value in accordance with eqn. 3.21. 
All other parameters were either measured at each temperature or computed 
from data and expressions available in the literature. In particular, 
the values for - Na, n(T) and pe(T) within the region were deduced 
from Hall measurements on the sample, assuming a scattering factor of 
1.18. The values for n^ and the Auger generation rate were then 
calculated from this data. A value of 6 x 10“^cm was assumed for the 
grade parameter, a, to give the length of the graded region as ~ 0.4pm. 
Provided that a <10“3cm, however, the results are not a strong function 
of the actual value under these conditions. The measured, deduced and 
fitted parameters are given in the table, below:
Measured - Na (an-3) 8 x 10^
x
thickness (pm)
0.28
4
n0(cm 3) 
pe(an2/Vs)
275K
2.9 x 1015 
6.4 x 103
300K
4.7 x 1015 
6.2 x 103
90
Deduced n^(arT^) 2.5 x 1015 
2.3
4.3 x 1015 
1.0rAi <*»>
GA,eqn ( a n ' V 1) 
GA,supp(an_3s"1 >
6.2 x 1020 
1.7 x 1020
2.4 x 1021 
4.0 x 1020
Fitted Gg^ (an-2s-^) 1.6 x 1021
0.75
270
3.3 x 1021
0.62
320
( fsR ^  -1 C / nmet"* ■b S (cms )
At 27 5K, the non-Auger (i.e. Shockley-Read or radiative like) 
generation rate is greater than the Auger rate, which means that only a 
relatively small improvement in D* could be expected when excluded and 
the Auger is suppressed. The non-Auger generation is probably due to 
generation at the ZnS passivated surfaces rather than bulk Shockley-Read, 
and the high value results from the high recombination velocity at such 
interfaces and the small value for sample thickness. A surface
_ l
recombination velocity of ^300cms was calculated from this data. At 
300K, the Auger and non-Auger generation rates are comparable, therefore 
a factor ~fT improvement in D* could be expected.
A threshold current density of 170Acm , corresponding to a field 
of 210Vcm , is calculated from the deduced generation data. This field 
is very much less than the value of ^lO'Vcm-* which was calculated for 
carrier heating to be significant. Therefore in devices such as this, 
with a relatively high residual impurity concentration, excluded regions 
of some considerable length (>>100pm) could be expected before the 
maximum field reaches the critical value. Figure 42 shows the excluded 
length as a function of current for this device, as deduced from the 
tangential intersection points on the experimental I-V curves from each 
successive pair of voltage probes (Fig. 40), as described above. A 
threshold current of 73Acm-* is observed (approximately half the 
predicted value), and an approximately linear progression of excluded 
length with J-JQ, as expected, at a rate dL/dJ = 7.5 x 10“^cm^A“1 
compared with the predicted value of 5.5 x 10”**cm^ A”^.
The device described above has a relatively small exclusion "depth",
i.e. ratio of intrinsic to extrinsic carrier concentration and therefore 
ratio of excluded to equilibrium resistances. This is due to the
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relatively high value of - Na, but means that large distances could be
excluded. In samples with much lower impurity concentrations, the depth
of exclusion would be much greater, however its length would be more
restricted owing to the higher fields encountered. This is observed in
Fig. 43, which shows the current-voltage characteristics at 273K and 292K
measured^12^  on the first probe of a device with - Na =
1.4 x 10^cm“3. A very much larger ratio of excluded to equilibrium
differential resistances is seen, however some breakdown is apparent in
_2
the higher temperature plot far current densities above /^200Acm which 
correspond to maximum field values near the excluding contact of 
~1500Van . The characteristics indicated carrier heating, even at the 
lower temperature, at current densities high enough to extend the 
excluded region into the part of the sample between first and second 
voltage probes. Figure 43 also shows the theoretical results, which were 
fitted in the same way as the previous device by allowing only the lower 
temperature non-Auger generation rate to be an independent variable. The 
measured and deduced parameters are shown in the table below.
Measured - Na(arT3) 1.4 x 10^
x
thickness (pm)
0.27
7
nD(cm“3)
pe(an2/Vs)
273K
3.9 x 1015
6.9 x 1013
292K
5.7 x 1015 
6.2 x 103
o
Deduced n^(an ) 3.8 x 1015 
1.4
5.6 x 1015 
0.76
3.8 x 1021
9.2 x 1019
.  f Tsr <»»)
O t i - w n e > ~ 1S (cms-1)
1.6 x 1021
1.2
290
3.2 x 1021
0.89
390
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The equilibrium lifetime was measured directly on this sample at
—  1
273K and gave a value of 0.62ps in good agreement with [1/rA + 1 
of 0.65ps deduced from the above results. This device is somewhat 
thicker than the one previously described, therefore the surface 
generation rate is smaller in proportion, so that it is approximately 
equal to the Auger rate in equilibrium at 273K. At 292K the Auger rate 
is greater than the non-Auger term and significant D* improvement when 
excluded could be expected.
The difference in absolute levels between the experimental and 
theoretical curves, which is particularly apparent in the 273K case, is 
attributable to the one-dimens icnal nature of the model compared with the 
two-dimensicnal geometry of the experimental device in which a top 
contact is employed. The contact has a low field region under it from 
which carriers will diffuse into the bulk, leading to an increase in the 
threshold current. Under fully excluded conditions, i.e. when J >> Jc 
and n(o) ^  - Na, this additional current may be estimated by analogy
with the n+i junction of White's fully intrinsic pin diode^^^ such that 
the "extrinsic", excluded region is extracting carriers from the 
intrinsic region under the contact. He showed, eqns. 3-34, 3-35, that 
the leakage current from fully intrinsic, Auger dominated material is 
half that from a normal extrinsic diode. The additional leakage current, 
is therefore, given by
i J s  £qniDn/.£ (6-7)
which is ~30Acm at 273K, in reasonable agreement with the observed 
offset. This effect was not apparent in the previous device owing to its 
much lower slope resistance when excluded, however it may cause a small 
error in the deduced values far non-Auger generation rates.
Exclusion has been observed in smaller energy-gap devices, as 
illustrated in Fig. 44. Here the device has an alloy composition of 
x = 0.22, giving a cut-off wavelength of 7.4pm at the measurement 
temperature of 230K. The residual doping level was - Na =
8 x 10^cm“ ,^ compared with an equilibrium electron concentration of = 
6 x 1015, so a ratio of fully excluded to zero bias resistance of 7.5 
would be expected. The measured ratio was only ~'3, indicating that even
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in the fully excluded state, the electron concentration is not reduced 
down to the impurity level. This is typical of the smaller energy gap 
devices and possibly indicates the early onset of carrier heating.
In any device, a maximum in the reverse bias slope resistance is 
observed at some current density, beyond which the current-voltage 
characteristic starts to break down. In order to determine the cause of 
this - either carrier heating or Joule heating - several samples which 
consisted of arrays of small excluding structures were made , to give a 
total of 50 individual devices, all made from the same slice of x v 0.27 
material(^9)^ a variation of a factor 8 was observed between the 
minimum and maximum excluded to zero bias resistance ratios. This 
correlated with the maximum resistances to a higher degree than with the 
zero bias resistances to show that a variation in residual doping level 
rather than alloy composition is largely responsible for the observed 
range in resistance ratios. The average field and power dissipation at 
which the maximum resistance occurred were also compared. If carrier 
heating causes the breakdown, the observed average field at which it 
occurs would be independent of residual doping level, and hence maximum 
resistance, see eqn. 6-3; and the power dissipation would be 
approximately inversely proportional to Whereas if Joule heating
is responsible, the breakdown would occur at the same power dissipation, 
independent of which corresponds to a square root variation of
field with maximum resistance. Ihe observed trends were clearly of the 
former type, demonstrating that carrier heating causes the breakdown. 
Ihe average field over the excluded region at which breakdown occurred
_ -i
was generally in the range 350 - 550Vcm which is lower than that 
estimated in section 6.1.1, eqn. 6-4.
6.2.2.2 Hall Effect Measurements
Ihe reduction in bulk carrier concentration which occurs when a 
device is excluded can be demonstrated directly using Hall effect 
measurements. Ihe carrier concentration within each region of the device 
was determined, as a function of temperature and current, by measurement 
of the Hall voltage developed between opposite pairs of side-arm probes 
when a magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the plane of the 
sample. Ihe magnetic field was reversed and an average of the magnitudes 
of the Hall voltages taken so that effects due to slightly non-uniform
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current flow and thermal voltages were removed. Ihe normal practice of 
also reversing the electric field and averaging could not be employed 
owing to the in built asymmetry of exclusion.
Figures 45 and 46 show the results from the first and second pairs 
of side-arms, respectively, of the device for which the I-V 
characteristics are shown in Figs. 40 and 41. The plots show 
log^O (1/^3%) vs 1/T deduced from measurements at low bias, where the 
device is in equilibrium, and at high reverse and forward bias. For both 
pairs of probes the Hall voltage is reduced to some degree by the short 
circuiting effect of the n+ contact. Therefore, in order to compare the 
results, values of for pnobe-pairs 1 and 2 were multiplied by a factor
1.4 or 1.1 respectively. These figures were deduced by comparison of low 
bias values for %  at several positions along the device and have a 
slight temperature dependence which produces a systematic error of <+5% 
in the plotted values at the extremes of the temperature range.
There are large deviations from equilibrium for temperatures greater 
than 200K in both forward and reverse directions of bias as the material 
becomes intrinsic. In reverse bias, the electron concentration sampled 
by the first probe-pair, 30pm from the contact, is held close to N^-Na by 
exclusion, up to a temperature of 300K. In the region sampled by the 
second probe-pair, 70pm from the contact, a similar effect occurs, though 
in this case the electron concentration has started to recover towards 
the intrinsic level at *270K. This reflects the decreasing distance 
which can be excluded, by a given current, as the temperature rises owing 
to the increased generation rate. Under forward bias, an increase in 
carrier concentration is seen in front of the n+ contact as the body of 
the device becomes intrinsic. This demonstrates the accumulation of 
minority carriers, resulting in a similar increase in majority carrier 
density, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 5.
A similar effect is observed in longer cut-off wavelength devices. 
Figure 47a shows the carrier concentration sampled by the first probe- 
pair, 30pm from the contact, as a function of current for the x = 0.22 
device whose I-V characteristic is given in Fig. 44. A carrier reduction 
can be seen in the excluding, reverse bias direction, whilst the 
accumulation of carriers is evident under forward bias. Figure 47b shows
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the electron concentration under 10mA reverse bias as a function of 
position on the same device. At 207K, the fully excluded region extends 
as far as the second probe-pair, 70pm from the contact, whereas at a 
temperature 2OK higher it is collapsing in the region sampled by the 
first probes.
6.2.2.3 Spot-scan Response
A third technique used to observe the degree of exclusion in a 
device is the spot-scan response. This is also useful for revealing in- 
hcmogeneities which might affect the properties of devices under excluded 
conditions.
The response is measured across the current carrying contacts of the 
device, in a similar experimental set-up to that described in section 
5.2.2. The minority carriers drift away from the positively biased, 
excluding contact but recombine within the bulk of the signal, so it is 
not in a swept-out condition. The illumination creates an additional 
number of carriers which causes a discontinuity in the field at that 
point and a shortening of the total exclusion length. The response is 
proportional to the local field and therefore inversely proportional to 
the carrier density at each point. An example is given in Fig. 48, which 
shows the responses, normalised to the maximum value, as a function of 
position on a 5pm cut-off device at 295K for three values of current. As 
the current is increased, the excluded region is seen to extend further 
into the device, such that at the highest current its length is ^300pm.
Seme non-uniformity can also be seen in the responses arising from 
inhemogeneities in the crystal, such as low angle grain boundaries or 
regions of different doping. This sample is actually a relatively 
uniform one - in several cases the defects are sufficiently gross that 
propagation of the exclusion is pinned at some point or the changes in 
doping so large that there are effectively local regions of injection or 
exclusion along the sample. Under these circumstances, a response is 
obtained with zero bias due to the gradient in doping levels. The local, 
internal field is
E± = -kTl_*i (6-8)
q n dx
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I f  a  s m a l l  c u r r e n t  i s  p a s s e d  t o  p r o d u c e  a  f i e l d  i n  t h e  o p p o s i t e  
d i r e c t i o n ,  t h e n  t h e  s i g n a l  w i l l  b e  r e d u c e d  t o  z e r o  w h e n  J  =  q n ^ E ^ ,
T h e r e f o r e ,
dn _ J (6-9)
dx. <l
the gradient in carrier concentration is proportional to the current 
required to produce zero signal, and the carrier concentration is found 
by integration along the device.
A servo arrangement was used whereby a current source was controlled 
by a computer, and adjusted to give zero response to illumination. The 
result is shown in Fig. 49 as a function of position for a 5pm cut-off 
device where the measurement is performed at 80K. The integrated 
response is given in Fig. 50, to show the variation in carrier 
concentration with position, and two regions of significantly reduced 
doping levels are seen to exist. Hall measurements on the relatively 
uniform region sampled by probe-pairs no. 6 gave a value of - Na 
= 2.6 x 1 0 ^ c m “ ,^ which was used to determine the constant of 
integration. This suggests that the two regions of reduced doping might 
even be p-type, to give junctions as indicated. The I-V characteristics 
were measured between adjacent probes along the length of the sample at 
80K and 23OK, as shown in the inset diagrams. They displayed features 
associated with local injection/extraction effects at 80K and local 
accumulation/exclusion at the higher temperature in a form consistent 
with the variations in doping level. It is therefore concluded that some 
samples do have a large degree of spatial non-uniformity which can 
significantly affect their properties.
6.2.3 Detector Measurements
T h e  r e s p o n s e  t o  b l a c k - b o d y  i l l u m i n a t i o n  a n d  t h e  d e v i c e  n o i s e  w e r e  
m e a s u r e d ,  i n  s a m p l e s  w h i c h  d i s p l a y e d  a  r e a s o n a b l e  l e v e l  o f  e x c l u s i o n ,  t o  
d e t e r m i n e  w h e t h e r  a n  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  p e r f o r m a n c e  d i d  r e s u l t .  T h e  a m o u n t  
b y  w h i c h  t h e  D *  m a y  b e  e x p e c t e d  t o  i n c r e a s e  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t w o  f a c t o r s  
-  f i r s t l y  t h e  r e l a t i v e  m a g n i t u d e s  o f  t h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  A u g e r  a n d  n o n - A u g e r
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generation rates, and, secondly, the factor by which the electron 
concentration is reduced under ncn-eguilibrium conditions to suppress the 
Auger generation mechanism. A third factor, which arises in practice, is 
an increase in excess noise, such as 1/f noise, which masks the reduction 
in the more fundamental processes.
Ihe responsivity was measured using an unfocussed 500K black-body 
modulated at 800Hz. Ihe devices were biased with a constant current and 
the signal measured on the first probe. The sensitive area is defined as 
that between the excluding contact and the first probe (30 x 100/um), 
however under forward bias there is a degree of integration from outside 
this region. Spot scan measurements show that this leads to an over­
estimate in the responsivity in forward bias by ~40%, and hence D* by 
~  20%, at the highest currents; with both errors smaller at lower 
currents.
The responsivity measured on a x = 0.28 device (I-V characteristics 
shown in Fig. 40) at 275K is plotted as a function of forward and reverse 
bias current in Fig. 51. The reverse bias responsivity saturated, at 
0.6mA, to a value a factor 16 higher than that in forward bias at the 
same current. This is due to two effects: the increased impedance of the 
device within the excluded region and an increase in effective carrier 
lifetime.
The noise was measured in the range 1 -100kHz, and high levels of 1/f 
noise were observed which increased rapidly with increasing bias. In 
order to measure the g-r noise, and so determine whether the Auger 
component was being suppressed, a high frequency was necessary, however, 
no flat g-r regime was obtained before the high frequency roll-off. The 
D* curves, also shown in Fig. 51, were calculated using the noise 
measured at 100kHz and a small improvement in D* was observed in reverse 
bias at relatively low currents, before the 1/f noise levels increased 
sufficiently to dominate. The maximum improvement in D*, at ~ 0.15mA, of 
35% over the forward bias value was no more than could have been 
expected, given the ratio of Auger to non-Auger generation rates. It is 
probable, therefore, that the D* would have saturated at approximately 
this level in the absence of 1/f noise. The results demonstrate the 
requirement far an improved technique for surface passivation, which is
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associated with the high non-Auger like generation rates.
The responsivity and D* curves at 295K for the x = 0.27 device (I-V 
characteristics shown in Fig. 43) are shown in Fig. 52. A similar trend 
is observed, with large increases in responsivity but more limited 
improvements in D*. Here the reverse bias responsivity reached a value 
22 times that in forward bias, however 1/f noise levels were also high. 
At 20kHz (the normal frequency used for measurements on photoconductors) 
a maximum D* improvement of a factor 2 was observed at 0.9mA where the 
responsivity increase was a factor 4. At higher frequencies the 1/f 
noise is less significant and a maximum increase in D* of a factor 3 was 
observed at 100kHz.
Similar effects are seen in the longer wavelength detectors. Figure 
53 shows the results from the x = 0.22 device (I-V characteristic shown 
in Fig. 44), where the D* is plotted, based on the noise measured at 
500kHz. Again the D* increases initially, but is reduced in both 
forward and reverse bias at higher currents, where the responsivity 
increase is a maximum, by 1/f noise. Figure 54 shows the noise as a 
function of frequency for various values of reverse bias current, and the 
1/f character is clearly demonstrated.
Ihe very high levelsof 1/f noise are attributable to two sources:- 
the ZnS passivant which depletes the surfaces of the samples to expose 
traps and which also has a high generation rate; and noise arising from 
fluctuations in the rate at which carriers are injected by the excluding 
contact. It is anticipated that the former cause could be removed by the 
use of alternative passivation techniques, such as hetero-passivaticn by 
epitaxial growth methods when available. The latter cause can be 
demonstrated, and minimised, by a correlated double sampling 
procedure^ ^0), as described below.
6.2.3.1 Correlated Double Sampling
Under exclusion conditions, the injected carriers travel through 
several of the regions of a device sampled by the successive side-arm 
potential probes before they recombine. The phase differences between 
noise voltages at these probes will be negligible for carrier density 
fluctuations on a timescale longer than the transit time, which is of the
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order of microseconds. If only one region is illuminated to produce a 
signal, for example by use of a mask, the low frequency noise produced by 
fluctuations in the injection rate may be removed by sampling both 
unilluminated and illuminated regions simultaneously and comparing the 
results.
Ihe circuit used to perform this function is illustrated in Fig. 55. 
Ihe correlated component of the noise voltages from the two pre-amplifier 
outputs are in antiphase, therefore the resultant is obtained by use of a 
summing circuit, with variable attenuation in one branch to allow for any 
differences in noise magnitudes, and contains the signal but not the 
noise.
Ihe gains of each channel are G-j = Rs/R 1 an(  ^ G 2 = Rs^R2 
respectively. With G-j set at zero, initially, the output voltage is
where v<j(t) = vlc(t) + v1u(t)
V 2 ( t )  = a v1c(t) + V 2 u < t )
and subscripts c and u refer to correlated and uncorrelated voltages 
respectively. If sane gain from channel 1 is added, then
Equation 6-11 is differentiated with respect to G«j and set to zero to 
obtain the minimum noise output, to give
Ihe same resultant output is obtained if a differential circuit is used
) (6-10)
(6-11)
(6-12)
and an output voltage
(6-13)
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instead.
Ihe noise reduction resulting from this technique is shown in Fig. 
56 for the x = 0.28 device. The figure shows the noise as a function of 
frequency from each region separately and also the output after 
subtraction. A reduction in noise amplitude of a factor 6 was obtained 
at 500Hz. The penalty in the use of this technique, apart from 
additional complexity, is that any uncorrelated noise from the masked 
region is added to the output to degrade the ultimate D*, therefore the 
uncorrelated noise sources, whether g-r or 1/f, should be small to obtain 
the maximum benefit.
6.3 Sumnary
Minority carrier exclusion has been proposed as a technique for the 
improvement in infrared detector performance at higher temperatures. 
Photoconductive structures have been developed to utilise the phenomenon to 
suppress the noise associated with Auger generation processes. Devices have 
been made which demonstrate exclusion, in good agreement with a numercial 
model(92), show reductions in electron concentration by as much as a
factor 40. The region of reduced carrier concentration has been shown to 
extend over distances of tens of microns. Ihe maximum length is determined by 
the onset of additional generation due to carrier heating, which is 
particularly serious in the case of long wavelength devices. Large increases 
in responsivity have been observed and suppression of the Auger generation has 
been demonstrated through improvements in D*. Ihe performance improvements 
were limited to a factor ^2 by the high generation rates associated with the 
ZnS surface passivation and the onset of 1/f noise. Correlated double 
sampling has been shown to reduce one component of the 1/f noise and it is 
believed that the other source of 1 /f noise and excess generation will be 
eliminated by the use of multilayer epitaxial growth techniques. High 
detectivities should therefore be attainable in room temperature detectors, at 
least in the 3-5pm wavelength band, and devices based on the techniques of 
exclusion and extraction are being patented^ ^  \
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7. EXIRACErCN
It was demonstrated in Chapter 6 that large reductions in carrier 
concentration could be achieved by the use of minority carrier exclusion in 
v'-type photoccnductors, and that the Auger generation rate was, consequently, 
also reduced. The electric fields encountered were less than those which 
would result in excess generation, through carrier heating, in short cut-off 
wavelength, relatively impure devices. It was shown, however, that carrier 
heating does become significant in very low extrinsic carrier concentration 
and/or longer cut-off wavelength material.
In practical systems, involving the use of large arrays of detectors, the 
total power dissipation could be excessive. For example, from the results of 
Chapter 6, a 3-5pm device at ambient temperature requires a current density of
_ 9
^250Acm to exclude a length of ~50pm, giving a power dissipation of 
~0.4iriW/ detector for typical detector sizes. A 128^ array (16,384 devices), 
for example, would therefore have a total power dissipation of 6.5W. This 
could be reduced to an acceptable value of <1W by the use of alternative 
optical techniques. In the case of 8-14pm devices, however, which would still 
require some degree of cooling, even this amount of power dissipation on the 
focal plane can result in an excessive total system power requirement.
In large staring-array systems, photoconductors have a further dis­
advantage arising from the large DC pedestal. That is, the signal only 
represents a small proportion of the total voltage, therefore uniformity 
correction is more difficult and very high resolution A-D converters are 
required. Hence, whilst being useful for the demonstration of the principle 
of Auger suppression and in systems involving only a small number of 
detectors, photoconductors are not the preferred option for large staring- 
array systems.
The alternative, of photovoltaic detection, has the advantages of lower 
power dissipation and zero, or only small, output signal pedestal. In this 
chapter it is proposed and demonstrated that, through the use of minority 
carrier extraction, carrier concentration reduction and Auger suppression can 
also be achieved in photovoltaic detectors, so enabling their operation at 
higher temperatures with minimised cooling requirements. The electric fields
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in such structures are significantly lower than in comparable photoconductors, 
so the probability of carrier heating is also much reduced. The principle is 
described, first, in the context of a pfr'n heterojunction structure and then 
in it's practical implementation in lateral, proximity extraction devices 
which can be made using currently available technology. The concepts and 
device structures have been patented by the author and Dr C T Elliott, see 
ref. 131. Experimental results showing leakage current reduction and the 
consequences for device performance are given for the proximity extraction 
structure. The first demonstration of bipolar transistor action in cadmium 
mercury telluride is then described in the context of these lateral collection 
devices, and it is shown that minority carrier extraction enables operation 
under intrinsic, as well as extrinsic, conditions. Transistors are of 
relevance to infrared detection in two areas. Firstly they can provide gain 
on the focal plane to overcome pick-up noise problems and permit easier 
coupling to MOS silicon output circuitry. Secondly, they have applications in 
heterodyne laser detection systems to provide first stage, low noise 
amplification.
7.1 The Concepts
Minority carrier extraction was described in Chapter 3, and section 3.3 
in particular. There, it was shown that the application of reverse bias to a 
junction causes the minority carrier concentration to be reduced within a 
diffusion length of each side of the junction. If either side of the junction 
is intrinsic or near intrinsic, then a significant reduction in majority 
carrier density ensues, as with minority carrier exclusion. Therefore, for 
example, in an n + 7T junction, the electron concentration in the TT region 
would be reduced by a large factor and the hole concentration in the vicinity 
of the junction would decrease to the extrinsic level, Na-N£. If the 
generation rate in the 1Y side is Auger dominated, then it will also be 
reduced within a diffusion length of the junction. The increase in effective 
lifetime means, however, that carriers are collected over a larger distance 
from the junction. Hence in a semi-infinite n +TT structure where Auger is 
the only generation mechanism in the ft" side, White^^ showed (see section 
3.3) that the saturation leakage current is half that expected from a similar, 
non-Auger dominated diode with the same RgA.
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Figure 57 shows a structure, as proposed in the Elliott and Ashley
injecting contact formed much less than a diffusion length from the diode 
junction. In this case, contacts to the infrared sensitive, intrinsic 
region are in the form of wider energy-gap (Eg<-* Eg,ft- + 0.2eV), extrinsic £ 
and n material, and it has been assumed that band-edge spikes have been
Na”Nd -^ess than the equilibrium, intrinsic hole and electron concentrations, 
and has a thickness greater than an optical absorption length (the sample 
being illuminated through either of the transparent, end contacts) but less 
the minority electron diffusion length. The negatively biased £ 
region forms an excluding contact to the if material by virtue of its wider 
energy-gap, and hence low minority carrier density and generation rate. It s 
thickness and doping level are such that any carriers injected by the negative 
bias contact can neither diffuse nor drift to the junction with the if region. 
Ihe n region has a positive potential applied, therefore the ifn diode 
junction is reverse biased and acts as a sink for the minority electrons in 
the TT region, as described above, so the electron concentration in the 
region falls. Very large reductions in the electron concentration will occur 
and the Auger generation rate will be quenched, provided that the width of the 
region is very much less than an electron diffusion length. The hole leakage 
current from the n to 1T region is negligible because of the wide gap and high 
doping in the n material, as with n or n+ contacts to v*-type photoconductors. 
The total leakage current under large reverse bias will, therefore, be 
determined solely by background, radiative generation in the ft region (plus 
any Shockley-Read generation). It will be small compared with the value at 
low reverse bias voltages, where Auger generation is still significant, and a 
negative differential resistance current-voltage characteristic should result.
The electron density in the Tf region, n^ , can be calculated 
analytically with the assumptions of low space charge, no recombination and 
given the boundary conditions n ^  = 0 at x = a (the 7Tn junction) and dn^/dx 
= 0 at x = 0 (the £ ^  junction). Thus
where is the intrinsic Auger lifetime, a is the thickness of the 1f region
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patent^ ^1), in which the volume of the if region is restricted by a non­
avoided by grading the alloy composition^ The TT region has a value of
(7-1)
and De is the electron diffusion coefficient. The reverse saturation current 
density is
Js = -<3Pe^ 
dx
= < T AiDe>'4' ^  ( a/(T AiDe)V ) <7-2>
X »CL
The background, radiative generation rate is given by
Gr = fig/a (7-3)
where is the quantum efficiency and the background flux density. If
a2 <<TftfPe, then
Js = q (aG^ + ^$B) (7-4)
The detectivity is
D* = ( 7 - 5 )
r j
which, therefore, goes to the background limit when aG^ <<
The electric field in the Tf region can be estimated if it is assumed 
that the total current, which is constant, is entirely electron diffusion 
current at x = a and entirely hole drift current at x = 0, then
E £ Js £ aGSR + 1 fe (7-6)
<3PhNa PtPa
If the thickness, a, is 6pm, to ensure **1, then the acceptor concentration
required far G ^  = Gj^  can be deduced from Fig. 9. For a 5pm cut-off device at
295K, this requires Na ~1.5 x 10^cm“^ for aGgR “ *7 0b — 8 x l O ^cm-2,
—1which gives an electric field of ^1.4Vcm 1. In the case of a 10pm cut-off 
device at 180K, a value of Na ~ 4 x 10l5cm“^ gives aGSR = lB = 3 x 1017cm~2, 
with the result that the electric field is ~ 0.9Vcm*“ . If the assumption of 
TpQ = 100 Tj^ used to calculate the S-R generation rates is incorrect, then 
the acceptor concentrations will be decreased by a factor of up to ten, with 
the consequence that the electric fields will be increased by a similar
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amount. Thus the fields in this extracting diode structure are very much less 
than those which produce excess generation through carrier heating, as 
estimated in section 6.1.1, and deduced from experimental results in section 
6.2.3.1.
White^7  ^has analysed the n+ J p+ structure, where J = n, n”, *, ff, p“,
or p, numerically for the case of a device with 11pm cut-off at 253K,
corresponding to an alloy composition of x s 0.174. This is a more stringent
condition than those considered previously in this report of 5pm at 295K or
10pm at 180K. A summary of his conclusions was given in section 3.3. He used
a doping level of 8 x 10^7cm”^ in the n+ contact, to quench the Auger
generation, and modelled a low generation p+ contact by assuming a constant
S-R lifetime, T^, independent of doping concentration. This is not correct
in the case of CMT, however it serves to simulate a wider-gap heterojunction
contact. He considers the effect of various doping levels in the central
region, but assumes (as for the p+ contact) a constant value for the intrinsic
S-R lifetime of 0.5ps. This corresponds to a trap density produced by an
16 3acceptor concentration of w 8 x  10 cm" , and therefore over-estimates the 
generation rate, and hence electric field, for acceptor concentrations less 
than this value. This acceptor concentration is approximately an order of 
magnitude larger than the value required to give equal S-R and background 
generation rates for a 6pm thick central region.
His numerical model of a p+ p n+ structure, where p ^ l O ^ c m ”  ^ i.e. 
extrinsic, shows extraction at the reverse biased pn+ junction with diffusion
-j
being dominant, as described above. He estimates a field of ~10Vcm in the 
central region. This is somewhat greater than that estimated above, but is 
largely accounted for by the residual leakage currents from the heavily doped 
contacts which were assumed to be zero in the above, analytic analysis, and 
the larger intrinsic carrier concentration.
In the intermediate case of an acceptor doping level of 1 x lO^cnT^ in 
the central region, i.e. NA ~n^, he shows a similar extraction effect but 
notes that a significant degree of exclusion from the p+ contact also occurs. 
This arises because the higher generation rate in the central region makes the 
p”n+ junction slightly "softer” than the p+p” excluding junction, and the 
minority electron concentration is at its lowest near the p+p” junction. He
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predicts fields of ~100Vcm“ in the p region. If the correct generation 
rate, appropriate to the acceptor concentration, was used, however the field 
would be reduced by at least a factor 5. This would also shift the balance 
back in favour of extraction by diffusion to the p”n+ junction rather than 
exclusion by drift from the p+p- junction.
The intrinsic, ft, case was calculated for an acceptor doping level of
5 x 1 0 ^ c m ” ,^ compared with an intrinsic carrier concentration of
16 3 +3 x 10 cm , Here exclusion from the p contact dominates and drift is the
—1major driving force with fields of over 100Vcm being developed. The reverse 
biased 1Tn+ junction has a relatively small fraction of the total potential 
across it, therefore its efficiency as an extracting contact is reduced. 
Again, however, this effect is over-emphasised by the use of a generation rate 
very much greater than that appropriate to the acceptor level.
These results illustrate the disadvantages of reducing the doping level
in the central region below that necessary to reduce the S-R generation rate
to a value equal to the background rate. In the case of an 11pm detector at
16 3253K, this is ^ 3 x  10 Jcm , and to reduce the acceptor level below this 
value will not significantly improve the detector performance but is likely to 
increase the probability of carrier heating effects. At a doping level of 
3 x 101 ^ cm-^ and if the appropriate generation rates are used, the extracting 
p“n+ junction and excluding p+p” junction will be comparable in their effects 
on the electron concentration.
White also analysed structures where the central region had a net donor 
concentration. Here the ratio of electron to hole diffusion coefficients and 
mobilities means that the extracting v>p+ junction is always "harder" than the 
excluding n+v> one. Hence, in the intrinsic case x 10^cm“ ,^ the
resulting carrier distributions are virtually identical to the 75^ 5 x 10^cm“  ^
structure. Whilst at higher doping levels, the absence of any exclusion from 
the n+n” junction means that the thickness of the central region is limited by 
the hole diffusion length to ~2pm.
The analytic and numerical work described above indicate that electron 
concentration reduction and Auger suppression will be possible in photo­
voltaic structures, with fields approximately an order of magnitude less than
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required for exclusion alone in photoconductive devices. Unfortunately, as 
previously mentioned, a low electron-injection contact is not yet available, 
and awaits developments in epitaxial growth technology. An alternative 
technique has been devised, therefore, in which extraction and Auger 
suppression can be observed, with the use only of current technology. This 
technique of proximity extraction may also be applied to practical, linear and 
two dimensional, focal plane arrays.
7.2 Proximity Extraction
Proximity extraction is appropriate to lateral collection devices, where 
the contact to the p-type material can be remote (i.e. very much greater than 
a diffusion length) from the sensitive area, and hence its injection 
properties can be arbitrary. A "pseudo-excluding" contact, that is one which 
does not inject minority electrons but does allow free transfer of majority 
holes, is formed between the p-type contact and the photosensitive, extracting 
p”n+ junction by placing additional reverse biased p”n+ junctions as 
illustrated in Fig. 58, which extract electrons in their v i c i n i t y ^ H e r e  
the junctions are formed through the thickness of the material, by the loop­
hole process^ on either side of the current path, however they could 
equally well be formed in the top surface of the device, over the current 
path, provided that they do not then penetrate the whole depth. The 
additional "collector’1 junctions act as sinks for minority electrons in the p" 
material and have a relatively large leakage current determined by the 
approximately equilibrium generation rate over a diffusion length. The signal 
diode, conversely, now has only a very small leakage current which is due to 
generation within a limited volume, constrained by the collector junction, 
where the Auger generation is suppressed by the low electron concentration. 
At all times, a low resistance path is maintained for the majority holes to 
flow out to the p-type contact by drift.
The concept can be extended in one dimension as shown in Fig. 59a, where 
there are multiple surface junctions at intervals much less than a diffusion 
length which, with the exception of the outermost ones, act as both signal and 
collector diodes. Thus each diode is in an environment of a non-equilibrium, 
very low electron concentration resulting from proximity extraction by the 
neighbouring junctions. The electron concentration is reduced, and the Auger 
generation therefore suppressed, throughout the sensitive area of the array.
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A further extension to two dimensions, as illustrated in Fig. 59b, can be 
envisaged. Here a two-dimensional array of loophole diodes is fabricated, 
each one a distance much less than a diffusion length from its nearest 
neighbour, so that proximity extraction occurs throughout the array. A buffer 
between the p-type contact and photosensitive area is formed by an additional 
ring of extracting diodes, which would pass an equilibrium, rather than Auger 
suppressed, leakage current.
As always, the maximum field developed in the devices must be considered. 
This is estimated for the one dimensional case in a similar way to the hetero­
junction extraction, except that the illumination is now incident 
perpendicular to the co-ordinate system. Also the field increases away from 
the centre of the array owing to the combined hole current from many pixels. 
The solution for the electron concentration is given by eqn. 7-1, and the 
reverse saturation leakage current per pixel is twice that given by eqn. 7-2. 
The background generation rate is
% =  ife/a (7-7>
where d is the thickness. Hence, if a << T A  ^De, the saturation leakage 
current per pixel is
Js = 2q(aGSR + a ^ jJ/d) (7-8)
The total hole current flowing out of each side of the array is NJs/2, there­
fore the maximum field is, approximately,
E c N(aGg£ + arj^/d) (7-9)
For typical values of a * 10pm, approximately twice the thickness, d, this 
gives a maxuimum field ~2N times that calculated using eqn. 7-6, for the same 
doping levels. Hence the maximum number of pixels per array will be 
constrained by carrier heating to 30-300 for 5pm cut-off devices at 295K, or 
15-150 for 10pm devices at 180K, depending on the assumption used for the S-R 
lifetime calculation. The total array size could, obviously, be increased 
beyond this number by stacking several of these units together.
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7.2.1 Experimental Structures
Proximity extraction has been examined experimentally in devices of 
the type shown schematically in Fig. 60. The samples were prepared by 
Philips Components Ltd, to the author's design and specification, and 
were based on the "loophole" diode technology described by Baker et 
ai(m). a  circular hole was cut through the p-type CMT by ion beam 
milling, with the result that a cylindrical, n-type region was formed. 
Connections were made to the n-type regions by a metalisation process 
which deposits Cr/Au on the sides of the hole and which contacts metal 
strips previously deposited on the sapphire substrate. The diodes 
were formed in a hexagonally symmetric pattern in order that every 
junction was the same distance from its nearest neighbours. The central 
diode, labelled "E", is the "signal" junction whilst the two rings of 
diodes "Cl" and "C2" represent the extracting collector junctions. All 
the diodes in the "C1" ring were connected together by the substrate 
metalisation, so only a single external connection was required. 
Similarly, all the diodes in the C2 ring were shorted together. A large 
area "ohmic" contact was formed to the p-type material, in the form of a 
hexagon, at a distance 44pm from the C2 diodes. A photograph of a 
typical sample is shown in Fig. 61a. Each one contains 16 separate 
devices - 4 isolated, single diodes used for material assessment, and 12 
arrays comprising 4 each of devices with diodes on a pitch of 10pm, 15pm 
or 20pm. A single device is shown, enlarged, in Fig. 61b. The diameters 
of the loopholes were either 2pm or 4pm, however most results have been 
obtained from the latter, as the smaller loophole had a poor interconnect 
yield and consequently few complete devices were available.
Three samples have been fabricated from CMT with x = 0.305, giving a 
cut-off wavelength of 4.8pm at 80K which reduces to 4.1pm at 295K. The 
material was doped with arsenic during growth to give an acceptor
I C O
concentration of 9 x 10 3cm . It was subsequently annealed in a 
mercury rich environment, with the intention of reducing the mercury 
vacancy concentration to a negligible level so that each diode junction 
would consist only of an n+ and a p region.
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7.2.2 Results and Discussion
Detailed optical sensitivity profiling, using focussed HeNe 633nm 
laser radiation, was performed by the author on receipt of the samples. 
It showed that the diameter of the n regions was 10 ± 1pm, approximately 
twice that expected from an n+ region round the 4pm diameter hole. This 
was confirmed by devices made on a 10pm pitch, where most of the 
junctions were shorting together. The conclusion is that the anneal 
'"failed", and therefore the mercury vacancy concentration was 
significant, and also that the arsenic was not activated, so an n+n“p 
junction was formed, as described in section 4.3.1. Furthermore, the 
higher vacancy concentration than expected, coupled with the relatively 
short cut-off wavelength, meant that the generation mechanism was 
Shockley-Read dominated, so that little Auger suppression would be 
observable.
Extraction would still be expected to occur, and was observed by 
measurement of the current-voltage characteristics of the central, signal 
diode as a function of voltage on the collector diode rings C1 and C2. 
Figure 62a is a typical result from a 15pm pitch device at 293K, which 
shows the reverse characteristics of the central diode for voltages on 
the C1 ring of 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3V. The saturation leakage current 
decreases by a factor of up to 22 as the voltage on the collector diodes 
is increased showing that extraction is occuring. Figure 62b shows the 
saturation current, at 400mV reverse bias, versus the voltage on the 
collector diodes. Plots are shown for:- C1 biased, with C2 open circuit 
(Cl); C1 open circuit, with C2 biased (C2); and C1 and C2 biased together 
(C1 + C2). These show that the inner collector ring produces a greater 
degree of extraction than the outer ring, as expected if the diffusion 
length is of the order of the diode separation. The diffusion length was 
deduced from an optical spot scan of one of the isolated diodes on the 
array, and found to be 15pm. Owing to the circular geometry, the signal 
current decay is not exponential, but must be fitted to
i = qQCgtx/ZJ/Kgfa/Z) (7-10)
where Kg is a modified Bessel function, JL is the diffusion length and a 
is the junction radius.
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Full analytic or numerical modelling, of the type previously applied 
to excluding photoconductors, has not been possible due to the two 
dimensional nature of the structure. A Monte Carlo analysis has been 
performed by Davis and White^^^, to simulate the diffusion only 
solution (i.e. no drift) in the case of a carrier concentration 
independent diffusion length (i.e. no Auger mechanisms), which is 
appropriate to these samples. They find a reduction in saturation 
leakage current of a factor 17 far the case when both collector rings are 
taken from zero bias to large reverse bias. This compares well with the 
measured value of 24, considering the errors of ±1pm on the deduced diode 
diameters and ±2pm on the diffusion length. They find that for a 
diffusion length of 30pm in the same structure, a current reduction of a 
factor 72 would be expected.
The response to uniform illumination from a 500K black-body has been 
measured to investigate whether any Auger suppression resulted from the 
extraction. For a fixed signal diode reverse voltage of 300mV, an 
increase in collector diode reverse voltage from 22mV to 300mV reduced 
the saturation leakage current by a factor 19.4. The current response to 
the black-body decreased, under the same conditions, by a factor 19.5. 
Hence, within experimental errors, the thermal current decreased by the 
same factor as the signal current so no Auger suppression was involved, 
as expected from the predicted S-R lifetime of ~ 100ns compared with an 
Auger value of ~10ps for this material.
In order to demonstrate Auger suppression as a result of proximity 
extraction, a smaller energy-gap and lower mercury vacancy acceptor 
doping level are required. New, lower temperature, growth techniques 
such as metal organic vapour phase epitaxy are currently being 
investigated at RSRE and Philips Components Ltd which should produce a 
lower "as-grown" mercury vacancy concentration. Various post-growth 
annealing schedules are also being developed in order to give the 
required mercury vacancy concentration.
Several devices have been fabricated and measured at Philips 
Components Ltd^1^), under contract from RSRE, from material, 
with x = 0.215 ± 0.010, where the vacancy concentration has been reduced
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to ^10^cm- .^ At 193-232K these show saturation current reductions by 
more than a factor 100. These are greater than expected from the 
increased, equilibrium lifetimes, but are consistent with the non­
equilibrium values resulting from suppression of the Auger generation 
coqpcnent. Detector measurements have been performed which show an 
improved signal-to-noise ratio, consistent with Auger suppression, 
however the area appropriate to a calculation of D* in such structures is 
rather indeterminate. Detectors based on the structure shown in Fig. 58, 
vhich have a 10pm x 10pm optical area, defined by a mask, are now being 
investigated, in order to quantify the D* improvement resulting from 
extraction.
7.3 Lateral Collection Transistors
Ihe hexagonal structure devices described above have all the attributes 
necessary for the observation of bipolar transistor action, albeit in a 
somewhat unconventional form. This has, therefore, been studied at low 
temperature (~80K) in order to test the validity of a simple, circularly 
symmetric, analytic model and at higher temperatures (up to 295K) to 
demonstrate that operation over a wide range is made possible by the use of 
extraction, despite a high intrinsic carrier concentration. Ihe measurements 
have been performed in the common-emitter configuration, with the central 
diode defined as the emitter, the extraction rings C1 and/or C2 as the 
collector and the large area hexagonal p-contact as the base connection. The 
results described here are the first reported demonstration of bipolar 
transistor action in CMT, at any temperature. Insulating gate field effect 
transistors in CMT have been reported previously by Kolodny et al^*^, 
Nemirovsky et al^*^, Williams and Gertner^*^, Schiebel^37,139) 
Nemirovsky et al^^®^.
7.3.1 Extrinsic Operation
Ihe output characteristics, i.e. collector current versus collector- 
emitter voltage as a function of base current, are shown in Fig. 63a for 
a 15pm pitch device at 77K with the C2 collector floating. The curves 
are well behaved and show a small signal current gain, p  (or hfe) = 
£lc/ & IB, of approximately 60 at a collector current of 400pA.
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The transistor can be modelled with the assumptions of no space- 
charge or drift in the base region and circular symmetry, such that the 
C1 collector loophole diodes are approximated by a ring of inner radius, 
T2, equal to the diode pitch minus the diode radius, r«j. For the device 
described above, with r^  = 5 ±0.5pm and a pitch of 15pm, this gives r£ = 
10 ± 0.5pm and a base width of 5 t 1pm. With this g e o m e t r y ^ t h e  
minority carrier concentration in the base region has the form
n = + AI0 (r/L ) + BKq (r/£ ) (7-11)
where I q  and K q  are modified Bessel functions and nQ is the thermal 
equilibrium minority (electron) carrier concentration. The constants A 
and B are determined by the boundary conditions:
at the e-b junction, r = r-j n = nQ exp (qVpy/kT) (7—12a)
at the c-b junction, r = ^  n = nQ exp (qV^g/kT) (7-12b)
to give:
A = no [K0(r2//.)(exp(qVEB/kT)-1)-K0(r1/£)(e3!p(qVCB/kT)-1)J/)j (7-13a)
B = -r^riofrj/^Xe^fqVcB/kD-D-Iof^/^XexptqVEB/kD-Dj/^ (7-13b)
where $ = ^(r^/OK^^//) ~ lo(r2^^^0^r1^^ (7-14)
The emitter and collector currents are given by the diffusion currents, 
277'rdqDdn/ dr, at r-j and r£ respectively; with the difference equal to 
the base current. For each junction there is an additional current due 
to the n-side leakage which is included as an empirical injection 
efficiency and For the emitter a value of VE = 0.99 is used,
consistant with the geometry, ratio of electron to hole diffusion 
coefficients and estimated doping levels. In the case of the collector a 
lower value of Vq = 0.55 reflects both the larger number of diodes which 
form the collector and the additional electron leakage current which 
originates in the outer p-type material, however the results are 
insensitive to the actual value used. The collector current, Iq , is
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calculated for each value of collector-emitter voltage, VCE' and base 
current, %  by determining the unique partition of voltage across each 
junction by iteration. A further term RgIE is added to VCE to allow for 
series resistance, Rs, in the emitter. A value for Rs of 100.A. is 
estimated from the high forward bias current characteristics of the e-b 
junction and the estimated doping levels.
The electron diffusion length, L  , was measured in the vicinity of 
an isolated, unbiased diode and found to be 5.4 ± 0.5pm. Using this 
value, the model gives a current gain of 2.7 ± 1.0, which is in good 
agreement with the measured value at the lowest currents. In order to 
model the response at higher current levels, however, higher values for 
the diffusion length are required. The transistor output characteristics 
are plotted in Fig. 63b with H - 25pm, for example, and show moderate 
agreement with the experimental results, shown in Fig. 63a. in the mid­
current range.
The experimental small signal current gain, p , is plotted in Fig. 64 
as a function of collector current, at a constant value of VqE = 0.4V, 
for C1 only and for C1 and C2 collector rings connected together. This 
clearly demonstrates the strong current dependance, with the gain rising 
from a value of ~3 at the lowest current to a peak of 60 for the C1 ring 
alone and over 100, at 1mA, for the C1 and C2 rings together. This type 
of variation is observed in silicon devices and is attributed to 
depletion layer generaticn-recombinaticn currents, which are manifest in 
the forward bias emitter-base diode as an Iccexp (qVE/2kT) dependance. 
The CMT e-b diode characteristics have a slope of q/kT at low currents, 
consistent with diffusion limited behaviour, and there is no evidence for 
a change of slope to q/2kT at very low currents due to depletion layer 
recombination.
An alternative explanation for the rise in p  with collector current 
is, as suggested by the fitted value for diffusion length above, an 
increase in the base transport factor tfT, where p  = Vee^ ,/(1- and
is the emitter injection efficiency. The increase in the diffusion 
length of electrons in the base region would be a consequence of the 
increased lifetime of electrons in the base, caused by a change in the
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occupancy of trapping or recombination centres in the presence of large 
free electron concentrations. The current gain can be estimated using 
the model described above, however the approximation n = 0 at the c-b 
junction enables a simplification to give the d.c. current gain as
As no variation in Jt with IB is included, this expression also represents 
the small signal current gain, 0 . With the assumption of diffusion 
length being a function of current, it is still valid for the small 
signal case, but is no longer true for the d.c. gain. The electron 
lifetime is calculated according to the Shockley-Read model, using eqn. 
2-27, with a mid-gap trap level and the equilibrium values for electron 
and hole concentrations, nQ and pQ, replaced by nQ + A n  and pQ + An 
respectively, where A n  = nQfexpCqVgg/kTM).
A value for of 0.8ns and a doping level of NA = 6 x 10^  ^ cm-^ are
required to fit the low current measured values of diffusion length and
current gain. This value of *Cno is very much lower than would be
expected from p-type material with NA ~  10,ocm“J and indicates a trap
17 —"3density of N^ . ** 1 x 10 'em , assuming an electron capture cross-section 
of 3 x 10“ ^cm^. The value for of 100 / m*^/m*e 1X ^  which is used, 
is consistent with the estimates given in Chapter 2. The ambipolar 
diffusion coefficient is calculated using the free electron concentration 
given by either n = nQ + A n  or n = nQ, as it will, in practice, lie 
between the extremes depending on position. The predicted current gain 
is plotted in Fig. 65 as a function of collector current for each method 
of ambipolar diffusion coefficient calculation, together with the 
measured values. Good agreement is seen up to a collector current of 
10pA and a gain of 10, indicating that this trap filling model is a 
possible explanation for the observed variation in gain. Above 10pA the 
predicted values derived using Da = Da(nQ) or Da = Da(nQ +An) diverge 
significantly, however the measured curve lies between these, as 
expected. Also at the higher currents, the field developed to support
(7-15)
where X = Kq ^ / O I - j (r-j/f) + I0(r2/£)K-j (r«,/£)
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the base current starts to become significant and increases the effective 
diffusion length, however this effect is not included in the model which 
assumes diffusion only.
The trap filling model has been further examined by observation of 
effects of external illumination on diffusion length and current gain, 
using the experimental arrangement shown schematically in Fig. 66. A 
633nm flood beam illumination was used to create a large excess carrier 
density, whilst a very low power chopped, focussed signal beam, also 
633nm, was used to probe the spatial response of the devices. The flood 
beam had a maximum power density of 25mWcm , giving a generation rate of 
>2.7 x 10^cm“^s“\  which could be attenuated using neutral density 
filters. The responses from an isolated diode, at zero bias, for various 
levels of illumination are shown in Fig. 67, where a large increase in 
diffusion length can be seen with increasing power. The values for 
diffusion length were deduced by fitting to eqn. 7-10 and are tabulated 
for three devices, for the cases of zero and maximum flood illumination, 
in Fig. 68. The consequent, predicted values for current gain, assuming 
unity emitter injection efficiency, are also shown, and indicate that 
increases of the order of a factor of 10 are expected when illuminated. 
The actual current gains were measured under these conditions, see Fig. 
68, and show good agreement with the predicted values. In each case the 
emitter injection efficiency required to make the predicted value equal 
to the measured value was also calculated, and shown in Fig. 68, and is
0.99 ±.0.01 for all three devices under illumination. It is therefore 
concluded that the trap filling model provides a valid explanation for 
the variation in current gain with collector current at 77K. The spatial 
response profile of a 15pm pitch transistor at 77K with an open-circuit 
base and VCE = 350mV is plotted in Fig. 69, very clearly showing the 
increase in current response, and hence current gain, for increasing 
levels of flood illumination as the traps become filled.
7.3.2 Higher Temperature, Extracted Operation
As the temperature of operation is raised, the increasing minority 
carrier generation rate in the base will assume a greater importance in 
determining the properties of the transistor, with a significant 
collector current passing even with zero net base current. Also, the
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traps will have a reduced effect on the gain of the device as they become 
populated thermally. Therefore the transistor may be expected to have an 
approximately constant gain down to zero base current, and indeed for 
negative values of base current, where the base region is extracted and 
both the emitter and collector junctions are reversed biased.
The operation is demonstrated in Fig. 70a, which shows the common- 
emitter output characteristics of a 15pm pitch device at 263K, using the 
C1 ring, only, as a collector. With zero base current and at = 0.4V, 
the collector current is 0.75mA. This is increased, with a small signal 
gain of *^ 18, for positive values of base current but is reduced for 
negative base currents, i.e. when the emitter-base junction is reverse 
biased. The collector current only approaches zero for a reverse base 
current in excess of 40pA. Under these conditions the base region is 
extracted, i.e. the minority carrier concentration is reduced 
substantially below its equilibrium value everywhere, as described in 
Section 7.2. The residual collector current is due to the geometry, 
which results in an excess of generation in the n-type collector region 
over the n-type emitter, and a leakage current into the collectors of 
minority carries generated in the p-type material outside the collector 
"ring”.
The characteristics have been modelled in the same way as for the 
extrinsic operation, using measured values for the diffusion length 
(15pm) and saturation leakage current through an isolated loophole diode 
(19pA). Figure 70b shows the theoretical output characteristics, using 
values of 0.98 and 0.55 for the emitter and collector injection 
efficiencies, respectively, and a measured series resistance of 220X1, 
The agreement with the experimental results is good, despite the 
approximations used in the model, indicating that the device operation is 
basically as described.
Modifications to the geometry, so that the device had a rather more 
conventional form, would yield significant improvements in performance, 
particularly if the base connection could be made less remote by the use 
of an excluding contact. These devices have demonstrated, however, that 
bipolar transistor action in near-ambient temperature CMT is possible,
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and that the output current can be turned off by the use of reverse base- 
emitter bias, leading to minority carrier extraction.
7.4 Summary
Hie principle of minority carrier extraction and it s potential use in 
CMT, photovoltaic, infrared detectors has been described. Hie maximum fields 
developed in the devices have been estimated, and shown to be very much less 
than those encountered in photoconductors, where the minority carrier 
concentration is reduced by exclusion. Hie "ideal" device structure involves 
the use of an excluding contact to p-type material, which is not yet avail­
able. An alternative structure has been designed, which employs a remote p- 
type contact, where the high minority carrier concentration at near ambient 
temperatures is substantially reduced through the use of several reverse- 
biased junctions by a technique which has been termed "proximity extraction".
Extraction has been demonstrated in devices with x = 0.305 at room 
temperature. These samples had a very high Shockley-Read generation rate and, 
therefore, were not Auger-limited, hence no improvement in D* was observed 
under extracted conditions. Further work on this topic, involving the use of 
annealing and alternative growth techniques to produce lower mercury vacancy, 
and hence S-R recombination centre densities, is being undertaken by Philips 
Components Ltd.
These devices have enabled the demonstration of bipolar transistor action 
in CMT for the first time, at any temperature. A model has been developed 
which adequately predicts the common-emitter output characteristics at both 
low temperatures, where the material is extrinsic, and at near ambient 
temperatures where the high intrinsic carrier density leads to unconventional 
behaviour. In particular, the large collector current for zero base current, 
which is observed at high temperatures, and the use of a reverse base current 
and extraction to turn the transistor off are included in the analysis. 
Hence, it has been shown that CMT bipolar transistors could operate over the 
large range of temperatures which are encountered in the present, or envisaged 
in the future, infrared focal plane arrays.
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8. CONCLUSION
The fundamental mechanisms which determine infrared detector performance 
have been discussed in terms of the bulk generation processes. The three 
important mechanisms of radiative, Shockley-Read and Auger have been reviewed 
and their magnitudes calculated. In the case of detectors operated at high 
temperatures, the Auger-1 mechanism is shown to be the dominant source of 
generation, and hence noise.
The properties of the four non-equilibrium phenomena associated with 
contacts which do not maintain the minority carrier flow in a device have been 
reviewed, though the majority of previous work was in connection with 
germanium devices. It has been proposed that by the application of three of 
these phenomena to narrow band-gap infrared detectors, some aspects of their 
performance can be enhanced.
Minority carrier accumulation has, therefore, been studied in the context 
of extrinsic n-type CMT photoconductors. It has been shown that a heavily 
doped n-type contact region will cause the accumulation of holes resulting in 
increased responsivity. This has been demonstrated in three ways, each of 
which gave reasonable agreement with analytic models of the phenomenon. It 
has also been shown that, by increasing the local electric field at the 
contact, the response time can be maintained without loss of responsivity. As 
a result, the readout regions of SPRITE detectors have been re-designed, so 
that these devices now have a near theoretical spatial resolution. All new 
imagers now incorporate the modified structures.
Minority carrier exclusion has been studied in intrinsic v> -type CMT photo- 
conductors to verify the proposal that the dominant Auger-1 generation 
mechanism is not fundamental, but can be suppressed. The limitations on the 
use of this technique due to carrier heating have been calculated and compared 
with the field necessary to achieve exclusion, to show that exclusion in 3-5pm 
detectors at room temperature is viable. Structures have been designed and 
fabricated to examine these effects, and exclusion has been observed, in good 
agreement with a numerical model. Electron concentration reductions by as 
much as a factor of 40, from the intrinsic to extrinsic values have been 
demonstrated in 5pm cut-off devices at room temperature, and in longer cut-off 
wavelength devices at lower temperature. The ramifications for detector
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performance have been examined, and large increases in responsivity observed. 
The detectivity of the devices is seen to improve at low current densities, 
however the full benefit of suppression is not observed owing to excess 
generation noise, associated with the surfaces, and the onset of 1/f noise. 
It has been shown that one source of 1/f noise can be minimised by the use of 
correlated double sampling, and surface passivation properties should be 
inproved through the use of epitaxial growth techniques.
It has been shown, therefore, that the dominant, Auger noise source in 
higher operating temperature infrared detectors can be suppressed, and the 
performance of these devices much improved.
Carrier heating is encountered in photoconductive devices, however, 
particularly at high temperatures and current densities or in very narrow 
energy-gap material. Power dissipation in large, two dimensional arrays of 
long wavelength photoconductors may also be prohibitive. The structures 
required to suppress Auger generation in photovoltaic devices have been 
examined. The electric fields encountered in these devices have been 
estimated to be a factor of ten lower than in comparable photoconductors, and 
should not, therefore, present a problem.
TWo types of device in which minority carrier extraction may be observed 
have been proposed. The first employs a three-layer heterostructure, 
comprising excluding and extracting junctions, however the technology to 
fabricate this does not yet exist, although a research programme to achieve it 
is underway. The second is a structure where carrier concentration reduction 
is achieved by proximity extraction, and which can be made using current 
technology. Extraction has been demonstrated in such devices and Auger 
suppression has also been verified. Further experiments are required, 
however, to quantify fully the performance improvements attainable by the use 
of proximity extraction.
The first observation of bipolar transistor action in CMT has also been 
made in the proximity extraction devices. At 80K, where the material is fully 
extrinsic, the current-voltage characteristics are near classical, though with 
a current dependant gain which has been shown to be due to the presence of 
traps. Near ambient temperature, where the transistor base region is near
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intrinsic, the carrier generation rates and, hence, leakage current, are 
increased substantially. By operating the devices in an extracted mode, where 
the base current is negative and the emitter-base junction reverse biased, it 
has been shown that normal transistor action can be maintained.
The demonstration of leakage current suppression in diode-based devices 
offers the prospect of near background-limited performance from large, 2D 
arrays of infrared detectors with radically reduced cooling requirements. It 
also, and perhaps even more importantly, raises the possibility of using 
narrow-gap semiconductors in various other ambient temperature applications 
which require pseudo-extrinsic characteristics.
The small energy-gaps of materials such as CMT and InSb lead to various 
other unique properties, including very low electron effective mass, high 
mobility, high saturation velocity, large optical non-linearity and efficient 
photon emission. These properties offer advantages in fields such as fast 
logic, where high speed and low switching power may be obtainable in both 
electronic and optical components. Minority carrier exclusion and extraction 
techniques make the operation of such devices feasible in an ambient 
environment, rather than only at cryogenic temperatures. Preliminary 
estimates^1) indicate that these techniques applied to narrow-gap 
semiconductors do, indeed, have an extensive future.
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APPENDIX A1 TECHNIQUES FOR KEFEITME MEASUREMENT
Several authors have described the techniques available to deduce carrier 
lifetimes; so only the relationship between the property actually measured and 
the values deduced for lifetime will be mentioned here. The notes on the 
optical techniques have been compiled from references A1-A4, with some 
simplification and re-working of the equations so that they are expressed in a 
consistent form.
A1.1 Steady State Photoconductivity
Steady state illumination of a sample of thickness d, with applied
where is the quantum efficiency ^  and are electron and hole 
mobilities and Tn and Tp are the time for which the electron and holes 
are mobile and hence contribute to the conductivity. This relationship 
will be modified by surface recombination, which should be minimised by 
use of a suitable passivation, and sweep-out i.e. where carriers reach the 
contacts before recombining, which is prevented by use of only a small 
electric field but which can be accurately modelled anyway.
A1.2 Transient Photoconductivity
Here the steady state illumination with a black-body is replaced by 
pulsed illumination. The pulse length should either be of sufficient 
duration to allow the excess carrier densities to reach equilibrium or a 
delta function so that ne = pe; and terminated abruptly so that their 
decay may be examined. The conductivity is given by
electric field E by a source of flux f results in a photoconductive 
current density
) (A1-1)
A<r(t) = + pe(ttyip) (A1-2)
where the excess carrier densities are given by
ne(t) = n^exp (-t/TJ ,pe(t) = p ^  exp
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(A1-3)
if the lifetimes are well defined and not a function of excess carrier 
density. If T n  and X ^  are unequal, for instance in p-type InSb at 80K, 
two components to the decay of the conductivity will be observed 
corresponding to the two lifetimes, however interpretation of the results 
under these circumstances may be difficult. Further ambiguities may 
arise if the recombination time is a function of excess carrier density 
or if surface recombination effects are significant.
More information may be obtained by also observing the decay of the 
Hall voltage, given by
however this requires accurate knowledge of the mobilities and is even 
more strongly influenced by surface effects.
A1.3 Photoelectranagnetic Effect
A sample is illuminated by relatively short wavelength radiation so 
that the thickness is very much greater than the absorption depth, and a 
magnetic field, B, is applied parallel to the illuminated surface. 
Carriers generated near the surface diffuse into the bulk of the sample 
and are separated by the magnetic field to give a short circuit current 
between side contacts of
Ihe above assumes that the back face is both distant and 
reccxribining, so that the excess carrier density in its vicinity is zero, 
and also that the magnetic field is small. The technique basically 
measures ambipolar diffusion length, i.e. the diffusion length of the 
carrier disturbance rather than each carrier type, however additional 
information can be gleaned when pn and are very different by 
application of a large magnetic field to change the relative contribution 
of electron and holes due to magnetoresistance effects.
U ^ t )  =  g l f / C ( * c i p 0 + p e (ti)]
2 (A1-4)
(A1-5)
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A1.4 Optical car Electron Beam Induced Current
If an optical or electron beam is focussed to a very small spot in 
the vicinity of a plane infinite diode junction perpendicular to the 
surface, then the short circuit current through the junction is given by
i = iQe“x^«. (A1-6)
vtfiere iQ is the current if the spot is at x = 0, x is the distance of the 
spot from the junction and Za is the ambipolar diffusion length. Hence 
by plotting the normalised response as a function of position the 
ambipolar diffusion length is measured directly.
A1.5 Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) and Related Techniques
These techniques are described in references 25-30 of the main text. 
DLTS gives information on the densities, Energies and capture cross- 
sections of deep centres and is of use, particularly, in the case of p- 
type CMT. It is applied to diodes, at low temperature (<77K), preferably 
abrupt, one-sided, e.g. n+p, which are held in reverse bias to produce a 
depletion region. Traps in the depletion region are empty of trapped 
carriers and the device capacitance gives the charge left behind. A 
short forward bias pulse brings in free carriers, some of which are 
trapped. The trapped carriers are then emitted thermally, leading to a 
transient in the capacitance. Thus a peak or trough is observed when 
measuring the change in capacitance as a function of temperature, 
enabling an activation energy to be deduced.
Diode admittance spectroscopy (DAS) is performed using the same 
equipment as DLTS. Here the resistance and capacitance components of a 
diodeis response to a small ac voltage modulating the depletion width are 
monitored as a function of device temperature. The trap emission rates 
determine the ability of the capacitance signal to match the conductance, 
and the trap density determines its amplitude.
Diode pulse recovery (DPR) is performed on the same devices by 
observation of the response as a function of time when a reverse bias 
pulse is used to collect minority carriers previously injected by a 
period of forward bias, and gives a measure of carrier lifetime.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Schematic diagram showing Radiative; Shockley-Read and Auger generation 
processes. The arrows indicate the direction of electron transitions and 
the final states are shown by a filled in circle for an electron and an 
open circle for a hole.
2. External radiative generation rate vs temperature for a detector in 
equilibrium with its environment with cut-off wavelengths of 5pm and 
10pm.
3. Shockley-Read generation rate vs temperature for a detector with 5pm cut­
off wavelength and net doping levels of 5 x 1014 n-type, 5 x 10**4 p-type
1 fi *3and 5 x 10 cm p-type corresponding to mercury vacancy concentrations 
of 5 x 1014, 1.5 x 1 0 ^  and 5.1 x 10^cm“  ^respectively.
4. Shockley-Read generation rate vs temperature for a detector with 10pm 
cut-off wavelength. Other parameters are as for Fig. 3.
5. Ten energy and momentum conserving Auger generation mechanisms in three- 
band semiconductors. The arrows indicate the direction of electron 
transitions and the final states are shown by a filled in circle for an 
electron and an open circle for a hole.
6. Equilibrium combined Auger 1 and 3 generation rates vs temperature for a
1 fidetector with 5pm cut-off wavelength and net doping levels of 1 x 10 n- 
type, 5 x 10^4 n-type and 5 x 10^4cm“  ^p-type.
7. Equilibrium combined Auger 1 and 3 generation rates vs temperature for a 
detector with 10pm cut-off wavelength. Other parameters are as for Fig. 
6.
8. Electron concentration to give equal Auger and radiative generation rates 
vs temperature for a detector 3pm thick with a mirror and cut-off 
wavelength of either 5pm or 10pm exposed to a 295K scene through a 2fr 
field of view.
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9. Vacancy concentration to give equal Shockley-Read and radiative 
generation rate vs temperature for a detector with the same parameters as 
in Fig. 8.
10. Equilibrium and Auger suppressed D* vs temperature for a detector 3pm 
thick with a mirror, with an n-type doping level of 3 x 10^cm“  ^and for 
a cut-off wavelength of either 5pm or 10pm.
11. Schematic diagram of the four current controlled minority carrier 
disturbances for extrinsic and nearly-intrinsic doping levels.
12. Calculated hole (solid) and electron (dashed) concentration from simple
analytic theory and White's numerical model for a x = 0.27 device at
292K with n-type impurity concentration of 1.4 x 10^cm“^ and for a
_2
current density of 230Acm . Two analytic theory curves are shown 
corresponding to equilibrium (0.41ps) and Auger suppressed (0.89ps) life­
times. The numerical model includes a carrier concentration dependant 
effective lifetime which will vary between these extremes.
13. Empirical formulae for the calculation of CMT parameters, and 
representative values at temperatures of 80K, 180K and 295K for alloy 
compositions of x = 0.2 and x = 0.3.
14(a). As implanted sheet carrier concentration as a function of energy and 
dose.
(b). Pulsed waveform for current-voltage measurements.
15(a)Schematic diagram showing biasing conditions for accumulation and 
resulting carrier profiles.
(b)Schematic diagram of samples used for accumulation experiments.
16. Side elevation through a device with a top surface contact showing equi- 
potential and field lines.
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17. Response of a x = 0.21 device to uniform illumination for forward and
reverse bias, showing experimental values (+) and theoretical curves for
S = 470ams“  ^ (solid lines).
18. Steady-state response to focussed illumination in the vicinity of the
accumulating contact for several values of forward bias field.
19. Steady-state response to focussed illumination from complete sample for
several values of forward bias field.
20. Calculated excess carrier concentration resulting from illumination 
focussed 50pm from the accumulating contact of a x  = 0.29 device at 145K
-i
for a contact recombination velocity of 450cms and several values of 
forward bias field.
21. Calculated excess carrier concentration, as for Fig. 20, for a forward 
bias field of 40Vcm and several values of contact recombination 
velocity.
22. Calculated voltage response profiles for x = 0.29 device at 145K with a 
contact recombination velocity of 450cms and several values of forward 
bias field. For comparison with Fig. 18.
23. Contact recombination velocity deduced from response profiles vs field 
for x = 0.29 device at 145K.
24. Experimental normalised transient voltage response from x = 0.29 device 
at 145K far several values of forward bias field.
25. Theoretical normalised transient voltage response, for x = 0.29 device at 
145K with a lifetime of 4ps and contact recombination velocity of 
350cms” ,^ for several values of forward bias field.
26. Theoretical curves showing time for response to fall to 1/e of it's 
initial value as a function of field for a x -  0.29 device at 145K with a 
lifetime of 4ps and for several values of contact recombination velocity.
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27. Contact recombination velocity deduced from transient responses vs field 
far x = 0.29 device at 145K.
28. Transient voltage response for a x = 0.21 device at 80K comparing 
experimental results (dashed lines) with theory (solid lines) for Sc = 
470ans . Curve (1) shows the low field situation, where the deduced 
contact field of 5Vcnf1 is less than the bulk value of 9VcnT*. Curve (2)
shows the high field situation, where the deduced contact field of
1 1 39Vcm is greater than the bulk value of 27Vcm .
29. Qihanced cathode field devices to give high responsivity with a fast 
response: (a) standard n-type photoccnductor, (b) width restriction, (c) 
small electrode area, (d) annular structure.
30. S P R I T E  detector readout geometry: (a) conventional, bifurcated device, 
(b) low accumulation time, horn device.
31. Calculated contact recombination time vs field far SPRITE detector at 80K 
with a contact recombination velocity of 500cms .
32. Calculated equipotential and field lines for bifurcated and horn 
geometries showing the transit times through the readout region.
33. Number of field lines contributing to output signal vs time for 
bifurcated and horn readout geometries, showing reduced pulse width from 
the latter.
34. Generic structure of n+v excluding photoconductor showing band diagram 
and carrier concentration profiles.
36. Critical field for exclusion vs doping level for a x = 0.267 device at 
295K ( X c =: 5pm) and for several values of Shockley-Read lifetime.
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37. Critical field for exclusion vs doping level for a x = 0.198 device at 
180K (Ac = 10pm) and for several values of Shockley-Read lifetime.
38. Schematic diagram of device used for exclusion experiments.
39. Photograph of a typical excluding device.
40. Current-voltage characteristics of a x = 0.28 device at 275K with an n- 
type doping level of 8 x 10^4cm“ ,^ measured as indicated in the inset.
41. Reverse bias current-voltage characteristics of x = 0.28, N^-Na = 
8 x 1014cm”^ device measured using the first side-arm potential probe at 
275K (+) and 300K (o). The theoretical curves, at 275K (dashed) and 300K 
(solid) are also shown, where the only fitting parameter is the 275K S-R 
generation rate.
42. Exclusion length vs current density, from the experimental data of Fig.
40.
43. Comparison of theoretical (solid) and experimental (+, 0) current-voltage 
characteristics measured using the first probe of a x = 0.27, N^-Na =
1.4 x 10^4cnf^ device at 273K and 292K.
44. Experimental current-voltage characteristic measured on the first side- 
arm potential probe of a x = 0.22, Nd“Na = ® x 10^4cm“^ device at 230K.
45. Hall effect measurements, using the first probe-pair, of x = 0.28, N^-Na 
= 8 x 10^4cm“^ device showing log-j q(1 /eR^) vs reciprocal temperature in 
equilibrium and under large reverse (excluding) and forward 
(accumulating) bias.
46. Hall effect measurements, using the second probe-pair, on the device 
described in Fig. 45.
47. Hall effect measurements cn x = 0.22, N^-Na = 8 x 10^4cm“^ device at 227K:
(a) carrier concentration sampled by first probe-pair vs current.
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(b) carrier concentration at high reverse bias (10mA) vs distance from 
the excluding contact.
48. Normalised photoresponse vs distance from the excluding contact for a x = 
0.265 device at 295K and several values of current.
49. Current required for zero photo-signal vs position for a 5pm cut-off 
device, measured at 80K.
50. Integrated response from fig. 49 to show variation in net doping level as 
a function of position. The inset diagrams indicate the form of the 
current-voltage characteristics between adjacent potential probes at 8OK 
and 230K and show the direction of consequent injection or exclusion 
effects.
51. Responsivity and D* (50OK, 100kHz) vs forward and reverse bias current 
for x = 0.28, N^-Na = 8 x 10^cm”  ^device at 275K.
52. Responsivity and D* (500K, 20kHz) vs forward and reverse bias current for
x = 0.27, N^-Na. = 1.4 x 10^aif^ device at 295K.
53. Responsivity and D* (500K, 500kHz) vs forward and reverse bias current 
for x = 0.22, N^-Na = 8 x 10^aiT^ device at 220K.
54. Noise voltage vs frequency at several values of reverse bias current for 
device described in Fig. 53.
55. Circuit used for correlated double sampling experiments to reduce 1/f 
noise.
56. Noise voltage vs frequency for x = 0.28, N^-Na = 8 x 10^cm"^ device at
275K under reverse bias. The curves show the outputs from the first
«i
probe (VI), first probe attenuated (VI ), second probe (V2) and resultant 
^v r e s ^  •
57. Schematic diagram of a pfFn heterojunction extracting diode structure, 
showing energy levels and electron concentration.
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58. Schematic diagram to illustrate proximity extraction, in p” material, 
showing positions of extracting junctions and resultant electron 
concentration.
59. Diagrams showing the extension of proximity extraction from single 
devices to (a) cne-dimensicnal arrays using top surface n+ junctions and
(b) two-dimensional arrays using loophole n+ junctions.
60. Schematic diagram of the proximity extraction devices used for 
experimental investigations, showing a plan view and side elevation.
61. Photograph of a typical device showing (a) complete sample and (b) 
enlarged view of one device.
62. Current-voltage characteristics from a 15pm pitch proximity extraction 
device, with x = 0.305, at 293K. Fig.(a) shows the reverse 
characteristics on the central, signal diode for various voltages on the 
C1 ring, with the C2 diode ring open circuit. Fig.(b) gives the reverse 
leakage current through the signal diode, when reverse biased by 400mV, 
as a function of reverse voltage on either the C1 ring only (Cl), the C2 
ring only (C2) or the C1 and C2 rings together (C1 + C2).
63. Output characteristics of a 15pm pitch transistor in commcn-emitter con­
figuration at 77K. Fig. (a) shows the experimental collector current vs 
collectar-emitter voltage. Fig.(b) shows similar curves derived from the 
theoretical model, using values of L- 25pm, = 0.99 and = 0.55.
64. Snell signal current gain, /? , vs collector current for a 15pm pitch 
transistor at 77K measured using the C1 collectors only (Cl) or the C1 
and C2 collectors together (Cl + C2).
65. Current gain vs collector current at 77K far the C1 + C2 case showing the 
measured values (dashed) and predicted values from the trap occupancy 
model (solid) with the ambipolar diffusion coefficient calculated using 
n = nQ (Da(n0)) or n = + An (Da(n0+ An)).
66. Schematic diagram showing arrangement far flood illumination experiment.
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67. Spatial current photo-response of an isolated loophole diode, at 77K and 
zero bias, with various levels of flood illumination.
68. Table showing effects of flood illumination on three devices at 77K, 
giving deduced diffusion length and consequent, predicted current gain 
assuming unity emitter injection efficiency. Also showing measured 
current gain and emitter injection efficiency necessary for the predicted 
and measured gains to be equal.
69. Spatial current photo-response profile of a 15pm pitch transistor at 77K 
with a floating base and VCE = 350mV, for various levels of flood 
illumination.
70. Ccmmon-emitter output characteristics of a 15pm pitch transistor at 263K. 
Fig. (a) shows the experimental collector current vs collector-emitter 
voltage. Fig.(b) shows similar curves derived from the theoretical 
model, using values of L= 15pm, = 0.98 and = 0.55.
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Empirical formulae for calculation of CM T parameters
Energy gap: E £ = -0.25 + 1.59x + 0.327x3 + 5.233 (l-2.08x) T  x 10“*4 eV
Intrinsic carrier concentration:
n. 3.134 x 1015m*3/4T3/2exp (Eg/2kT)
Effective mass electron: me - 0.07055 Egm0 (parabolic assumption)
hole:
*
mh
— 0.55m
o
(independent of x,T)
Mobi1ity electron: u
e
- 1.5 x 103 (0.7/meT)3/^ 2 cm2/Vs
hole:
^h
- 4 x 10
5 t -3/2
cm2/Vs
Dielectric constant: €
r
- 20 - 9 .4x
Representative Values
T/K Eg/eV Xc//zm nj/cm“3 me/mo ^e/cm2/Vs ^h/cm2/Vs
x - 0.2 
* €,.-18.1
80
180
295
0.095
0.125
0.160
13.1
9.9
7.75
5.6x10*3 
4.3x10*3 
2.8x10*6
0.0073
0.0102
0.0139
2.0x10s 
3.6xl04 
l.lxlO4
5.6xl02 
1.7xl02 
8x10*
x ■= 0.3 
* cr«=17.2 '
80
180
295
0.252
0.271
0.293
4.94
4.58
4.22
1.3xl09
6.6x10*3
3.0xl0*5
0.0187
0.0191
0.0207
4.9x104 
1.2xl04 
4.5xl03
5.6xl02 
1.7xl02 
8x10*
Fig. 13
All values x 10^ c m “2
Energy/keV
Dose/cm“^
50 100 200
1.1013 1.4 8.3 ~ 0 .6
5.1013 ~6
or p-type
2.8 f(I> ,~10
2.1014 5.8 All p-type 9.9
5.1014 12.5 6.6 8.9
2.1015 3.4 4.4 8.7
5.1015 - 43 8.6
Geometrical mean of 4.3 7.8 9.0
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